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Summary
The thesis explores the management and the competing interests of NGOs
providing development programs to marginalised women and children exploited by a
cultural practice in the Volta Region of Ghana. The thesis considers the extent to which
women‟s and children‟s citizenship and human rights are violated, to what extent
international perspectives on the customary „enslavement‟ are constructed through
international fund-raising initiatives and what the women and children gain from
development programs offered by the NGO.
The thesis develops a social justice and rights based argument

1

based on a case

study and participant observation of the management of an international NGO.
Fieldwork spanned five months and included observation and interviews with the
international NGO, as well as interviews with local NGOs and government officials. The
thesis concludes that on the one hand, some National NGOs are driven by cultural
relativist values and power, buttressed by patronage networks. On the other hand, the
international NGO is driven by welfarist and anti-poverty policy approaches that place
the women and children as passive victims, rather than empowering the women by
meeting strategic needs. The thesis develops an argument based on empirical research
by:


Assessing the life chances of women and children in Ghana



Exploring the citizenship rights of Ghana‟s women and children and assessing
the extent to which the women and children are able to access these rights

1

Nussbaum, 1999. Page 232.
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Assessing the extent to which Africa‟s imperialist history impacts on the life
chances of women and children



Analysing contested reports concerning customary servitude and critiquing
stakeholder interest in denying and/or constructing the practice



Analysing intervention approaches using a Social Relations Approach 2



Building on Schaffer and Smith‟s „Human Rights and Narrated Lives, the Ethics
of Recognition‟,3 to not only explore the ethical considerations surrounding
human rights and the narrated story, but to explore the impact of the stories on
the life chances of women and children



Positioning women within the struggle against neo-colonialism in Africa and
questioning if these positions have changed since Ghana‟s independence
struggle



Critiquing the extent to which NGOs are able to meet women‟s and children‟s
strategic needs when they function without diverse values



Extending current understanding concerning diversity management within NGOs
and the impact on women and children when NGOs do not employ diverse
values



Extending current understanding concerning the extent to which strategic needs
can be met when decisions are not widely informed through the inclusion of key
stakeholders in decision-making processes

2

March C, Mukhopadhyay M and Smyth I. 2003. Page 102.
Schaffer K and Smith S, 2004. Human Rights and Narrated Lives, The Ethics of Recognition. Published by
Palgrave Macmillan.
3
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Chapter 1

The Area of Concern: Life Chances of Women
and Children in Ghana and the Implications of
Human Rights Abuses

The thesis strives to explore the extent to which the women‟s and children‟s
citizenship and human rights are violated in Ghana through enslavement and to what
extent the construction of customary „enslavement‟ is a product of international fund
raising initiatives. The thesis addresses the concern that the women and children
remain passive recipients of welfarist and anti-poverty policies that do not empower
their rights as either citizens or in terms of human rights law.
Within the original research plan, the study aimed to explore the „enslavement‟ of the
women per se and to explore the extent to which development and aid from the United
States of America, Canada, Australia and the Netherlands had made a difference to the
life chances of women and children.
Once in the field it became clear that the issue was more complicated as access to
the marginalised women and children was impeded by several national stakeholders.
Rural women were overwhelmingly represented by patriarchal males who acted as gate
keepers in a network of patronage. It was clear that the women and their children are
yet to gain sufficient empowerment, in order to participate in decision making at the
household and community levels and are without power in the wider institutions of the
state. Whilst the NGOs program increases the women‟s ability to engage in productive
work, the burden of domestic work is not alleviated, increasing the work of the women.
The women are without the right to participate in community management or community
politics. Women remain „spoken for‟ on every level. Even more importantly, the children
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are without participatory rights and are excluded from the rights awarded to all children
under The Children‟s Act 1998.
Secondly, in the field, it became apparent that within Ghana reports of the
systemic enslavement of women and children is widely contested by both independent
and interested parties. Prevalence of the custom and affected women and children are
highly challenged in Ghana and the extent to which the NGO has portrayed the custom
as more prevalent and severe than is the case, is questioned within the thesis. 4
Thirdly, National Resistance Movements exist in Ghana, claiming their collective
right to practice their own culture, without the imposition of outside powers. 5 In this way,
the two groups engage in a war, between the Interventionists and the African
renaissancist , in which the women and children play out as pawns in the struggle for
each group‟s political power. The thesis explores the extent to which some international
NGOs perpetrate imperialist interests within Ghana, the way in which National
Resistance Groups resist imperialist opinion and assesses the impact that this has on
the life chances of the women and children. It also addresses the way in which local
NGOs resist international interventions and develop patriarchal African renaissancist
responses to Christian interventionism. They develop the argument that fundamentalism
works both ways. Women however remain disadvantaged from the positions of both
standpoints.

4

See Julie Dogbadzi escaped. Now she’s freeing others. After a life of slavery. Newsweek (International Edition)
New York: April 5 1999 and Larkin B, 2000. Annual Report on International Religious Freedom. Report submitted
to the Committee on Foreign relations US Senate. Joint Committee Print.
5
See Trainer 1989, World Bank 1991 Truth about the system of slavery known as Trokosi, troxovi, or fiashidi. The
truth is Slavery Does Exist in West Africa, and it is Not a Glorious Institution! Answering the ludicrous false claims
of the Afrikania Mission
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Fourthly, the research analyses the program offered to the women and children
and highlights the need for NGOs to compete in the establishment of patronage
networks in difficult economic conditions and questions the extent to which NGOs are
accountable to patronage networks, the state in which they function and, most
importantly, the women and children whom they serve.
Finally, and most importantly, the thesis acknowledges the narrow pragmatism6
of the NGO‟s programs, however it questions the extent to which the project addresses
the strategic needs of the women and children and analyses the extent to which their
practical needs are met.
The argument is developed that the NGO has no ability to work with diverse
values as they are driven by the values of patronage networks, and therefore a narrow
pragmatic approach is employed. The development program fails to meet the women‟s
and children‟s strategic needs and therefore, they are unable to be empowered within
the community and the state. Under the state, the women and children do not have
citizenship rights or human rights because when legislation protecting women and
children has been enacted, often courts fail to try cases that are seen as being in
conflict with cultural rights.7
National courts need to acknowledge Ghana‟s duties under international law and
ensure that rural women and children have equal access to protection under the law.
Women need to have the right to represent themselves in national and international
forums, make policy and political decisions and become political participants within the
nation. This is the distinction between meeting practical basic needs for survival versus

6
7

In the sense used by McIntyre-Mills, 2009. Page 201 – 218.
See Ghana Law Report, 1974. (GLR) 45 t SC
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strategic gender needs based on achieving greater equality through body integrity and
control of wages to ensure women and children are able to play an active role in
decision making at the local and national level.8
Thus the social, cultural and political dynamics locally and internationally are
addressed in an attempt to give a detailed case study of strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities and threats in the management of aid in Ghana.

1.1

Statement of the Problem Investigated in this Case Study
The research aims to contribute to existing knowledge by furthering the

understanding of the management of NGOs and how pragmatic approaches use
women as „pawns‟ to support narrow interests and fail to improve the life chances of
women and children by enabling participation in the decision making process. 9 The
thesis assesses the extent of the problem and the extent to which it is being addressed
through local, national or international development interventions.
The practice addressed in the thesis is termed „Troxovi‟ and the women enslaved
by it are referred to as „Trokosi‟.10 The practice has received a considerable amount of
attention in the international media over the past ten years.

11

It is reported that the

8

March, Mukhopadhyay and Smyth. 2003. A Guide to Gender – Analysis Frameworks. 2003. Printed by Oxfam
Great Britain.
9
McIntyre. 2003. Yeperenye Dreaming in Conceptual, Geographical, and Cyberspace: A Participatory Action
Research Approach to Address Local Governance within and Australian Indigenous Housing Association. Systemic
Practice and Action Research, 16(5), 309-338.
10
Commission on Rights of the Child, 10 March – 18 April 1997. Fifty-third session Item 21 (b) of the United
Nations Economic and Social Council, provisional agenda. Accessed on
http://www.hri.ca/fortherecord1997/documentation/commission/e-cn4-1997-95.htm on the 5th April 2005.
11
See Julie Dogbadzi escaped. Now she’s freeing others. After a life of slavery. Newsweek (International Edition)
New York: April 5 1999, Page 33. ‘Save the Slaves’ April 2003. Released by [The NGO], Australia, Hawthorn,
Victoria. Australia.
Mercy’s Story and Trokosi: Treasure in Earthen Vessels. ‘Save the Slaves’ Video Released by [The NGO], Ghana.
April 2003. Owusu-Ansah, 2003. Assistant Professor of Education. Trokosi in Ghana: Cultural Relativism or
Slavery? Lindsey-Wilson College, Kentucky, USA www2.ncsu.edu/ncsu/aern/trokony.html Accessed on 19th
November 2004. Hawksley H, 2001. Ghana’s Trapped Slaves. BBC News Website. Accessed at
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women‟s and children‟s rights are abused as their labour is controlled and no
compensation is received, they lose their liberty, they are sexually assaulted, physically
abused and subjected to acts of violence.12 The Troxovi practice is rationalised within
the community as a form of providing atonement to the gods for the sins or crimes of the
community and is upheld by family and community members through fear of retribution
from the gods.13
This research is important because it situates the role of the NGO in delivering
development programs and assesses the extent to which development changes the life
chances of women and children who are currently excluded from decision making within
the household, community, market and state. Globally, women‟s and children‟s rights
are being ignored due to their perceived threat to cultural rights. 14 This work situates the
African woman within the interventionist/African renaissancist struggle and compares
the modern African woman‟s place with that of women during the nationalist struggle;
questioning if any advances have been made.

http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/programmes/from_our_own_correspondent/1158115.stm on the 21st June 2005. Pages 14. Rinaudo B. 2003. Trokosi Slavery: Injustice in the name of religion. La Trobe University, Australia. Accessed on
http://64.233.179.104/u/flinders?q=cache:xrWD3CS33p8J:www.ssn.flinders.edu.au on the 16 th June 2005. Page 5.
Ari B. 2002. Liberating Ghanaian Girls from ‘Trokosi’. Africa Recovery. Accessed on
http://www.afrol.com/News2002/gha001_girls_Trokosi.htm on 22nd June 2005. .Page 1. Hawksley H, 2001.
Ghana’s Trapped Slaves. BBC News Website. Accessed at
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/programmes/from_our_own_correspondent/1158115.stm on the 21st June 2005. Ahiable
M, 1995. The Anatomy of Trokosi system in Ghana: Report: First National Workshop on Trokosi system in Ghana
(July 6-7, 1995) Accra. Workshop by International Needs, Ghana.. Eckardt , 2004. Trokosi Field Assignment. MSW
Program St. Louis University. Accessed at http://www.slu.edu/colleges/SOCSVC/TrokosiIntroductionII.pdf on the
24th June 2005. French H W, 1997. Ritual Slaves of Ghana: Young and Female. The New York Times International
May/June 1997 Volume 7, Issue 6 Pages 24. Gakpleazi,. 1998. Trokosi is Not a Slave Ghanaian Times, Monday
November 16 1998, Page 6. Practice of Trokosi Still Hurting Girls. Ghanaian Chronicle. Accra, Ghana. 25th August
2004. Accessed at http://www.ghanaweb.com/GhanaHomePage/NewsArchive/printnews.php? On the 19 th of
November 2004. Gyau Orhin, I, 2001. ‘Ghanaians Asked To Condemn Trokosi’ By Public Agenda. General News.
Accessed at http://www.modernghana.com/news/12507/1/ghanaians-asked-to-condemn-Trokosi.html on the 5th
February 2009. Mercy’s Story and Trokosi: Treasure in Earthen Vessels. ‘Save the Slaves’ Video Released by [The
NGO], Ghana. April 2003.
12
Outhred, 2009. Page 3.
13
Ibid. Page 4.
14
Rai . 2008. Page 31.
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Sitting squarely within the neo-colonialist struggle, the NGO functions delivering
aid programs to the most vulnerable in society. Currently, the only assessments
pertaining to the empowerment of the Trokosi women and children are available
exclusively through the NGO providing the program. Without current and independent
assessments of the extent to which development programs meet the strategic needs of
women and children, their ability to live with human dignity is at risk.
This thesis offers an understanding of how NGOs work and explores the policies
and practices of the NGO in its delivery of programs to women and children.
The thesis addresses the following questions:
1. What are the life chances of women and children in Ghana?
2. What are the life chances of Ghana‟s rural women and children?
3. What are the life chances of women and children held in customary servitude?
4. To what extent does Africa‟s imperialist history impact on the life chances of
women and children?
5. What is the impact of cultural relativism on the life chances of the women and
children?
6. Are the women‟s and children‟s life chances increased by the work of the NGO?
Within the thesis, Chapter two summarises the key concepts raised within the
case study. Chapter three outlines the research approach and details the research
journey within the field. It addresses questions relating to participation, including; in
what ways can participation increase the life chances of women and children? And;
what are the challenges of using participation to increase the life chances of women and
children? Chapter four assesses the life chances of women and children at the national,
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regional and community levels and questions the prevalence and severity of customary
servitude, as reported by the NGO.
International, national and local discourses concerning the Troxovi practice, are
discussed in chapter five. The chapter assesses the extent to which the practice is
constructed through the production and reproduction of discourse. The chapter then
explores the impact these representations have on the women‟s and children‟s life
chances.
Chapter six addresses the impacts of Africa‟s imperialist history and cultural
relativism on life chances through the exploration of Gunboat Humanitarianism. The
chapter then addresses questions concerning the extent to which the women are able to
live with human dignity and to what extent their basic and strategic needs are met
through the program.
Chapter seven takes the findings from the case study and addresses the
overarching question; to what extent can certain resources, structures, organisations or
governmental bodies increase the life chances of women and children and how can
development make a difference?
Chapters seven and eight explore the ways in which diversity management might
be used to increase life chances and addresses questions relating to the strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities and threats present in the NGO‟s program.
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1.2

Political Context
Ghana is recognised throughout Africa as a country spearheading economic

development on the continent. Ghana is said to have „an impeccable record‟15 of
implementing reforms and policies under the direction of the IMF and the World Bank.

16

However, despite this „impeccable record‟ the rights of women and children in Ghana
are consistently balanced against perceived threats to cultural rights, resulting in
decreased life chances for women and children. 17
Under national law women and children are protected against discrimination,18
however in practice such laws face stiff resistance and women and children are often
not able to access such laws meaningfully.19 The state has consistently proven itself
slow to act in favour of women‟s and children‟s rights when in conflict with cultural
rights, often referring cases back to customary arbitration.20 Similarly, women are not
sufficiently economically empowered to access these rights should the perpetrator be a
partner, as surveys reveal that women would not be able to survive, should their
husbands be arrested.
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This lack of protection under the law discriminates against

women and children, decreasing their life chances, particularly for rural women and
children.
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In order to contextualise Ghana‟s political dynamic, I will discuss three laws that
have been passed in order to protect women and children and briefly explore the ways
in which protection is not guaranteed by those laws. 22
In 1985 the Intestate Succession Law (PNDC Law 111) was passed in order to
protect women and children after the death of a husband. The law was created to
ensure that they would receive a larger share of the estate of the deceased, however
implementation of the law continues to face difficulties.
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Customary practices on

succession have created a legal pluralism and as those with the most power in rural
areas prefer traditional avenues. Therefore the national law is not adequately protecting
those it was created for and many women and children are being removed from their
24

homes by the family members of the deceased.

Similarly, after four years of national debate, the Domestic Violence Bill 2007 was
passed in order to augment the Criminal Code of 1960 (Act 29), criminalising assault
and battery, rape, defilement of children and incest. The main reason for the protracted
debate was that to the original draft legislation‟s inclusion of the criminalisation of
marital rape.25 This inclusion caused such public outcry that it was excluded from the
final bill. Christian, Muslim and Traditional religious groups have spoken out against the
passing of the law stating that it „confuses cultural norms‟ and has the „potential to
cause societal harm‟.26 Consequently, Ghanaian married women, do not have the legal
right to body integrity; a basic right necessary to live a life with human dignity.
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In 1998 after much activism and pressure relating to CEDAW, some
amendments were made to the Criminal Code banning harmful traditional practices,27
however not one arrest has taken place since this time and case law reflects that the
state is rarely willing to rule on issues of custom, referring cases back to traditional
courts.28
In 1997 Ghana received much criticism from the United Nations Committee on
the Rights of the Child concerning its submission to the Committee at the 15 th Session
in Geneva.29 The report strongly recommended legislative and policy changes in order
to protect children as is required under the Convention on the Rights of the Child.
In response, Parliament passed The Children‟s Act, 1998. The Act defines
children as those under 18 years of age and protects children from discrimination on the
basis of gender, race, age, religion, disability, health status, custom, ethnic origin, rural
or urban background, birth or other status, socio-economic status or because the child
is a refugee.30 The Act protects children‟s rights to parental property, to an education
and to well-being, to social activity, to the right of opinion, to protection from exploitative
labour, torture and degrading treatment and the right to refuse betrothal or marriage. 31
The Act also ensures that regional administrations enact the use of Child Panels when
dealing with youths in conflict with the law and proclaims a duty of care on people
legally responsible for children to provide health necessities, education and reasonable
shelter. 32 The minimum age for light work is set at 13 years of age.
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Under the law, children‟s basic rights are met and some strategic rights, such as
the right to express an opinion and the right to play are protected. However, in practice
child labour is a major problem within the nation. In the Volta Region, Ghana‟s 2000
census reported that 16% of children aged 7 – 14 years worked or actively looked for
work during 2000 and the 2001 report revealed that 33% of all 5 – 17 year olds in the
Volta were employed as child labourers.33 In this way, the Children‟s Act is unable to
protect children who are rarely aware of their rights, often unable to question custom
and are responsible for family survival.
Therefore, though national laws have been passed as a result of international
human rights legislation, women and children are rarely able to access these rights, if
laws are perceived to confuse cultural norms or threaten family survival. 34
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1.3

Use of Land in the Volta Region
Understanding the way in which land is used in the Volta Region is vital in

understanding the life chances of women and children in Ghana because land is the
main source of income for households and the key to basic livelihood. 35 The region is
mainly rural and has vast natural resources and fertile soil.36 Chapter three of Duncan
and Brant‟s Access to and Control over land from a gender perspective, outlines the
agricultural activities that take place within the Volta Region as follows.37
Fishing on the Volta Lake is also an important income-generating activity in the
Volta and trading activities take place across the whole region. The most common forms
of food crops in the Volta Region are garden eggs, yam, banana, maize, cassava, okra,
plantain, cow peas, beans and peppers and the most common forms of cash crops
include cocoa, oil palm, coffee, rice, yam, shallot, tomato, peppers, cassava, maize and
beans. Only a very small percentage of food goes to market and the vast majority of
produce is consumed within the household. This highlights the importance of farming
activities in the region in terms of food security.
Within Ghanaian farming communities there exists a clear division of labour
between men and women. Women are responsible for planting, weeding, watering,
harvesting, the transportation of produce and the marketing of small amounts of farm
produce. Men are responsible for the initial clearing of land and the marketing of larger
amounts of farm produce. Women are also more involved in food crop production for
family consumption and men are more involved in cash crop production. In this way
35
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men‟s work is often supported by the state in order to develop the agricultural sector.
The report also cites Benneh et al‟s (1995) claim that women involve themselves with
food cropping for several reasons, firstly; the initial outlay is less costly and secondly;
less labour is required. Given that women have less time to spend on productive
activities due to their heavy daily reproductive workloads, they do not possess the
adequate time or money to involve themselves in cash cropping.
In addition, under custom, women are obliged to assist their husbands in their
farming activities, in addition to their own farming activities. This further increases the
work of women, reduces their productivity and decreases the life chances of women.

1.4

Scope and Limitation of the Study
This thesis uses the case study of marginalised women and children within the

Volta Region in order to provide further understanding of the NGO‟s functioning and the
effects that fundamental values or diverse values can have on the life chances of
women and children. It explores how imperialist struggles in post-colonial states impact
on women‟s and children‟s life chances and critically evaluates the role of development
in improving women‟s and children‟s chances of living a life with human dignity. The
study recommends policy changes that will enable the women and children to
participate in their own development, as the women do not yet have a significant level of
empowerment. In view of the fact that

access to the women was impeded, it is

important to note that the thesis does not incorporate the views of the women and
children. Women and children do not currently participate in discussions concerning
their own futures at the household, market, community and/or state levels, thus
subsequent policy recommendations refer to ways in which their voices can be heard.
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Once the views of women and children are able to be heard, policy should be aligned to
social movements from within. The thesis argues that the women are positioned as
individuals whose marginality provides a „distinctive angle of vision‟,38 and champions
empowering the women; that these voices might be heard.
The study does not incorporate recent primary quantitative statistics on the
prevalence or severity of the Troxovi customary practice. These topics have been
painstakingly discussed by national stakeholders and are driven by urban males within
Ghana. These discussions place the women as passive victims and do not answer the
question of primary importance; are the women being strategically empowered at the
household, community, market and state levels.

1.5

Summary of Chapters
The thesis begins by outlining key concepts such as life chances, traditions in

international development, human rights, gender mainstreaming and the capabilities
approach (Chapter 2). The inadequacy of traditional resourced based development
measures to measure the life chances of women and children are discussed. The
negative impact of imperialism in Africa on human rights discussions is explored and in
order to bypass the deep philosophical tensions in human rights language, a
combination of approaches is employed, including Nussbaum‟s Capabilities Approach.
The thesis uses an auto-ethnographical, Participatory Action Research
methodology39 and recognises the „complicity‟ of the researcher.40 This methodology
has been acknowledged as an effective way of empowering women by inviting them to
38
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participate in and contribute to the research. The research journey and the resultant
shift in the research plan will be discussed in chapter three.
Chapters four, five and six assess the life chances of women and children in
Ghana. Beginning with broad national indicators in chapter four, each successive
chapter focuses more sharply on the Trokosi women and children.
Chapter four assesses the life chances of women and children in Ghana through
measuring development and empowerment statistics for the nation. The chapter also
identifies regional differences within the nation, and therefore assesses the life chances
of women and children within the Volta Region, relying on the indicators available. The
chapter looks at the disparity of wealth within the nation and assesses the extent to
which the life chances of Ghana‟s rural women are decreased, due to their regionalism.
Chapter four also focuses on the life chances of women and children within
Troxovi practicing communities, by exploring functions of the shrine within the
community, the various roles within the shrine and the history of intervention. Contested
reports concerning the prevalence and severity of the practice at the household level
will also be discussed. Such reports raise concerns regarding the construction of the
practice, however; the objections of those defending the practice give significant insight
into the restrictions placed on the women. Chapter four also assesses the impact that
previous NGO liberation projects have had on the life chances of the women and
children and evaluates the impact that uninformed pragmatic approaches can have on
life chances.
Chapter five considers the extent to which the imagery of „the Trokosi woman‟ is
constructed at international, national and local levels. This is explored through a
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discourse analysis of the key stakeholders within the case study and the role of the
narrated story is considered.
Chapters five and six focus on the life chances of Trokosi women and children,
both within the shrines, and outside, among those released through the NGO‟s
intervention. The comparative analysis assesses the life chances of Trokosi women and
children according to the most severe reports of shrine life, the least severe reports of
shrine life and the NGO‟s intervention program.
Chapter six acknowledges the Legacy of Mistrust41 between European and
African relations and identifies five themes of Gunboat Humanitarianism that impact
negatively on the life chances of the women and their children. The extent to which the
women and children are given a voice through the NGO‟s program, what the women are
actually able to do and be, 42 and whether the women‟s strategic needs are met are also
discussed in chapter six.
After assessing the life chances of women and children at the national, regional,
community and household levels, through the Trokosi case study, chapter seven
explores the means by which women‟s and children‟s life chances might be improved,
as identified within the case study. The chapter begins with a broad international focus,
by identifying the challenges of using international resources to increase life chances,
then looks at national resources, the use of national law and finally, the use of NGOs to
increase women‟s and children‟s life chances. Current Aid Effectiveness strategies and
the likelihood of Ghana meeting its millennium goals are assessed. Resource allocation
for goals related to gender and the lack of important aid effectiveness strategies within
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the management of NGOs is criticised. And finally, the strengths, weakness,
opportunities and threats within the NGO‟s program are assessed in chapter seven,
using a Social Relations Approach.43
This thesis concludes that women and children are barely improved by the NGO
program, because the NGO is unable to work with diverse values due to their reliance
on fundamentalist patronage networks. Avoiding a cultural relativist post-modern view,
the thesis insists that it is essential that women are to be a part of discussions and
solutions surrounding their own exploitation.44
The thesis finds that the Trokosi women and children are not adequately
empowered at the household, state or community levels and therefore, the rural women
and children are represented and discussed by urban males.
In this way, the Trokosi women and their children play out as pawns in a holy war
between the interventionist‟s and the African renaissancist‟s struggle for power. The life
chances of the women and children are barely improved by the development program
offered by the NGO as the program employs a narrow pragmatic approach, through
welfarist/anti-poverty policy approaches which temporarily meet the women‟s and
children‟s basic needs. However, the program ignores the strategic needs of the women
and children and therefore the role of women in the community and the state remains
unchallenged.
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Table 1.1

Assessing the life chances of Women and Children within the Case Study
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Table 1.2

Findings from the Case Study Concerning Increasing the Life Chances of Women and Children
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Chapter 2
2.1

Key Concepts and Review of the Literature

Introduction – The Trokosi Women and Children
Since 1998 reports of customary servitude in the Volta Region of Ghana, have

flooded through international media, often termed „slavery‟.45 Reports have cited
narratives of the institutionalised and systematic torture, repeated rape, forced
marriages, forced labour and social outcasting of women and girls in rural settings in
West Africa. The practice is named „Troxovi‟ and the girls are called „Trokosi‟.46
Various forms of international media reported, and continue to report that Troxovi
is being practiced in Togo, Benin, Nigeria and Ghana by the Ewe group. 47 Reports
outline the belief system practicised in regional areas which results in young virgin girls
45
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being used to provide unpaid labour to the fetish priest, the rationale being that their
labour will appease the gods for sins or crimes committed either by living relatives
within their community, or by their ancestors. The debt of the past can be invoked by the
powerful fetish priests, so that the labour of the powerless can be called upon. It is
stated that the women are called Trokosi, literally translated 'brides of the gods'. The
community believes that by appeasing the gods they will be saved from calamity.48
Media reports state that the total number of Trokosi women could be as high as
30 000 in West Africa49 and that in 1998, 5000 Trokosi women existed in Ghana.50 In
1995 Dvolo and Adzoyi reported the estimated number of Trokosi in Ghana to be 5000,
in 1999 Nukunya estimated the number to be 9000 and in 1998 Ameh cited the number
as upwards of 20 000.51 It is also estimated that 9 percent of those held in ritual slavery
are under the age of ten and sources have documented more than 6 000 children
whose mothers are known as Trokosi.52
International media focusing on the Trokosi practice report that thus far the
women‟s only hope of a different life lies in the work of an NGO, based in Accra.53 The
NGO emancipating Trokosi women operates in 37 countries on various social welfare
programs. In contrast to most international NGOs, they employ national staff only and in
order to finance their health, education and social justice programs they are supported
through donations from western nations, through both individual donors and
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government aid.54 The NGO also employs a child sponsorship program, an annual
„release the slaves‟ tour in various western nations and corporate sponsorship
initiatives.55 International media and academic articles claim that the NGO is working to
change social norms, negotiate within cultural frameworks and release Trokosi women,
giving them a livelihood outside of the shrines.

56

The NGO claims that any legal

enforcement without social and economic development programs will simply drive the
practice underground.57
The custom of blaming the powerless for misfortune as an answer to the „Why me?‟,
„Why now?‟ question is widespread across Africa. The Trokosi custom is not unlike
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other practices that strive to explain misfortune or to elicit money through controlling the
labour of the least powerful in the community.58

2.2

Life Chances – Traditions in International Development and the
Impact on Women and Children
On July 9th 2004 Ghana reached the „completion point‟ of the Heavily Indebted

Poor Countries (HIPC) initiative, receiving US$3.5 billion in debt relief.

59

The New

African states,
„This is done provided the country completes an additional three
years of agreed policy and structural prescriptions devised jointly
by the IMF, World Bank, the debtor government and resident
identifiable civil society groups‟ 60

However, resourced based measures, such as the GDP do not adequately reflect
the resource distribution within the nation as 28.5% of Ghana‟s population continues to
live in poverty, with 18.2% living in extreme poverty. 61 Within the rural setting inhabited
by the Ewe, 60.1% of the population live in poverty, with 45.4% living in extreme
poverty.62
Whilst resourced based approaches, fueled by Neo-Liberalism, have achieved
some results (measured through the GDP) through large scale privatisation projects,
neo-liberalism has been unable to sustain changes for the world‟s poorest people. More
importantly, it has limited the states power to act favourably towards its poorest
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citizens.63 Through a complex interaction of racist and sexist policies and laws, which
will be discussed later in the thesis, statistics overwhelmingly indicate that the rural
female is among the poorest of Ghana‟s citizens.

64

By removing the state‟s power to

act favourably towards the poorest members of society, rural women have been
excluded from community and state politics, further cementing their place in society and
negatively affecting the life chances of women.

65

Since 1990, the Human Development Report has published the HDI (Human
Development Index). The HDI is used to measure longevity, knowledge and access to
basic resources needed for individuals to develop their capabilities. The HDI has been
published to indicate how various nations‟ human development is progressing. 66 In 1995
the Human Development Report released another version of the HDI, called the
Gender-related Development Index.
„The GDI measures achievement in the same basic capabilities as the HDI
does, but takes note of inequality in achievement between women and
men. The methodology used imposes a penalty for inequality, such that
the GDI falls when the achievement levels of both women and men in a
country go down or when the disparity between their achievements
increases.‟67

The GDI measures inequalities between men and women in the areas of life
expectancy, share of income earning, adult literacy and education enrolment.

68

Using

the GDI, Ghana was ranked at 91, out of 130 countries. It is noteworthy that of the four
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countries that are reported to practice Troxovi, Ghana was ranked the highest. These
countries measured as follows:

42

Table 2.1 – Measuring Gender Inequality in West Africa - 199569
1995
GDI Rank

91 Ghana
101 Togo
114 Benin
100 Nigeria

GDI

0.460
0.380
0.314
0.383

Share of Earned
Income (%)

Life Expectancy
(Years)

Adult Literacy (%)

F

M

F

M

F

M

32.7
28.9
40.0
28.5

67.3b
71.1b
60.0b
71.5b

57.8
56.8
49.3
52

54.2
53.2
45.9
48.8

49.0
32.9
21.9
42.1

72.9
63.3
44.5
63.4

Combined
Primary,
Secondary and
Tertiary Gross
Enrolment Ratio
(%) 1992
F
M
39.0
43.9
22.0
47.3

50.6
75.1
46.0
55.5

b. An estimate of 75% was used for the ratio of the female non-agricultural wage to the male non-agricultural wage.
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Table 2.2 – Measuring Gender Inequality in West Africa – 2007/0870

GDI Rank

116 Ghana
133 Togo
144 Benin
138 Nigeria

GDI

.549
.494
.422
.456

Share of Earned
Income (%)

Life Expectancy
(Years) - 2005

Adult Literacy (%) 2005

F

M

F

M

F

M

NA
NA
NA
NA

NA
NA
NA
NA

59.5
59.6
56.5
47.1

58.7
56
54.1
46

49.8
38.5
23.3
60.1

66.4
68.7
47.9
78.2

Combined Primary,
Secondary and
Tertiary Gross
Enrolment Ratio (%)
2005
F
M
48
46
42
51

53
64
59
61
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While currently, industrialised countries do tend to receive a higher GDI
than developing countries, (with exceptions); significant changes have taken
place in the last three decades.71 The 1995 Measuring Gender Inequality report
recorded that between 1970 and 1992 developing nations had a 62 percentage
improvement; whereas industrialised nations only recorded a 28 percentage
improvement. Developing nations are making rapid progress in the area of
gender sensitive development. Ghana achieved a 78 percentage change in value
between 1970 and 1992 and Togo achieved a staggering 105 percentage
change in value in the same twenty two years. On the other hand, Australia
achieved a 24 percentage change and the USA received an 11 percentage
change.72 Obviously industrialised nations begin from a higher base level than
developing nations, however the societal adaptations required to work towards
gender equality are significant regardless of „starting point‟.
Another example of how improvements are being achieved is that of the
United Arab Emirates. In 1970 the literacy rate for women was just 9% and 27%
for men. In 1992 the rates were almost equal at 77%.73 These figures remind us
that gender disparity is decreasing across the globe, and at a greater rate in the
developing world.74 When comparing the 1995 and the 2007/08 Gender
Development Index results, the most easily noted difference is that all four
nations are ranked lower in comparison to other nations. However, when looking
at the individual statistics making up the Index, it is clear that this is simply due to
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other nations advancing at a greater rate than these West African nations. Most
significantly, the reports show that Ghanaian women are making a steady climb
towards closing the gender gap, as measures across all three comparable
indicators record a rise in development and life expectancy. However there is
some discrepancy in statistics as according to the Ghana Living Standards
Survey of 2000, only 37% of Ghana‟s women are literate, compared to 49% in
the 1995 Gender Development Report and 49.8% in the 2005 Gender
Development Report.75 On the whole, most indicators record a rise in
development, with a few exceptions. Togo‟s enrolment in education ratio for
males fell from 75.1 percent to 64, Nigeria‟s life expectancy for males fell from
48.8 to 46 percent and for females fell from 52 to 47.1 percent and the literacy
rate for Ghanaian men fell from 72.9 to 66.4 percent. Benin has made immense
advances in the area of female education, with the female enrolment ratio
increasing from 22 to 42 percent.
Within the „Measuring Gender Inequality‟ report, there was also published
the

GEM

(Gender

Empowerment

Measure),

which

measures

gender

empowerment through participation in economic, political and professional
activities.76 The GEM uses statistics measuring the percentage of women holding
seats in parliament, the percentage of women administrators and managers, the
percentage of women professional and technical workers and the percentage of
women‟s share in earned income, and ranks nations accordingly..77
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In 1995, of the four countries practicing Troxovi, Ghana was ranked the
highest at 76. Benin was at 84, Nigeria at 108 and Togo at 110. 78
The four countries are not ranked for Gender Empowerment in the
2007/08 report and the only statistics available refer to the percentage of women
holding parliamentary seats.79 Whilst in 1995 only 7.5 percent of Ghanaian
parliamentary seats were held by women, the 2007/08 report indicates a rise to
10.9 percent. However, since 2007, the number has decreased to 8.3 percent. 80
Benin has also seen an increase in the empowerment of women during this time,
increasing the percentage of parliamentary seats held by women from 6.3 in
1995 to 8.4 percent in 2007 and 10.8 percent in 2010.81 In 1995 Nigeria had just
2.1 percent of seats held by women. In 2007-08 this data was not available and
by 2010, 7 percent of all parliamentary seats were held by women. 82
Remarkably, Togo has increased women‟s participation in politics at the national
level from a dismal 1.2 percent in 1995, to 8.6 percent in 2007/08 and to 11.1
percent in 2010.83 On one hand, remarkable advances have been made in the
four nations practicing Troxovi, in the area of women‟s empowerment at the
national political level. On the other hand, Togo is the only nation currently
holding

more than a bleak 10 percent of representation for women at the

national level.
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Statistics across several other key indicators making up the GEM are not
available for the four nations practicing Troxovi. However, the ratio of estimated
female to male earned income also indicates that Ghana has achieved a greater
level of gender empowerment than the other three nations practicing Troxovi.
The 2007/08 report indicates Ghanaian women earn 7184 percent of what their
male counterparts earn. For Beninese women, the percentage is 47, for Togolese
women, just 43

and for Nigerian women 41 percent.85 The gap between

Ghanaian women‟s earnings in relations to their male counterparts, and
Beninese, Togolese and Nigerian women is significant.
In 1991 a NGO, Gender Studies and Human Rights Documentation
Centre published their findings of a nation-wide study on violence against women
and children in Ghana. The report found high levels of violence against women
within the nation, revealing that one in three women reported that they have
suffered physical abuse, usually inflicted by an intimate partner.86 It also found
that about 23 per cent of marriages in Ghana are polygamous and that while
usually women in polygamous marriages are not young or well educated, young
well-educated women often enter into informal unions with married men in order
to gain access to scarce resources.
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A denial of access to economic resources

was also cited as one of the major complaints leading to violence against women.
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2.3

Human rights
„Human rights is often seen as a term a bit like motherhood
and apple pie. It is generally regarded as a good thing but
the way it is used in both international and national politics
indicates, that it is not well enough understood that human
rights actually have a very secure international legal
foundation.‟88

In the same way that International Humanitarian Law responded to the
treatment of soldiers during the First World War, international human rights laws
were formed by the United Nations just after the Second World War, in response
to the horrors of the holocaust.
The first critical document was entitled the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights. This document was passed unanimously in the United National General
Assembly. (With eight abstentions in 1948. Those in abstention included mainly
the Soviet bloc of nations, Saudi Arabia and South Africa).89 The passing of this
document initiated the conception within the UN; the way a country chooses to
treat its nationals is a matter of international concern. The UDHR and subsequent
Conventions and Covenants created a language of cross-cultural objectives
characterising just societies as those morally committed to „dignity, equality,
bodily inviolability, and freedom.‟90 Most international law (with a few exceptions)
is based on the use of treaties. Treaties are the strongest form of international
law and, although they are occasionally broken, they are obligatory commitments
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entered into by governments.91 During the Cold War it became too difficult to
maintain one binding treaty, and so two treaties were adopted, one containing
economic, social and cultural rights and the other civil and political rights. 92 Other
important treaties, relevant to this thesis, include the Convention for the
Elimination of Discrimination Against Women, 1979, the Declaration on the Right
to Development, 1986, the Convention on the Rights of the Child, 1989 and the
Vienna Declaration in 1993. The Vienna Declaration states on numerous
occasions, „All human rights are universal, indivisible, interdependent and
interrelated‟.93 The implications and tensions around the claim that all human
rights are universal in nature will be further discussed within the thesis,
particularly with reference to the post-colonial state.
In response to the research findings, the issue of monitoring and
evaluation within development programs has been added to the thesis, therefore
the Paris Declaration on Aid Effectiveness is also of importance.
There currently exist two mechanisms that implement international law.
The first is through a treaty monitoring body. This body receives reports from
governments who have signed onto the treaties. Secondly, there are three ways
in which complaints against human rights violations can be accepted.
The treaties allow for individual complaints under „the individual complaint
procedure‟.94 They also allow state to state complaints. Any state is able to make
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a complaint about another country‟s performance in the upholding of their human
rights commitments, however, Professor Hilary Charlesworth comments,
„I think, most countries would regard it almost as a declaration of
war to actually complain in an international forum about another
country‟s treatment of human rights. This is an unexploited
mechanism.‟95
And thirdly, relevant committees can undertake inquires on any nation state
signed onto human rights treaties..
It is also important to note that individual countries are able to make
reservations concerning the particular terms of treaties. Unsurprisingly, the treaty
that has attracted the most international reservations is the Convention on the
Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women. However, Ghana did
not submit any reservations to this treaty.96
2.3.1 Tensions
Whilst the UDHR may have a strong international legal foundation, the
theoretical and practical tensions in human rights language are not new concepts
and have existed since the inception of the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights. The Declaration was unanimously adopted at a time when the sun never
set on the British Empire,97 many indigenous people around the world did not
have the right to vote, not one African nation had achieved independence and
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modern civil rights activists in the US had not even began their decades of
struggle.
Since independence, the tensions within human rights language as
specified in the UDHR have only increased as the language has entered
international politics and has left human rights entangled within the same
criticisms of neo-colonialism. Neo-colonialism is said to be the third external force
seeking to exploit Africa; the first being slavery and the second colonisation.
Whilst through globalisation, human rights language has successfully brought
about a set of fundamental rights, useful in assessing and aligning state policy to
universal human rights norms, to many observers globalisation is merely the
fourth stage of external forces seeking to exploit Africa.98 Thus the World Trade
Organisation, The International Monetary Fund and the World Bank have earned
themselves the title of the „Three Horsemen of Globalisation‟.99 The deep
philosophical tensions within human rights language become unavoidable when
discussing the post-colonial state and for this reason it is useful to use a
combination of approaches.

2.4

Human Rights and the Narrated Story
In the last decade there has emerged a phenomena that Schaffer and

Smith have entitled „Human Rights and the Narrated Story.‟ 100 Human rights and
the narrated story refers to the role of witness accounts and victim testimonials in
the international community, referring to the abuse of individual and group rights.
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The narrated story has played a vital role at the international political level,
holding communities, governments and non-state parties accountable for abuses
that oppose the values proclaimed by such groups in international treaties,
historical accounts and/or media reports.
Schaffer and Smith state,
„These acts of remembering test the values that nations
profess to live by against the actual experience and
perceptions of the storyteller as witness. They issue an
ethical call to listeners both within and beyond national
borders to recognize the disjunction between the values
espoused by the community and the actual practices that
occur.‟101

The role of the narrated story in human rights discussions has been
extremely useful in creating a qualitative account of how human rights abuses
take place, which human rights legal instruments are useful in prosecuting such
abuses and how human rights abuses can be averted in the future. In the case of
the Second World War‟s „Comfort Women‟, narrated accounts of the horrors
suffered by kidnapped women forced into institutionalised sexual slavery
highlighted the horrifying ambiguity of women‟s rights under international law.
Prosecutors discovered that under international law, the Japanese government
was only guilty of failing to pay the women for their „labour‟ under international
labour laws; whilst their kidnap, torture, rape and physical abuse was not illegal
under international law at the time of the offences.102
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However, there does exist a conflicting discourse surrounding human
rights and the narrated story, encompassing questions of verifiability. 103 The
world would be a very different place if we could merely look at human rights as a
moral or philosophical debate, rather, as Margaret Jolly points out, human rights
are politically grounded

104

and unlike within a court of law, narrated stories

concerning human rights abuses are often not required to be verifiable. It is true
that behind every Human Rights violation there exists a power relationship and
one group‟s deficiency of rights is equal and proportionate to another group‟s
power.105 It is also true that behind every report of a human rights violation, there
exists a power relationship; between witness and cameraman, story-teller and
translator, journalist and interviewee, station master and news-watcher and
between practitioner and „victim‟.
As a result of fieldwork, human rights journalism in post-colonial states,
power relations between practitioners and survivors of human rights abuses and
policy and ethical issues in international development have been added as key
areas of enquiry within the thesis.

2.5

Gender Mainstreaming and Development
Early thinking from feminist academics and development professionals in

the 1980‟s, approached the issue of Women and Development (WAD) or Women
in Development (WID) by focusing on analysing the roles, rights and
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responsibilities of women specifically, in order to correct their exclusion from
development planning.106 McDonald identifies many of the difficulties with the
approach, stating that this approach has been widely criticised as it views women
in isolation and therefore, leads to the support of women within their traditionally
defined roles, rather than questioning the roles of women in the community and
the sexual division of labour. Power relationships between men and women
remained unchallenged by this approach.
Gender and Development (GAD) acknowledges the interdependent roles
of men and women, it considers the economic inequality between the sexes and
compares the status of men in the same cultural strata as women. The GAD
approach considers men individually and collectively, however it focuses more
heavily on women due to the discrimination faced by women. The strength of the
GAD approach is that it is able to be applied cross-culturally as it does not
consider that all women everywhere are the same and recognises that women
have various problems based on class, caste and ethnicity; and also questions
these power relations. It recognises that men and women start from unequal
positions and involves men in the redefining of the sexual division of labour.
Working from a GAD point of view means seeking to change the balance of
power between men and women from the household to the international
institution; and most importantly, as it applies to this thesis, GAD calls for
changes within the institutional structures and cultures of NGOs themselves.107
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2.6

Capabilities Approach
Responding to the limitations of human rights language and the

deficiencies in assessing the development of the world‟s poorest women through
quantitative resource based approaches, Nussbaum108 and Sen109 discuss the
advantages of utilising a capabilities approach when assessing the ability of
women in post-colonial states to live with human dignity. Commenting on the
shortfalls of resource-based approaches to development, such as the GNP per
capita, Nussbaum states that, „This approach tried to weasel out of making any
cross-cultural claims about what has value – although, notice, it does assume the
universal value of opulence.‟ 110 Nussbaum also recognises that resource-based
approaches, including those that are sensitive to distribution, do not adequately
recognise that individuals vary in their ability to convert such resources into
functionings. For example, for all citizens to achieve the same level of
educational attainment, more resources will need to be available for those
citizens who encounter obstacles from traditional hierarchy or prejudice; and for
this reason women‟s literacy will often require more resources than men‟s
literacy.
Therefore, rather than assert a universal claim to a certain income or
equal access to resources for women, Nussbaum‟s capability approach,
delineated in her 1997 Women and Equality: The Capabilities Approach, relies
on a basic perception that human abilities put forth a moral claim that they be
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developed. This perspective enables the imagination to conceive a picture of
successful development that is not defined by a nation‟s ability to emulate the
west. The capabilities approach asks the question „What is she actually able to
do and to be?‟… They ask not just about the resources that are present, but
about how those do or do not go to work, enabling the woman to function.‟ When
questioning what the woman is able to do and be, the basic capabilities are
divided up into ten categories, and are considered the innate equipment of an
individual that is required in order to develop the more advanced capabilities. The
basic capabilities are life, bodily health, bodily integrity, senses, imagination and
thought, emotions, practical reason, affiliation, respect for other species, play and
control over one‟s environment.111
Nussbaum clearly differentiates between internal capabilities and
combined capabilities. Internal capabilities refer to the state of the person herself
that are, so far as the person herself is concerned, sufficient conditions for the
exercise of the requisite functions. Combined capabilities refers to internal
capabilities combined with external conditions that enable the exercise of the
function. The Capabilities Approach bypasses difficult philosophical ground that is
unavoidable in the human rights terrain, such as the origins of human rights, the
basis of the right to claim such rights, whether rights can belong to groups as well
as individuals and whether certain rights can be traded for other goals.
Often, within the context of post-colonial states, discussions surrounding
individual rights verses group rights are perceived by western nations as a thinly
veiled disguise to devalue women‟s rights, claiming that women‟s rights create a
111
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great threat to cultural rights. Conversely, many post-colonial states view western
ideals of individual rights as contrary to cultural norms and therefore, irrelevant to
African societies.
2.6.1 Women’s Rights and Cultural Rights in the Post-Colonial State
Many scholars have sought to evaluate the tension between women‟s
rights and cultural rights within the post-colonial state, resulting in a variety of
perspectives. After conducting research into women‟s rights in Canadian
indigenous communities, Jackson (1994, p17) simplistically views „certain
customary values of kindness, reconciliation and family cohesiveness‟112 as
obstacles that prevent some women from officially reporting violence in the home
and reporting sexual abuse. Elechi dismisses Jackson‟s claim and states that this
perspective is informed by the belief that the modern (western) state has a better
view of the rights of women113 and Rai gives us greater insight, using Australia‟s
indigenous women as examples, stating that „… self-imposed and self-regulated
codes of silence protected their [indigenous] communities from the attacks of the
imperialist Western powers‟114 even though many women‟s groups held a
discomfort with women‟s places within the community. The tension between
cultural rights and women‟s rights is not one that can be ignored in any work
addressing women in post-colonial states. Whilst I certainly do not argue that
women‟s rights can be traded for cultural rights, any reluctance to embrace
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women‟s rights must be properly explored. This thesis examines the history of
„Gunboat Diplomacy‟ and „Gunboat Criminology‟ and explores the possibility of a
new „Gunboat Humanitarianism‟ in human rights relations. „Gunboat Criminology‟
refers to the condensed relations between European travelers and intruders and
indigenous Africans prior to colonisation. It refers to the way in which Europe
achieved colonisation within Africa and it is linked to the Ibadan School of History
and the Ikime school of thought of „Gunboat Diplomacy‟ in which „it was no longer
„what is right‟ but „might is right‟.115 Gunboat Criminology encompasses the
complex interactions of colonisation, African consciousness, de-colonisation,
neo-colonialism and nation-building politics.116 The history of Gunboat Diplomacy
in Africa creates a legacy of mistrust in all European/African relations as „the
systematic use of intimidation and falsification of facts to secure subjugation of
kings will of course reverberate in all future discussions concerning British
relations with Africa…‟117 Within this thesis this history will be further examined
and I argue that this history of intimidation and falsification continues to
reverberate, negatively impacting on current human rights discussions within
post-colonial states. The extent to which this history impacts on development
programs within post-colonial states will be examined and a capabilities approach
will be applied in order to prevent the possibility of perpetrating colonialist views
within the research.
Rather than asserting the claim that all humans have certain rights, no
matter what nation or culture they belong to, the Capabilities Approach is based
115
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on the claim that humans have a dignity that deserves respect from laws and
social institutions.118 This idea has many traditions and is now found at the centre
of modern democratic thought. Nussbaum provides reasoned arguments clearly
defining the ways in which human needs and capabilities differ to that of animals
and successfully argues that due to these differences, humans require
development.119 Therefore, the thesis will assess to what extent international
development increases the capabilities of women and in whose opinion/using
what framework.
The question of whose opinion/using what framework is important as
colonising powers and many citizens of the colonising world paternalistically
considered colonisation as a legitimate way of not only increasing imperial
interests, but also was considered a way of bringing light to the people of the
„dark continent‟.120 Equally the question of whose opinion and what framework is
essential as, whilst on one hand, „people are the best judges of what is good for
them, and if we say that their own choices are not good for them, we treat them
like children‟,121 on the other hand „a preference-based approach will typically
reinforce inequalities, especially those inequalities that are entrenched enough to
have crept into people‟s very desires‟.122
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Nussbaum and Sen‟s Capabilities Approach adequately addresses the
issue of choice by separating internal and external capabilities and defining how
the two may work together in order to create combined capabilities.123

2.7

Epistemology
It is now widely recognised in the scientific world that pure objectivity in the

pursuit of knowledge does not exist. Freedman states, „The ideal of a “detached”
observer has been thoroughly trounced, feminists have pointed out that
individuals are socially situated in a particular ethic, historical, social and political
context.‟124

Within

the

debate

concerning

post-colonial

human

rights

interventions, where the observer or practitioner is ethically, historically, socially
and politically situated has become an issue of contention. As discussed,
Nussbaum deals with this contention through the Capabilities Approach, and this
thesis follows the approach in order to bypass difficult philosophical ground
inherent in the human rights terrain.125
However, epistemology remains a key concept within the thesis in relation
to the construction of „the Trokosi woman‟, „the Fetish priest‟, „the NGO‟ and other
stakeholders within the case study. Within the field it became clear that the
universally accepted image of the Trokosi woman, as found in the international
media and academia, is not shared at the national and local levels. As
interventions into the practice are funded and decided upon within the
international sphere, the construction of the practice has implications for the life
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chances of the women and children. Freedman argues for diversity and
intersubjective verifiability through the publicity of content, in order to verify
claims of truth.126 However, the case study reveals that voices that do not verify
the content of the most powerful, are silenced at the national level and the
international content remains „truth‟.
Collins argues that the oppression of black women is encompassed in
three interdependent dimensions. She claims black women are oppressed
through the exploitation of their labour and through political dimensions of
oppression both past and present. These two interdependent dimensions will be
discussed within the thesis; however the third dimension is of particular
significance. Collins contends that the control of images applied to black women
attests to the ideological dimensions of black women‟s oppression. She argues
that racist and sexist ideologies „permeate the social structure to such a degree
that they become hegemonic, namely, seen as natural, normal, and inevitable.‟ 127
The thesis explores the extent to which the imagery of the Trokosi woman is
constructed in order to produce hegemonic representations of black rural women.
This is explored through an exploration of local, national and international
discourse.128
This thesis explores these challenges through key concepts such as
human rights, capabilities and quality of life, unpaid reproductive labour and
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slavery, development, human rights and the narrated story, post-colonialism and
policy implementation.
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Chapter 3

The Research Approach

Within this chapter of the thesis, the methodological approach and
the key areas of enquiry are outlined, and the research journey is
discussed. The chapter explores the advantages and challenges of using
a Participatory Action Research approach and concludes that in order to
have meaningful access to the women and children, a certain level of
empowerment must have already been gained.

3.1 Context
Focusing heavily on the voices of post-colonial, third world feminist
literature, this thesis seeks to critically analyse the policies, politics and social
relation structures surrounding the Troxovi practice and the development
programs currently employed to emancipate „Trokosi slavery‟.129 This research
129
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seeks to uncover what historical, social, political, legal and economic factors and
frameworks impede the rights of the Trokosi women, following McIntyre-Mills
work in Central Australia.130 The thesis seeks to explore what historical, social,
political, legal and economic frameworks facilitate the fulfillment of the women‟s
and children‟s rights. As Tuhiwai-Smith writes;
„Intervening is directed then at changing institutions which deal with
indigenous peoples and not at changing indigenous peoples to fit
the structures.‟131
Relying on secondary research, my earlier work „The Trokosi Women and
Children: Assessment of the Extent to Which Human Rights Legislation Is
Addressed in South East Ghana‟132 concluded the following: The Troxovi practice
is against Ghanaian domestic law, as of 1998. The Troxovi practice is against a
number of International Treaties, to which Ghana is a signatory. All signatories to
international legal treaties are liable to accountability. Though in its current form
international law is patriarchal in nature, these frameworks must be reshaped and
reclaimed for women right‟s to be realised. The Trokosi women and children do
not have the same rights as other women and children in Ghana. The releasing
of Trokosi women will not re-adjust the unequal gender relations within Trokosi
communities or within the nation of Ghana. Unequal power relations and the
viewing of women as cultural battlegrounds will continue to perpetuate the
oppression of women. One group‟s deficiency of rights is equal and proportionate
November 2004. Gyau Orhin, Isabelle, 2001. ‘Ghanaians Asked To Condemn Trokosi’ By Public Agenda.
General News. Accessed at http://www.modernghana.com/news/12507/1/ghanaians-asked-to-condemnTrokosi.html on the 5th February 2009. Mercy’s Story and Trokosi: Treasure in Earthen Vessels. ‘Save the
Slaves’ Video Released by [The NGO], Ghana. April 2003.
130
McIntyre,, 2003. Op Cit. Pages 309-338.
131
Tuhiwai Smith, 1999. Page 147. ‘Decolonizing Methodologies. Research and Indigenous Peoples’
132
Outhred, 2005. Page 85. ‘The Trokosi Women and Children: Assessment of the Extent to Which Human
Rights Legislation Is Addressed in South East Ghana.’ Flinders University Library.
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to another group‟s power. The argument of cultural relativism is one that relies on
the assertion that there is such a thing as natural rights and begs the question:
Why should the right to religious freedom overshadow the rights of women? The
Troxovi religion is currently being practiced far from its original form. The
enforcement of legal instruments alone will not end the Troxovi practice. „Social
relations change, they are not fixed or immutable‟,133 however, the „roots of
violence are cultural‟ but „so are the means of digging up those roots.‟134 And
finally, the thesis concluded that „Emancipation dramatically demonstrated that
power was in the hands of the free, not the slaves‟135
Building upon the findings of my earlier work,136 this research develops a
social justice and rights based argument137 based on a case study and
participant observation of the management of an international NGO. Fieldwork
spanned five months and included observation and interviews with the
international NGO, as well as interviews with local NGOs and government
officials.
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Diagram 3.1 The Trokosi Case study: Areas of Inquiry

The LawNational and International Law
Customary Law

Political Perspectives:
The Ghanaian government and the Troxovi
Practice
Traditional power vs modern politics
African State Systems
Colonialism and Human Rights discourse
Women and the democratisation process
Class and gender in post colonial states

Social PerspectivesGender Mainstreaming and Development
Programs
International, National and Local discourses on
the practice and on intervention

Economic IssuesHuman Rights and Economic Development
Neo Liberal Economics and International Law
Rural women and the Economy
Patronage Networks and NGOs

Historical AspectsThe History of the Practice
The History of the NGO
Colonialism, Christianity and Consumerism in
rural Ghana
Ghana’s Struggle for Independence and the Role of
Women
The Building of a Nation and the Role of Women
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Diagram 3.2 – Social, Political, Economic and Legal Interactions of the Various Actors and Agents

Overseas governmental aid
donors

Government of Ghana

The NGO

The NGO’s international
partnerships

International Personal Donors

National Resistance
Groups/Cultural Relativists

Ewe Community Elders
Ewe Communities

KEY:
Social/Historic
Political
Economic
Legal

Trokosi Women and Children
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3.3 Key Areas of Inquiry
Within each area of inquiry the follow questions were sort from the sources listed:
KEY
TRO

Trokosi Survivors

CM

Community Members

EE

Ewe Elders

The NGO

The NGO, Ghana Staff

NRG

Representatives from National Resistance Groups resisting Trokosi emancipation

GGR

Ghanaian Government Representatives

IPD

International Personal Donors

IGD

International Governmental Donors

CEO

CEO The NGO, Australia

FD

Finance Director – The NGO, Australia

LM

Local Material – Libraries, archives

O

Observation

Source of knowledge

Key Areas of Inquiry:
Historical

TRO, CM, EE, THE NGO,NRG, GGR, LM

What is the history of the Troxovi practice?

TRO, CM, EE, THE NGO, NRG, GGR, LM

What is the history of the Ewe people?
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TRO, CM, THE NGO, NRG, GGR, CEO, LM

What is the history of the NGO?

THE NGO, NRG, GGR, IGD, CEO

What historical aspects in the making of international and domestic law are
relevant to the Troxovi practice?

CM, EE, THE NGO, NRG, GGR, CEO, LM

How many women who were once Trokosi are now free?

CM, EE, THE NGO, NRG, GGR, LM,

Women’s representation with Ghana’s independence struggle, nationalisation
process and democratisation
Social

TRO, CM, EE, THE NGO, NRG, LM, O

How do Trokosi survivors function within the community?

TRO, CM, EE, THE NGO, O

How do communities view the release of the Trokosi?

THE NGO, CEO, FD, LM

What other work does The NGO do?

TRO, CM, EE, THE NGO, NRG, CEO, LM, O

What choices are available to Trokosi survivors?

TRO, THE NGO, CEO, LM, O

What NGO policies and/or practices currently benefit the Trokosi women?

TRO, THE NGO, CEO, LM, O

What NGO policies and/or practices currently impede the rights of the Trokosi
women?
Political

THE NGO, NRG, GGR, LM

Why hasn’t the government enforced the 1998 law banning the practice?

TRO, CM, EE, THE NGO, NRG, GGR, LM, O

Are there other organisations working with or for the Trokosi women?

THE NGO, CEO, IGD, O

Does The NGO use a gender specific approach to their work with the Ewe?

TRO, CM, EE, THE NGO, NRG, LM, O, GGR

What community practices, NGO policies and procedures and national laws
benefit and/or impede the rights of the Trokosi women and children?
Who benefits from the release of the Trokosi women and children?
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Legal
GGR, LM, O

What national legal instruments and mechanisms are available to the Trokosi
women and children?

IGD, CEO

What international legal instruments and mechanisms are available to the
Trokosi women and children?
Economic

THE NGO, IGD,CED, FD, LM, O

What obligations must The NGO adhere to in order to receive finance from the
International Governmental Donors?

THE NGO, CEO, FD, LM

What obligations must The NGO, Ghana adhere to in order to receive finance
from The NGO, Australia?

THE NGO, CEO, FD, IRD

What obligations must The NGO, Australia adhere to in order to receive
finance from individual donors?
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3.3 Auto-Ethnographical Approach
Spark reviews Moreton-Robinson‟s Talkin‟ Up to the White Woman‟
saying, [Talkin‟ up] „…exposes the need for white feminists to interrogate their
race privilege in order not to perpetuate colonialist and racist violence‟.138 In
response to Moreton-Robinson‟s observations, the approach used incorporates
her two requests; „…an interrogation of white race privilege and a giving up of
power‟.139 I believe that using an Auto Ethnographical methodology will enable
me to address the issue of representation. It is clear that the key experiences of
all women are certainly not the same. They are grounded deep within culture,
race, class and sexuality.140 By interacting with the text; relaying my fears,
questions, thoughts, similarities and differences, mixed emotions and questioning
about my own society through the research project; any over-representation of
the

Trokosi

women,

the

NGO

staff,

government

representatives

and

representatives from organisations resisting the emancipation of the Troxovi
practice, may be judged by the reader.
Ellis and Bochner state, „Reflexive ethnographers ideally use all their
senses, their bodies, movement, feeling, and their whole being – they use the
self to learn about the other‟. Foucault presented the idea that in order to learn
about a topic, one must study the other.141 It is in this space that I investigate
myself as „the other‟ and plan to partake in „…an interrogation of white race
138

Quoted in Morton-Robinson, 2006. Whiteness Matter Implications of Talkin’ Up to the White Woman’
Australian Feminist Studies, Vol 21, No 50 July 2006. Page 248.
139
Moreton-Robinson, 2006. Whiteness Matters Implications of Talkin’ up to the white Woman’ Australian
Feminist Studies, Vol 21, No 50 July 2006. Page 250.
140
Ibid. Page 246.
141
See McIntyre-Mills, 1997. Chapter 4.
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privilege‟.142 Lina Tuhiwai speaks similarly stating, „Rationality in the Western
tradition enabled knowledge to be produced and articulated in a scientific and
„superior‟ way.‟143 By relying heavily on indigenous knowledge, I will engage in „a
giving up of power‟.144 In this way rationality in non-western traditions will be
given a voice within the research. Discourses concerning the researcher and the
research must be explored as Stanley and Wise conclude that,
„We see the presence of the researcher‟s self as central in all
research. Ones self can‟t be left behind; it can only be omitted from
discussions and written accounts for the research process. But it is
an omission, a failure to discuss something which has been present
within the research itself.‟145

Within the field, responses to the research/er were often catalysts for
investigating new lines of enquiry within the research. For example, the leader of
the National Resistance Movement against the emancipation of the Troxovi
practice, stated: „First there was a bunch of German „researchers‟, then
journalists from Australia, then [the independent researcher hired by the NGO]. I
find it suspicious that here you are, hot on their heels.‟ 146 Following this response
to my presence, I investigated the number of researchers and journalists that had
travelled to the region to enquire about the practice. I looked into how they knew
about the practice, who they knew in the country, what accommodation they
stayed in, which interpreters they used and what results they found. As will be
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seen throughout the thesis, this line of enquiry significantly contributed to the
findings within the case study. Similarly, responses to the research/er from
various participant groups revealed as much about the stakeholder groups as it
did about research/er. For example, a representative from the Commission for
Human Rights and Administrative Justice stated „Go and speak to the women
and the communities yourself. Do not let your research be lead by [the NGO].‟ 147
Other responses revealed which issues are key concerns within the case
study. Highlighting the issue of white race privilege, the National Resistance
Movement leader stated,
„Look at how you have abused your own indigenous people. Then
you come here and research our people. You come here because
you are paid to come here. No-one will pay to research the human
rights abuses of the white man.‟ 148
Prior to the data collection period in Ghana, I was aware that I posses a
privileged economic and political position; as I have benefited from the
colonisation projects of my ancestors. However, this unearned privilege had
always been subtle to me. By subtle, I refer to my own consciousness, as I‟m
sure white race privilege is never subtle to those who are without it. Prior to the
data collection period, I had never witnessed such blatant white race privilege.
After an article concerning the Troxovi practice appeared in the national
newspaper, I travelled to the publications offices in Accra to try to speak with the
journalist who wrote the article. When I arrived at the reception area, the
receptionist bypassed the very long line of Ghanaians waiting to be served, to
assist me in my enquiry. She informed me that the publication had moved offices
147
148

Interview with Principal Researcher, 15th September 2008.
Discussion (did not agree to formal interview) from Principal Researchers notes. 29 th September 2008
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and were now situated on the other side of Accra. I discovered that I was actually
in the offices of the national TV station. As I left, the CEO of the station came out
after me and asked if he could assist me in finding what I was looking for. I
explained to him that I had come to the wrong media office and that I was looking
for the office of „The Spectator‟. The CEO offered to have his driver take me to
the office as it would take a long time on a Tro Tro149 and would be very
uncomfortable for me. I did not take him up on his offer, however I was amazed
at the lengths people were willing to go to for someone they had never met,
purely based on whiteness.
Likewise, when travelling in rural areas, it is common to travel in the tray of
4WD vehicles. During a trip to a rural area, I was rarely allowed to travel in the
back tray of the vehicle and was often escorted off the back of the truck and into
the front seat. This inevitably involved escorting whoever was sitting in the front
seat to the back of the truck. My protests were never adhered to and I learnt
quickly that the longer I protested, the longer I delayed everybody‟s journey.
However, on one occasion when I was escorted to the front seat, a heavily
pregnant young woman stepped out, ready to be escorted to the back of the
truck, she was obviously resigned to the fact that I would take her place. On that
occasion I decided to walk.
I also witnessed many white westerners asserting their white race privilege
through outright racism with service providers who would risk their jobs; should
they challenge the tourists. However, the most powerful example of white race
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privilege was evident when hearing local and national discourse concerning the
Trokosi women; and realising the extent to which their voices are silenced within
international discussions.150

150

This discourse will be discussed in greater detail in chapter 5.
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3.4 Participatory Action Research (PAR)

Action Research relies on five identifiable phases151:
Diagram 3.3 – Baskerville’s Client-System Infrastructure within Action Research152

1.

2. Action

Diagnosing

Planning

Client – System
Infrastructure
5.

3. Action

Specifying
Learning

Taking

4.
Evaluating

151

Pål de Vibe, July 2004. ‘In the Shadow of The Commander Reformulating a South African Health
Information System in the Cuban Health Sector’. University Of Oslo, Department of Informatics. Page 38.
152
As cited in Pål de Vibe, July 2004. Page 39.
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The NGO states that within the Participatory Action Research model, three
stages have already been undertaken: Diagnosing, Action Planning and Action
Taking. Engaging with key stakeholders within the cultural setting, this research
forms stages four and five - Evaluation and Specifying Learning. It is important to
note that „Evaluating‟ and „Specifying Learning‟ is aimed at all systems and
structures around the Trokosi emancipation process, it is not specific to The
NGO. Stages four and five look at the interactions of all stakeholders from the
local, to the global.
In order to assess the impact of the program on the life chances of the
Trokosi women and children, quantitative research using secondary sources has
been used to investigate the life chances of women and children in Ghana and to
assess the prevalence of the practice within the Volta Region, Ghana.
Observation formed a strong component of the methodology. It was originally
intended that field research would mainly consist of qualitative research, in the
form of interviews.
Interviews were to be conducted with 20 Trokosi survivors, 20 community
members from villages that no longer practice Troxovi, 5 elders within the Ewe
communities that no longer practice Troxovi, all staff of the NGO, who work on
the Trokosi program and are able/willing to participate, 2 representatives from
local groups resisting the emancipation of Trokosi women, 2 representatives from
the Ghanaian government, the CEO of The NGO in Australia and the Finance
Director of The NGO in Australia.
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Diagram 3.4 – Participant Information153
Participant Group
20 Trokosi survivors

From a pool of
3000

Source
Groups that The NGO,
Ghana currently work
with.
Communities that The
NGO, Ghana currently
works with.
Elders from communities
that The NGO, Ghana
currently work with.

Language
Ewe

Interview conducted by
Interpreter and Principal Researcher,
Rachel Outhred

20 community members
from villages that no
longer practice Troxovi
5 elders within the Ewe
communities
that
no
longer practice Troxovi

Approx. 10 000

Ewe

Interpreter and Principal Researcher,
Rachel Outhred

Ewe

Interpreter and Principal Researcher,
Rachel Outhred

N/A

English

Principal Researcher, Rachel Outhred

Approx. 10

N/A

Ewe

2 representatives from
local groups resisting the
emancipation of Trokosi
women

There are currently 2
organisations resisting Trokosi
emancipation. The size of the
groups are unknown

English

2 representatives from
the Ghanaian government

N/A

Resistance groups are
identified within much of
the literature, however
groups are anonymous
within this thesis)
N/A

Interpreter and Principal Researcher,
Rachel Outhred
Principal Researcher, Rachel Outhred

English

Principal Researcher, Rachel Outhred

The CEO of The NGO,
Australia

N/A

N/A

English

Principal Researcher, Rachel Outhred

The Finance Director of
The NGO, Australia

N/A

N/A

English

Principal Researcher, Rachel Outhred

The NGO Head Office
Staff
The NGO Adidome Staff

There are approximately 1.3
million Ewe people. Not all of
the Ewe sub-tribes practice
Troxovi. I would estimate that
there are approximately 2000
Ewe elders within sub-tribes
currently practicing Troxovi.
Approx. 10

153

Note, the information compiled within the original research plan relied on secondary sources. The thesis concludes that this information is heavily contested
within Ghana.
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3.4.1 Recruitment and Interviewing Processes
The following recruitment and interviewing processes were to be
employed upon arrival in Ghana:
Trokosi survivors, community members and community elders
For cultural reasons, the Head of Women‟s and Children‟s programs within
The NGO was to introduce me to the community before the collection of data
began. She was to explain the reasons for my presence and explain that in time I
would ask if anyone would like to be involved. I was to observe the communities
and spend time with the women over the course of a few weeks. When it was
deemed to be culturally appropriate by the Head of Women‟s and Children‟s
programs and the community members, the NGO representative was to speak to
the community again and ask if anyone would like to be involved. Before each
individual interview, Participant Information was to be verbally communicated
with the participant.

Interviews were to be conducted in Ewe through an

independent interpreter, hired locally.
All staff of The NGO, Ghana who are able/willing to participate
I was to be introduced to all of the staff upon arrival in Ghana. The aims of
the project were to be verbally communicated to the staff within a group setting,
and potential participants were to be given copies of the Participant Information
Form. Interested potential participants were to be asked to approach me, or
contact me via email to indicate interest. 154

154

See Appendices
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2 representatives from National Resistance Groups that resisting the
emancipation of Trokosi women
For cultural reasons, when in Ghana, I was to go to the offices of groups
resisting emancipation and explain the project. Participant Information Forms and
a letter of introduction were to be left with the group. This was to be followed up
with a visit during the following week.
2 representatives from the Ghanaian government
I was to personally go to the offices of the appropriate government
officials, ready for interview but also ready to make an appointment for another
day.
The CEO and Finance Director of The NGO, Australia
The NGO, Australia was aware of the thesis project and had verbally
agreed to be involved. A letter, a letter of introduction and Participant Information
Forms were to be sent to the both the CEO and the Finance Director of The
NGO, Australia.155
Confidentiality
All names of interviewees remained confidential and participants were
identified by the participant group that they represent.

155

See Appendices
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3.5 Original Objectives of the Research
Originally the specific objectives of the research were,
To document:
1.

The history of the Troxovi practice, the Ewe people and the history
of Ghana

2.

The history of western activity in Ghana and within the context of
international development, globally

3.

The history of the NGO and their work in Ghana

To explore:
1.

How the Trokosi survivors function within the community

2.

How communities view the release of the Trokosi women

3.

Why the 1998 law, banning the practice has not been enforced

4.

What approach the NGO uses in their programs

5.

The financial obligations associated with receiving funds from
governmental aid agencies and personal givers in the west

6.

What choices are available to Trokosi survivors

7.

What policies and processes have been useful in releasing Trokosi
women

8.

What political agendas silence the Trokosi women

9.

What political agendas serve the Trokosi women

10.

The extent to which the women have been empowered through the
work of The NGO
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To create:
A model based on the achievements and oversights/obstacles of all
structure that exist around the emancipation of the Trokosi for other practitioners
to use in the emancipation of gender specific cultural practices that legitimate
violence against women.
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3.6

The Research Journey
There was much anticipation leading up to the fieldwork period as my

family and I had established relationships with a number of the staff members at
the NGO over almost a decade. In 2001 I had worked in a school in Tanzania
and through my pre-deployment training I had come into contact with a couple
working for the NGO in Uganda. It was through this connection that my family
and I volunteered in the following years to host fundraising events in Australia to
assist the Ghanaian arm of the NGO in their work with the Trokosi women and
children. During these fundraising campaigns, the NGO staff stayed in my
parents‟ home and we maintained contact between visits. My commitment to the
program run by the NGO was such that in 2005 I had completed a Masters thesis
on the topic, using secondary resources and had spoken on several national
radio programs concerning the practice. Similarly, the commitment of my parents
was such that they organised full scholarships in Australia for the children of one
of the NGO‟s staff members. Between 2006 and 2008 my parents housed the
two children within their home and the teenagers were considered part of our
family.
Almost two years prior to the fieldwork period, upper management and the
Executive Director of the NGO had agreed to and welcomed, research into the
Troxovi practice. An overview was sent to key members of the NGO six months
prior to my arrival, and was approved both verbally and in writing by the
Executive Director. During this time I had been in consistent contact with both the
Executive Director and with a member of upper management. I sought local
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information in order to establish the research plan, particularly in regards to the
ethics approval process.
Initially, upon my arrival in Ghana, I was well received by the organisation
until it became clear that I was not willing to compromise several ethical
requirements, as stipulated by the University‟s Social and Behavioural Research
Ethics Committee. It became clear that many students had traveled to Ghana
and had been taken to various places of interest by the NGO. They had spoken
to the women through the NGO‟s translator or staff members and made their
conclusions. These were the conclusions that I had drawn on in my Masters
thesis.
In 2008 an independent report had been commissioned by the NGO and
funded through a governmental donor. Whilst I had been told verbally on several
occasions that I would have full access to this report and other reports conducted
on the project, I witnessed the Executive Director publicly informing all staff that
under no circumstances were any of the reports to be given to anybody without
the Executive Director‟s permission. The Executive Director promised a copy of
the report to me personally, however in the five months that I was in Ghana, this
offer never materialised.
The Executive Director did, however introduce me to the author of one of
the independent reports, written to secure another three years of funding for the
NGO‟s vocational centre, where emancipated Trokosi were housed and
educated. The Executive Director stated to his staff that this report cost US$26
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000 to commission and the amount of funding that it secured was in excess of
US$900 000.156
Several events led me to question the independent nature of the report,
including the following. The author was described as „a very good friend‟ by the
Executive Director.157 His office was in the geography department of the
university and upon looking into the matter I found that his qualifications are in
oceanography, natural resources and urban and rural planning. It was clear that
he possessed no qualifications in women‟s rights or cultural practices; the two
central areas to any investigation into the Trokosi women and children. The
author gave me a list naming the people I should contact. He seemed very
interested in where I might be receiving funds from and claimed that in order to
conduct this research I would need huge amounts of funding. He asked if I was
being funded through Ausaid and asked how much money I had in my bank
account. He told me several stories about people who had gone before me
wishing to conduct independent research into the Troxovi practice and indicated
that they all had to stop the project mid way through, due to financial constraints.
He also told me that speaking with an ex-Trokosi woman would cost me US$50
for half a day, and speaking to a priest would cost over US$200; unless I went
through the NGO.158
It was very clear to me that the author was actively seeking to discourage
me from conducting independent research. At the time I wondered if he was
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fearful that my findings may not resonate with his. However as the project moved
on, it became clear that this was not the issue.
In a meeting with a member of upper management, the manager raised
two issues with which she was uncomfortable, the first being that interviewees
and the organisation would not be named. The member of upper management
felt that I had traveled to Ghana „under the banner of [the NGO]‟ and that
therefore „[the NGO] should receive the credit for the final results‟.159 I explained
the nature of independent research and explained that staff needed to feel
secure that they could share whatever information they see as important, without
fear of the NGO losing credibility or of losing their job. The second point
mentioned by the manager eventually became an issue of immense tension
within the research project and was responsible for major changes to the
research plan. This was regarding the use of an independent interpreter.
Initially I was told by the member of upper management that an
independent interpreter would cost in excess of US$250 a day plus expenses. 160
I insisted that I could not use a staff member of the NGO, or relatives of staff
members within the NGO. I was then told that the author of the 2008 independent
report could provide a student to interpret but I also declined this offer. After
embarking on some local fact-finding missions, I was directed to the local
University‟s language centre; so I informed the NGO that I would find an
interpreter there.

159
160

Principal Researcher’s Journal Entry. 12th September 2008.
Principal Researcher’s Journal Entry. 12th September 2008.
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I met with the Head of Ewe Studies at the university‟s language centre,
where we agreed on a price and a date to travel to the Volta Region. I was
assured that a suitable interpreter would be found.
During the course of seeking a translator I continued interviewing
participants from other stakeholder groups. This included the government of
Ghana‟s Commission for Human Rights and Administrative Justice. The interview
yielded a number of interesting outcomes. It was stated in the interview that the
Commission had just completed an assessment of the Troxovi situation, which
included travel to the rural areas and that the Commission was currently in the
process of finalising the research findings and the report would be available in
February 2009. The following was stated:161
„We discovered two things. The first thing is not proven yet. But we have
been told by people within the communities that some lists are not
accurate… the lists that [the NGO] are making... We have been informed
that they [shrine lists and Trokosi lists] are not accurate.‟, „…some women
that are „liberated‟ were never Trokosi‟, „we have several independent
people reporting the same thing. We believe that [international
governmental aid agency] money is slipping into the pocket of someone at
the top‟ and; „The other finding is that either the practice has transformed
through the advocacy work of this department and through the work of [the
NGO], or the practice is not as prevalent or as abusive as it has been
reported and continues to be reported.‟ 162
In response to my question: „Can I clarify? You believe that the current
„independent‟ reports commissioned through [the NGO] are reporting higher
incidences of Trokosi and worse conditions for Trokosi than is actually the
case?‟, the interviewee replied:
„Yes. We will be holding a stakeholders workshop about this issue later in
the year or early next year. [National Resistance Groups] …are allowing
161
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transformation. These days it is a matter of an individual priest misusing
power. [National Resistance Groups] have changed things. Now the Trokosi
go to school. This council is transforming the practice from within as well,
not just [the NGO]‟s work. One of the problems is that all the research going
out into the international community is coming out of [the NGO]. All
interviews with the Trokosi women and all interviews with community
members are currently conducted and/or translated by [the NGO]. ‟

After this interview, the need for an independent interpreter was even
more pressing.
Two days before we were set to leave for the vocational centre to
interview the Trokosi women, the representative of the language centre
contacted me and informed me that he had found me an interpreter and we set
up a meeting. At the meeting the Head of Ewe Studies smiled, saying „I am told
that you know the interpreter, that you are friends.‟ I was very confused and
considered all of the people I had met since arriving, sure that none were
studying Ewe at the university. The Head named the staff member from the NGO
who had originally offered to do the translations. The same staff member had
offered for her nephew to do the translations, and had told me that it would be
impossible to find someone outside the organisation to translate for less than
US$250 a day. I questioned how this had come about and the academic
informed me that he had mentioned our discussions to a friend in the university
and the following day, the staff member from the NGO had visited his office and
offered to do the translations. He stated that he had met with her weeks prior and
she had asked that he keep it „between the two of them for as long as
possible.„163
163
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Other events that initially only seemed slightly odd became central as
impediments, or attempted impediments, to the research. Within the first week of
arriving in Ghana I had a meeting with the Executive Director and I explained the
research plan, the „critical analysis‟ paradigm and that my next task would be to
seek an independent interpreter. My journal records a response from the director
that I found problematic. He paused for a long period of time. Then he leaned
forward on the lounge chair in his office and stated:
„I think your research will not be easy.‟ 164
I enquired as to which aspects he thought would be difficult and he
responded;
„I would not be surprised if you came under physical threat doing
this research. You may be harmed.‟ 165
I asked him who he believed would be the instigator of violence towards
me and he responded saying that the fetish priests may harm me or the
organisation that resists the NGO‟s emancipation process. He paused and then
stated;
„Rachel, you know I hate to say this, but all of my country-men; they
are liars. Every one of them. They just lie.‟ 166
The reason I found this conversation bizarre was that just two weeks prior
to this conversation I had sought specific pieces of information required by the
university‟s ethics approval committee. One of these issues was that of threat to
the researcher. The ethics committee was concerned about retribution being
taken on the Trokosi women or on the researcher following the release of the
164
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research findings. I had been told by a member of upper management within the
NGO that she had spoken to the Executive Director and they believed there was
no threat. I also found it bizarre that the Executive Director believes all
Ghanaians to be liars, particularly as he, himself is a Ghanaian. I wondered what
had stirred both the conclusion and the comment.
As time moved on, it became extremely clear that the original research
plan could not take place. It also became clear that access to the women at the
vocational centre was reliant on using the NGO‟s staff as interpreter and that
cooperation with the research was dependant on allowing the NGO to provide an
interpreter. After the initial brief discussion with the Executive Director after
arriving in Ghana; and after it was discovered that I intended to use an
independent interpreter; the Executive Director did not attend (or cancelled) over
six different appointments for interview. Initially I was told by the Executive
Director that the organisation would provide accommodation at the vocational
centre.167
Upon arriving in Ghana and discussing the independent nature of the
research and my intention to source an independent interpreter, I was told that I
would be charged US$50 a night to stay at the centre and $16 a day for food.
This would be doubled to bring an interpreter. I was then told by a member of
upper management that the NGO may be able to arrange a discount for me, but
it would need to be cleared with the Executive Director. This was never cleared,
however I was told that there was room for me at the vocational center but
unfortunately there would simply be no room for me to bring an interpreter with
167
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me. This happened, though the timing of this research and the need for one or
two rooms in the centre had been cleared by the NGO at least six months prior.
During the fieldwork period, I received physical threats. One took place on
the street by a stranger. I was just one hundred meters from the organisations
office after conducting interviews. I was confronted by a stranger, grabbed on the
shoulders, pushed away and then pulled in close and the stranger whispered in
my ear „You are not welcome here, give up now and go home.‟ I was also
covertly threatened in a number of interview and informant situations, for
example: One informant made me aware that he knew of my whereabouts on a
number of prior occasions, yet did not indicate how he knew. I politely asked him
how he knew this information and he simply smiled and stated: „This meeting is
over now‟.168
Eventually, in light of these events, I left the organisation‟s accommodation
in Accra as I felt unsafe and I felt it may jeopardize the independent nature of the
research. I informed my parents and the Australian High Commission of the
move, as they were my emergency contacts. I also discussed with my mother,
who is an academic and women‟s rights advocate herself, that I was worried that
after this move, the Executive Director would attempt to discredit my actions and
the research.
On her advice I emailed my supervisors with up to date information about
the situation and asked them to be very careful if contacted by the Executive
Director. Within hours and before speaking with me, the Executive Director
phoned my parents in Australia and spoke to my mother. In this conversation he
168
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explained that I had left the accommodation and that he was „very concerned for
my safety,‟169 citing the reason for this major issue of concern: „Are you aware?
Do you know Rachel has a Ghanaian boyfriend. She has left the family home to
go and be with the Ghanaian man.‟170 My mother reports that the tone of the
conversation implied that I had run away, to be with some strange man.
The following morning I confronted the Executive Director about a number
of impediments to the research project and asked for an explanation. Within this
meeting he blamed his lack of attendance for interview on his secretary and
stated „I didn‟t know you were waiting. I have told her now that she should tell me
when people are waiting‟.171 However, at the end of every scheduled interview
day (after I had waited in the reception area for over 8 hours) he greeted me,
apologised, saying he was too busy that day, and rescheduled. The Executive
Director stated that I could have access to the independent report written in 2008,
however this has still not been forthcoming. He stated that he fully supported my
travel to the vocational centre and claimed he had told all staff to give me
whatever resources I required. Yet, this had been a central point of frustration as
all staff members claimed having to seek approval from the Director in order to
supply me with any of the project resources and whenever the Director was
approached directly, he informed me that he would have to get back to me. He
would then not attend meetings or interviews to respond to the requests. I had
also witnessed the Executive Director inform all staff members that no reports or
resources were to be given to anyone without his permission.
169
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Within this meeting, the Director initiated a conversation about my leaving
the organisational accommodation. Within this conversation he made it clear that
he somehow knew where I was now staying, that he knew of my „Ghanaian
boyfriend‟, that he had informed my parents and that he „does not condemn
me‟.172 I had, in fact sought refuge within my now husband‟s village. I found the
conversation (and the phoning of my parents) extremely interesting for several
reasons. The Director had sexualised a political situation in an attempt to
discredit me. In ringing my parents he had sought to tell a story of a rebellious
daughter who‟s reputation was questionable. I found it almost ironic that the
Director was perpetuating the exact kind of attitude about women that the
organisation‟s project purports to confront.
The Director also stated that „for ethical reasons I ask that you do not
confront any of the women without my consent.‟173
Due to these events, the methodology employed during the fieldwork
period included both PAR and action learning based on reflection on my role and
experience as a researcher. The observation portion of the research was
originally to be focused on the workings of the NGO as an organisation, how the
Trokosi emancipation project is implemented and how released Trokosi women
function in the community. Observation was not only focused on the NGO and
the Trokosi program but included the political and socio-economic conditions and
issues of representation, historical links between NGOs and the media and the
state of organisational transparency and accountability within international NGOs.
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What was initially planned to be open participatory action became secret
interviews conducted in hidden corners of governmental buildings, or hushed
whispers within organisational hallways. Many opted for the status of „anonymous
informant‟ rather than participant or interviewee. At least one representative from
each participant group warned that caution should be exercised when looking
into the Troxovi practice and one interviewee and several „informants‟ either
covertly or overtly threatened that continuing with the research would be harmful
to the researcher. It also became evident that I was under surveillance.
Of

particular interest

is that within

the

original research plan,

approximately 75% of interviewees were to be female, however of all of the
interviews conducted, across three different organisations or governmental
departments, not one interviewee was female. It is also noteworthy that of the
100 planned interviews, approximately thirteen were to take place within Accra
and the remaining within the vocational centre or the rural areas surrounding the
centre. However, not one interview with a rural Ghanaian or a former Trokosi
woman was secured.
Whist the empowerment of rural women is supposedly the very focus of
the Trokosi project, they are discussed by urban males. The research sought to
gain valuable insight from rural women, who have little formal education and no
access to learning an international language. However; of the interviews secured,
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the average interviewee was 41 years of age, male, educated to masters level
and an English speaker.174
Whilst, in theory using a participatory approach will give a voice to the
people whom the research is about, it also assumes that meaningful access to
participants is granted. When dealing with research that will impact on social
justice, it is almost always certain that strong political ramifications will result from
any research findings.
One of the challenges of PAR, as it relates to gender empowerment, is
that a certain level of empowerment by the participants must first be established
in order to gain meaningful access to participants. Often this is restricted by
governments or citizens seeking to avoid complex interactions between
imperialism and women‟s rights. Access can also be restricted by traditionalists
or traditional structures seeking to maintain culture through women‟s duties and
women‟s bodies. I argue within the thesis that the key players and key issues
within this complex paradigm have remained the same since independence
struggles. They are confronting and they reflect complex tensions within the
society. And finally, I argue within the thesis that international NGOs may resist
meaningful access to poor women as NGO funding is not reliant on delivering
successful development projects; but rather, funding is reliant on not evaluating
NGO programs. For these reasons, it has been impossible to assess if
emancipated Trokosi‟s rights are adhered to in any greater sense than nonemancipated Trokosi women, as the women can only be accessed through the
174
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NGO, seen through the NGO‟ s lenses and communicated with through the
NGO. In this way the NGO simply replaces the community (or shares the space
with the community), as gatekeepers to the women.For this reason, I argue within
the thesis that in order for the women‟s strategic needs to be met, the women
and children must participate in decision making processes and that decisions
must be widely informed through dialogue with all stakeholders. As Churchman
explains, „The „objectivity‟ of experience is to be based on some kind of
interconnection of observers.‟175
As a result of limited options to interview the women themselves, the
thesis builds on the fieldwork findings through the use of a discourse analysis.
This methodology seeks to explore the contrasting values and historical traditions
of the multiple stakeholder groups.

3.7

Avenues for Future Research
Certainly the most pressing area in which future research could be

undertaken would be a tracking survey of the women and children who have
participated in the NGO‟s program, in order to document the views of the women
and children and assess their life chances to a greater extent. Threat to the
researcher was encountered during fieldwork and therefore, undertaking such
research would require a team of researchers and would require adequate
security planning.
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In the field, it became clear that a rise in Human Rights language has led
to a growing number of university students and journalists in western nations
embarking on „Human Rights Tourism‟ explorations in Post-Colonial states. Often
students and media officers are hosted by national NGOs and taken to see
certain places and people of interest by the NGO. As „human rights tourism‟ is
becoming increasingly popular, this is a topic worthy of further investigation.
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Chapter 4

Assessing the Life Chances of Women
and Children

Life chances refers to the opportunities each individual has to improve
upon his or her quality of life and is generally correlated to the individual‟s social
situation.176 Traditionally, life chances has been related to lifestyle choices and
the distribution of rewards, however has more recently been used within a social
justice perspective informing the question of capabilities and inequalities between
social categories.177
The first section of this chapter uses secondary sources to assess the life
chances of women and children in Ghana over the past fifteen years and will be
assessed against the life chances of other nations in which Troxovi is practiced.
The chapter then focuses on the life chances of women and children within the
Volta Region. The second section of this chapter explores the literature relating
to the Troxovi practice, roles and responsibilities within the shrine and compares
contested reports relating to the treatment of the women and children within the
practice. The chapter finds that national indicators signify that women‟s life
chances in Ghana are improving, however available indicators show that these
advancements do not extend to Ghana‟s rural women. The chapter also finds
that the prevalence of the practice has most likely been overestimated. It
explores treatment within the shrines and finds that the practice severity varies
depending on location and authority within the shrine. However, the chapter also
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highlights that despite contested reports concerning the treatment of the women
in the shrines, even the least severe forms of customary servitude negatively
affect the life chances of women and children as the priest decides which rights
are adhered to within the shrines. The women and children are not able to make
decisions to determine their own futures.

4.1

Ghana Today – Situating Women in Ghana
Being one of the most populated countries in Sub-Saharan Africa, Ghana

is home to nearly 18 million people.178 Adlakha‟s International brief Population
Trends provides statistical information regarding Ghana‟s inhabitants stating that
since independence the population has grown from about 6 million in 1957 to 18
million in 1996 and is expected to grow to 27 million by 2020. This population
explosion is the result of high fertility and a declining mortality rate in Ghana and
has important consequences when assessing the life chances of women and
children within Ghana today. As a result, Ghana currently has an extremely
young age structure, with 43 percent of the population under 15 years of age.
Whilst the actual number of children under 15 will remain consistent in 2020, it is
expected that the 15 – 64 age group will nearly double from 9 million to 18
million,179 therefore decreasing the population‟s dependency on the labour of
children.
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In July 2004, The New African commented on Ghana‟s completion of the
Heavily Indebted Poor Countries (HIPC) initiative

180

, stating that,

„This is done provided the country completes an additional three
years of agreed policy and structural prescriptions devised jointly by
the IMF, World Bank, the debtor government and resident
identifiable civil society groups‟ 181
However, although Ghana has received international attention as a nation
spearheading development, resource based measures, such as the GDP do not
adequately reflect the resource distribution within the nation. This can be seen in
Ghana as 28.5% of Ghana‟s population continues to live in poverty, with 18.2%
living in extreme poverty.182 Within the rural setting inhabited by the Ewe, 60.1%
of the population live in poverty, with 45.4% living in extreme poverty.183
Neo-liberalism has been unable to sustain changes for the world‟s poorest
people. In fact, participation in neo-liberal development projects has limited the
states power to „act favourably towards its poorest citizens‟184, such as the Ewe
woman. In order to assess the life chances of Ghana‟s women, changes in
Ghana‟s ranking within the Gender Development Index will be assessed and
compared to other Troxovi practicing nations.
The GDI measures inequalities between men and women in the areas of
life expectancy, share of income earning, adult literacy and education
enrolment.185 Using the GDI, Ghana was ranked at 91, out of 130 countries. The
180
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1995 Measuring Gender Inequality report recorded that between 1970 and 1992
developing nations had a 62 percentage improvement. Therefore, developing
nations are

making rapid

progress

in

the

area

of

gender sensitive

development.186 However the extent to which these changes are advancing the
life chances of Ghana‟s rural women and children is questionable.

4.1.1 Share of Earned Income

Within the Gender Development Index produced in 1995, it was reported
that the average Ghanaian woman earned a 32.7% share of earned income,
while the average Ghanaian man earned a 67.3% share of income. Within the
2005 GDI, income was calculated on the basis of data on Ghana‟s Gross
Domestic Product per capita (PPPUS$) and population data from the World Bank
2007, data on wages from the International Labour Organisation 2007 and data
on economically active population statistics from the International Labour
Organisation 2005.187 Based on the PPPUS$ amounts listed in the 2005 Gender
Development Index, the average Ghanaian woman earned a 41.544% share of
earned income and the average Ghanaian man earned 58.456% of earned
income. As can be seen in the charts below, this indicates that Ghana‟s women
are earning a larger piece of the pie. However, whether this economic
advancement has reached Ghana‟s poorest citizens cannot be assessed via
these statistics.
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Table 4.1 1995 Percentage of Earned Income, Ghana188

Table 4.2 2005 Percentage of Earned Income, Ghana189
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4.1.2 Life Expectancy (Years)
One of the major factors in lengthening life expectancy in West Africa has
been the reduced infant and child mortality rate.190 In 1957, an estimated 237
children per 1 000 births died before the age of 5, compared with 126 in 1996. 191
For this reason life expectancy has increased for both men and women within
Ghana between 1995 and 2005.192 193

Table 4.3 Life Expectancy, Ghana 194
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Across West African Troxovi practicing communities, the life expectancy of
males saw the most dramatic increase within the reporting periods, with the
exception of Nigeria, where both males and females saw a decrease in life
expectancy. This dramatic decrease in life expectancy could be attributed to the
3.6 million people in Nigeria living with HIV/AIDS (5.4% of the population, of
which 58% are estimated to be women),195 as just 350 000196 are estimated to be
infected in Ghana (2.7% of the population).197

Table 4.4 Male Life Expectancy, West Africa 198
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Table 4.5 Female Life Expectancy, West Africa199
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4.1.3 Adult Literacy (%)

The adult literacy rate in Ghana between 1995 and 2005, shows deceiving
results. Whilst the female literacy levels increased slightly, at a rate of 0.8%, the
male literacy rate decreased by 6.5%.

Table 4.6 Adult Literacy, Ghana 200

Upon first impressions it may seem that the number of literate men has
decreased within the period in Ghana, however based on published population
statistics, 282 035 more men were literate in 2000, than in 1996 and 430 465
more women were literate in 2000 than in 1996.201 As can be seen in the graphs
below, when measured against the high population increase, the impact of these
200
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advances had little effect on the overall percentages of literate men and women
in Ghana between 1996 and 2000.

Within nations reported to practice Troxovi, Ghana was the only nation
that saw a decrease in the male literacy percentage within the period. Togo and
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Benin reported a steady increase and Nigeria reported a marked increase during
the period.
Table 4.7 Male Adult Literacy Rate, West Africa 202
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Nigeria‟s marked increase in the literacy rate can also be noted within the
female population. Benin reported a slight increase in the literacy rate of females
and Togo had a larger improvement, though not at the rate seen in Nigeria.

Table 4.8 Female Adult Literacy, West Africa 203
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4.1.4 Combined Primary, Secondary and Tertiary Gross Enrolment
Ratio
Between 1995 and 2007 the combined Primary, Secondary and Tertiary
Gross enrolment rate reported a steady increase for Ghana‟s women. According
to the reports, enrolment rates for females rose from 39% to 48% during the
period. Enrolment rates increased for Ghanaian men during the period also.
When compared with other nations who are reported to practice Troxovi, Ghana‟s
rise in enrolments has been at a slower rate, both amongst the male and female
population.

Table 4 .9 Male and Female Combined Enrolment Rates, Ghana204
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Table 4.10 Male Combined Enrolment Rates, West Africa205

Table 4.11 Female Combined Enrolment Rates, West Africa206
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4.2

Measuring Inequality - Significance of National GDI Data
As can be seen in the Gender Development Index, national indicators

suggest that women‟s life chances in Ghana are increasing, however the extent
to which this impacts on the life chances of women and children in Ghana‟s Volta
Region is not measured. National indicators provide a broad picture of women‟s
development within the nation, however the extent to which the nation‟s poorest
women are advanced through these developments is unknown. The statistics do
not seek to discover the extent to which social mobility exists within the society.
In order to demonstrate the extent to which opportunities for social
mobility impact on life chances, I will take the example of education enrolment
statistics within Ghana.
The GDI reports that between 1995 and 2007 the total combined
enrolment in primary, secondary and tertiary education for females rose from
39% to 48%.207

A report released by Ghana‟s Girl‟s Education Unit for Basic

Education identified that between 1998 and 2000 wide regional differences
existed in the drop-out rates of pupils. It was reported that drop-out rates were
the lowest in the Greater Accra Region and the highest in the three most remote
regions within the nation.208 Statistics indicate that regional differences are
significant, such as the drop-out rate, ranging from 1.85% in urban areas to 28%
in rural areas in the early primary years.209 Gender differences in drop-out rates
within regions were also significant. Statistics report that in the Greater Accra
207
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Region early primary male pupils were more likely to drop-out than their female
classmates (2.8% and 0.9% respectively),210 however once students reached
upper primary both rural and urban females were more likely to drop-out.
Between years P5 and P6 3.8% of urban boys and 4.9% of girls dropped out in
2000, while in regional areas between P5 and P6 4.4% of boys and 6% of girls
dropped-out.211 Therefore the disparity in maintaining access to education is not
solely gender specific nor solely specific to region, rather; gender and
regionalism interact and reduce the educational chances of rural women. This
renders them the least likely social group in the nation to maintain access to
education. The rural Ghanaian woman is less likely to maintain access to
education than rural males, urban females, and of course; urban males. Wies
acknowledges,
„Researchers generally agree that the offspring of well-educated
parents who occupy high-level positions in the occupational
structure and who have urban patterns of residence have
considerably better chances of obtaining entrance to selective
institutions than the children of other groups in the population.‟212
Maintaining access to education is important as obtaining a certain level of
education is also intrinsically linked to other important avenues of empowerment.
Statistics within the GDI do not take account of educational level and give equal
weight to primary school and tertiary enrolment rates. For example, while females
account for 44.9% of all Junior Secondary enrolments in Ghana, the gender gap
widens at each successive level. At Senior Secondary level, females only
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account for 33% of enrolments and at tertiary level, just 25%.213
Important avenues of empowerment include access to contraception214
and a lower incidence of marital violence.215 Adlakha notes that a Ghanaian
woman who has received a Senior Secondary education is 20% more likely to
use contraception than a Ghanaian woman who has received a Middle School
education; 26% more likely to use contraception than a Primary School educated
Ghanaian woman and 40% more likely to use contraception than a woman who
has received no education.216 Adlakha also notes that an urban residing woman
in Ghana is 16% more likely to use contraception than her rural counterpart. 217
These figures are important as access to contraception not only increases
women‟s empowerment, but also dramatically increases the life chances of
women and their children.218
In 1991 a NGO, the Gender Studies and Human Rights Documentation
Centre published their findings of a nation-wide study on violence against women
and children in Ghana. The report found high levels of violence against women
within the nation, revealing that one in three women reported that they have
suffered physical abuse, usually inflicted by an intimate partner.219 It also found
that uneducated women were more likely to enter into polygamous marriages,
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where resources are scarce and that the denial of access to limited economic
resources was one of the major complaints leading to violence against women.220
Therefore, whilst the life chances of women in Ghana is improving at a
national level, the extent to which this has impacted on the lives of Ghana‟s
poorest women is not measurable through the GDI statistics and questioned
within this thesis.
These education statistics give an important overview of the life chances
of women in Ghana; and it is my argument that whilst GDI statistics report that
women‟s life chances in Ghana are improving, these improvements are only
accessible by certain groups of women within the nation. The lack of other
indicators available to measure the development of Ghana rural population
reflects the extent to which access development in rural areas is on the nation‟s
agenda.
Development projects which fail to

empower women further cement

patriarchal class privilege. In this way, the women are unable to enjoy the
improvements made within the nation and rather, these improvements are
enjoyed women residing in Ghana‟s urban areas..
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4.3

Shrine Life
Information on the Trokosi practice has been reported in Parliamentary

proceedings, international human rights forums, within international media,
United Nations development reports, academia and Ghana‟s national media.
Discourses on the nature of the Trokosi, the types and severity of abuses
that occur, the numbers of Trokosi women and girls that exist, intervention results
and the changing nature of the practice are often contradictory.
In order to contextualise discourse on the Troxovi practice, this chapter
explores the history of the practice, names and functions within the shrines, the
history of NGO intervention, the prevalence of the practice and the treatment of
the Trokosi women and children. Through analysis, the problem of contested
reports is raised.
4.3.1 Situating Ghana’s Ewe
The social structure within Ghana is made up of several fundamental
institutions. They include kinship, marriage and the family institution; religious
beliefs and practices; traditional and modern political systems and economic
organisation.221 Kinship can include social relations originating in consanguinity,
marriage and adoption. The kinship system defines how various members of the
community relate to each other and determines the roles of various individuals,
depending on their relationship to the group.222 The inheritance of wealth, the
taking up of official duties and the inheritance of property is defined in ethnic
groups through either patrilineal or matrilineal lines. Ewe speaking societies are
221
222
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patrilineal, as opposed to the largest ethnic group, the Akan (mainly Twi
speaking), who inherit via the maternal line.223
Conducting her research on the Northern Ewe of Ghana, situated in the
town of Tsito, Bukh documents the political and economic organisation of the
Ewe people.224 The Ewe people are made up of eight clans, originating back to
the first eight settlers in the area. After the first generation of settlers the clan‟s
formation was of three patrilineal lineages and has remained so since that time.
Each was led by one of the three sons of the clanhead, and the mother of each
being a legal wife of the clanhead.. These half-brothers were called „tovis‟,
meaning „father‟s son‟ to indicate their lineal heritage to the clanhead. The land
was divided into three and allocated to the three tovis, to distribute among the
people, in conjunction with the elders, and used as the economic system within
each clan.
Although the clanhead was the representative head of the village, the
elders were actually the most powerful within the village, as they had the power
to destool225 the clanhead, should he fail to perform the tasks expected of him, in
the way in which the elders saw fit. Politically the clanhead and the tovis
functioned as representatives and mediators in conflicts. The clanhead,
undertook the important function of ensuring that communal labour is performed
equally by all members of the village, for the purposes of building roads or
schools.
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4.3.2 History of the Practice
The Troxovi system is said to be largely practiced in the Volta Region of
Ghana, located in south-eastern Ghana and is predominately practiced by the
Ewe and Dangbe groups. The Volta Region is Ghana‟s fourth largest region and
covers a surface area of about 20, 572km2.226 The 2000 Population and Housing
Census recorded a total population of 1 635 421 inhabitants (790 886 men and
844 535 women). 227
According to Ewe researcher, Ababio, the practice stretches across parts
of Togo, Benin, Cote d‟Ivoire, Cameroon and parts of Nigeria.

228

These are the

areas in which groups of people have cultural affinities with the Ewe. For
example the Fon in Benin whose kinship relations, social organisation, beliefs
and practices are similar to those of the Ewe. 229
The Troxovi system is said to have developed over time to deal with
communal responses to restoration after a criminal act is committed.230
There is very little information available outlining the history of the practice
of taking virgin girls to shrines, however several researchers have offered various
suggestions. One researcher likens the system and the terminology to practices
found in the Dahomey Kingdom (modern day Benin) in the 1700‟s, where wives
and slaves both bore the name „ahosi‟. „Aho‟ meaning „King‟ and „si‟ meaning
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„dependent‟ or „subordinate‟.231 However, there is no conclusive evidence that the
two practices are related, and few compelling arguments historically linking the
two, beyond the likening of wives to slaves. Vormawor cites Dovlo (1997) and
says that primarily the basis for establishing shrines was for their service as war
gods for the protection of individuals and their communities.

232

However, it is

important to understand that shrines exist all over Ghana and, in fact, all over
West Africa and the existence of a shrine does not indicate that the fetish priest
takes Trokosi women and/or children. In fact, the number of shrines that practice
Trokosi is very small compared to the total number of shrines within Ghana.
Though there is little agreement on the total number of Trokosi practicing shrines
in Ghana, the highest number recorded is cited by Rinaudo at 200. 233 When one
considers that every community within Ghana has at least one shrine and often
several shrines, one can argue that Trokosi practicing shrines are in the vast
minority.
The United Nations Population Report on Violence Against Women states
that prior to the eighteenth century livestock or other gifts were given in
atonement by warriors, to the war gods in exchange for victory in combat and a
safe homecoming.234 The same report also cites that shrines in South Tongu,
including Adzemu Shrine, did not originally practice Trokosi, however strangers
from Avenor in the Akatsi region came to assist them for success in war and in
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thanksgiving two virgin girls were sent for three years. This practice was then
adopted by the Adzemu shrine.235 The report does not reference the research so
it is difficult to establish the viability of these accounts. However, the timing of
these events does co-incide with documented cases of constant and unrelenting
slave raids on the Ewe people,236 as will be explored in chapter 6 of this thesis.
These raids severely impacted on the lives of the Ewe and various modes of
defense were utilised, including raiding other groups to subsidise the purchase of
weaponry. At this time, Indigenous slavery had moved away from its original form
through interaction with the Transatlantic slave trade and slavery had become
institutionalised within the economic and social fabric of Indigenous communities.
Indigenous groups had begun to practice slavery, in an attempt to protect the
lineage.237
In 1895 Major Ellis of the First Battalion West India Regiment,
documented a practice very similar to the Troxovi Institution in the Dahomey
Kingdom (modern day Benin), stating that one god called „Khebioso‟ had 1500
wives. He stated that the role of the women was to care for the shrines and that
they were to engage in religious prostitution. He noted that most of the Ewespeaking people had women who were consecrated to live and serve within the
shrine, stating that they were considered „wives‟ of the gods.238 However, very
little is known about how the women serving at Khebioso‟s shrine lived. Bukh‟s
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research records Ewe oral tradition which affirms a historical practice of taking
slaves to pay for fines enforced when a member of the community was accused
of committing a social taboo, such as swearing, committing adultery or using
black magic against another member of the group. 239 She states that the use of
slaves in payment for sins or crimes can be dated back to 1906, which was long
after slavery had become institutionalised within Ewe communities, through the
Transatlantic slave movement.240
Vormawor states that in 1919 a man known only as Nyagbledsi wrote a
petition to the Secretary of Native Affairs, describing the practice of Trokosi.
Indignant with the practice he urged the colonial administration to act.

241

Acting

District Commissioner of Addah investigated and supported his allegation but
decided that as it was a place of worship it should not be „interfered with‟. 242 After
1919 the colonial administration did intervene substantially with local places of
worship and the relationship between religion and the colonial administration will
be explored within this thesis.243 .
4.3.3 Names and Functions within the Shrines
The Troxovi system is considered to comprise of several deities.244 This
belief is not only held by the Ewe who practice Troxovi, but is also the basis of
most indigenous belief systems in Ghana.245
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According to this worldview, the Creator god is the almighty god, who is
omnipotent and omnipresent. Within the same realm exists the ancestral spirits,
who serve as a mode of communication between the living and the dead and the
living and the deities. Ancestral spirits also safe-guard their people from harm. 246
This is a common belief system within Africa and has been noted in key
anthropological texts.247
The lesser gods are the gods of the environment. For example, tree gods,
river gods or ocean gods. The lesser gods control the environment and give
caution or reward or punish men through the environment. For example, drought
is seen as a punishment from the gods for a breach of law. The lesser gods hold
the whole community, including the priests to account and will bring about
calamity, should the priest misuse his power within the shrine.248 The lesser gods
are considered intermediary gods and are appointed by „mawa‟, the supreme
deity and creator of the universe. There are approximately 600 lesser gods who
also mediate on man‟s behalf giving protection or acting supernaturally in criminal
cases and they can also punish those who are guilty. 249
In some cases, a region may need to appease the gods for a misdeed,
and in these cases the ancestral spirits will advocate for their community, and
appeal to the lesser gods to take a sacrifice from another community or to accept
a cow or a goat in sacrifice, rather than a human.250 It is important to note, that
246
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whilst the concept of human sacrifice is used in traditional religion, the human is
not taken by the community and sacrificed, rather, it is believed that the gods
take someone from the community. Any unexplained death is said to be a result
of the gods taking a life to appease the community‟s‟ crimes.251 The community,
rather than the individual is held to account in this belief system. This belief
system is in line with the African notion of Ubuntu. Ubuntu is a Nguni word which
has no direct translation into English, but which describes the worldview in which
one can only find meaning through interacting with others. Archbishop Emeritus
Desmond Tutu has said „Ubuntu is very difficult to render into a Western
language… It is to say, „My humanity is caught up, is inextricably bound up, in
what is yours.‟252
Charles reflects on the notion of Ubuntu as an African approach to being,
which is not a specifically Southern African heritage, but can be traced back to
the cosmologies

of most African societies, through their Ancient Egyptian

origins.253
This worldview clashed with the colonial administration‟s worldview on
many occasions and caused great upset during colonial times. On the 28th of
December 1937 a petition from worshippers at Sogbo Fetish was addressed to
the Government and Commander in Chief requesting that their shrine be allowed
to continue to function, adamantly claiming that their shrine did not use human
251
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lives as sacrifices „as claimed by our attackers‟.254 This matter seemed to remain
unresolved in the Office of Native Affairs, as on the 15th of January Ms Field, a
government sociologist, sent a letter to the administration following her visit to the
Volta region to investigate the claims that human lives were being sacrificed. Ms
Field points out the positives of the practice and compares the worldview of the
people to Christianity, reflecting on their similarities. She then informed the
administration that in traditional religion, most Africans believe that all people who
die are taken by the gods, and that therefore to claim that the gods have struck
people down, is not uncommon within the belief system. 255 Within the same letter
she comments on the Ningo Fetish at Dzemawodzi, reporting that „They are quite
harmless and not without dignity and beauty‟. 256
Literature addressing the Trokosi practice usually identifies two major
stakeholders within the practice and analyses the practice within that paradigm.
However the priests and the Trokosi girl‟s family members are not the only
stakeholders in the system and are, in many cases, the least powerful.
Understanding the roles and duties of various stakeholders in the shrine is crucial
to understanding the practice.
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Diagram 4.1 Shrine Hierarchy 257
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The Chief and/or Queen mother is the stakeholder group that hold the
most power regarding the treatment of Trokosi within the shrines, and along with
shrine owners, are the first point of contact for negotiation regarding the possible
„release‟ of any Trokosi from within the shrine. Chiefs and Queen mothers are in
charge of the shrines and have power over fetish priests .258 Though the role of
Queen mothers in the chieftaincy system is a relatively new institution, 259 many
have been instrumental in educating communities on human rights. The impact of
the Chiefs and Queen Mothers are often understated. For example, as most of
the land in the Volta Region is organised in lineages, the lineage heads,
(generally men), grant usufruct land rights to individual members of the
lineage.260 The Chief and Queen mother are the custodians of community land
and as custodians are able to give land to priests to supplement their activities
within the shrine. In some shrines, the Trokosi women provide the labour for the
priest on the land given by the Chief.261 Therefore, the control of the activities on
the land can be traced back to the Chief, rather than the Priest.262
Shrines can be owned by an elder in the community, the Chief, or by the
entire community.263 There can be several shrines within one community,
whereby one shrine is owned by the whole community, being responsible for the
protection of the community and also individual shrines, whereby individuals can
go for consultation in the event that the community shrine is inundated with cases
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requiring resolution. Within shrines that practice Trokosi, shrine owners hold
much greater power regarding the release of the Trokosi, than the priests or the
families of the girls. The shrine owners are often omitted in literature concerning
the Trokosi, yet they are fundamental within the structures in which the women
exist.264
Priests and Priestesses (Zekor/Kpesi) are responsible for protecting the
Chief while on the throne and are responsible for the spiritual protection of the
whole community.

265

Priests and Priestesses are often called upon to ensure

protection and prosperity to individuals in the community through the use of their
spiritual powers. They are consulted by business people, those serving in the
military and those seeking resolution of family matters (such as infertility).266 The
Priest and Priestesses are generally feared in society as they are often consulted
to make decisions determining the culprit‟s of particular crimes. The reparation
for the offence, (depending of the cult of the priest), can range from lightning and
thunder, sickness sent to the culprits family or a community member is taken by
the gods. Priests are responsible for deciding on repatriation for crimes and in
communities that practice Trokosi, this includes appeasing the gods, through the
giving of a Trokosi girl. 267
Priestesses are appointed all the rights of other citizens in society, being
able to marry freely, move around freely and wear any attire in public.
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They

are able to attend school and also gain education within the shrine. The
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education that they receive within the shrine enables their becoming a Queen
Mother within the community.269 They are treated with the utmost respect and
reverence within society. Female priests are to be virgins and are free to marry
after going through certain customary rites before marriage. Men who violate
such women before marriage may be required to appease the gods for their
crime, possibly even by giving a relative to become a Trokosi. 270
Whilst within Troxovi practicing communities the Priest or Priestess can
call for a Trokosi to appease the gods, at the point of intervention they often are
inconsequential to the negotiation process. As Charmla the priest at Dorfor
states, „their families wouldn‟t take them back even if I begged them. They‟re too
afraid of angering the fetish.‟271
Assistants/Linguists (Ngorgbie/Ngorgbea) have a divine calling to serve
within the shrine. Similar to the role of a Personal Assistant, if the Priest is
illiterate, the Linguist will record any required information.272 He will also act as an
intermediary between the Priest and community members. When entering the
shrine the Priest will sit behind the partition and the Linguist will speak with the
individual seeking consultation and then consult with the Priest about the remedy
and will report the Priests findings back to the individual.
Drink servers (Ahakuor/Ahakua)

273

do not live in the shrine, but are

called from within the community to serve drinks within the shrine. This role within
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the shrine is filled by a male and the role often involves following the Priest or
Chief and giving the drink to the Chief, in order for him to pour libation.274
Trokosi women are traditionally responsible for polishing floors, sweeping
and making the beds within the shrines.

275

The issue of exact tasks and

treatment of the Trokosi will be discussed shortly. However at this stage, how the
Trokosi women fit into the hierarchy of the shrine will be discussed.
Trokosi has been translated in a variety of ways within various literatures.
For example, Vormawor, an Ewe woman working with the Trokosi, translates
Trokosi as „servant of the gods‟.276

The Ghana Studies Council Newsletter

translates the term as „brides of the gods‟

277

and Human Rights Lawyer, Sarah

Aird translates the term as „slaves to the gods‟.

278

„Tro‟ refers to a spiritual force

that acts for anyone who observes the proper rites and ceremonies of the cult.
„Tro‟ is said to originate from a verb (rather than a noun) meaning „to change‟ (for
the good of society)

279

and „Kosi‟ has been translated as either slave, bride or

servant in the literature. The translation of the word Trokosi is of great importance
in assessing the intervention programs for releasing the women, however this will
be discussed in section 6.1.1 of this thesis. The term refers to the virgin girls
committed to the shrines to atone for crimes or sins of the family.
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Troklu refers to male Trokosi.280 Literature cites that Troklu are rare,
however there are several documented cases. 281
Woryokewe is the Danbge word for Trokosi. In Adanbge or Ga „Won‟
means cult and „yokwe‟ is cited by Ababio to mean slave, however this is also
contested. Local Ga residents that I spoke to in the field insist that „yokwe‟ refers
to one who is in service, in the same way that priests are in service within the
Roman Catholic Church,282 and seemed surprised that anyone would translate
„yokwe‟ to mean slave.283 A Trokosi or woryokwe is recorded in several
international pieces of literature as being the slave or servant of a cult.284
Fiashidi/Fiasidi refers to those who function as Trokosi in Akatsi, ketu
and Keta districts and southern Togo and Benin. Vormawor states that
Fiashidi/Fiasidi‟s are the same as Trokosi in function. Fiashidi/Fiasidi is literally
translated as „wife of a king‟.285
4.3.4 History of Intervention
Within

Africa

Non-Governmental

Organisations

often

play

a

complementary or supplementary role to public social service. According to both
published reports and interviews with the Commission for Human Rights and
Administrative Justice, government departments did not have the resources to
intervene into the Troxovi practice,286 and therefore approached several NGOs
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requesting that they intervene. The first release took place in July 1996, 287 long
before the Criminal Code was amended, outlawing the practice. Intervention was
attempted by several NGOs and the processes were far from flawless. Ababio
states that several NGOs quickly moved to liberate women with little coordination
or consultation with those already in the field, or with the community members
involved. 288 One organisation, the Fetish Slaves Liberation Movement (FESLIM)
was initiated by a Ghanaian evangelical Christian who claimed his aim was to
„wipe out all denominations of African traditional religion and covert and
baptise‟.289 FESLIM liberated the women in a shrine at Fievie with no
rehabilitation programs in place. The women became economically destitute and
isolated from their communities, and quickly returned to the shrines. Sentinel (an
NGO) liberated two shrines at Volo using „substantial‟290 compensation
packages, without any consultation with the women or with the communities
throughout the process. There was also no rehabilitation program in place for the
women who had left the shrines and, because they had no means of survival
outside of the shrine, they also quickly returned to the shrine.

291

Ababio‟s

research also notes another unnamed NGO that liberated many women, but
„forgot‟ about the liberation of their children and resulted in the women returning
to the shrines for the sake of their children. The families of the women were not
consulted and as a result were not willing to welcome them back into the
community once liberated. The process was undertaken with haste and the
287
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community members encouraged women to return to the shrine because there
was no other place for them in the community.

292

One fundamental reason for

communities not welcoming the women back was due to the conflicts between
the various NGOs campaigning for the girls release and the communities. The
families of the girls had been described by several NGOs as „primitive and
wicked people‟293

and „uncaring‟294 in the national media and due to this

accusation the families decided that the NGOs should be responsible for
providing the girls with shelter and that they should take the place of their
families.
Vormawor states that a Canadian woman started working in conjunction
with The NGO, however the two differed on ideas about how intervention should
take place. The Canadian woman advocated for the temporary release of the
women so they could attend a vocational centre, however when some refused to
return to the shrines, the Priests were angered and claimed that the missing
Trokosi must be replaced.
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Ababio also cites an unnamed NGO who, in order

to avoid being accused of imperialism, set up vocational schools for Trokosi
women and girls near the shrines at Afife. The organisation purposefully decided
against releasing the girls and rather, educated them within the context of their
shrine lives.
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It is unknown if Vomawor and Ababio are referring to the same

organisation, or if two organisations took the same approach. The Women in the
Lords Vineyard (WLV) released 80 women and their 224 children from a number
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of shrines in 1995. By 2000, the Director of the NGO was forced to make public
appeals for funds, admitting that the NGO did not have the resources required to
care for the women. The Director also stated that the women‟s children were
receiving education under „deplorable conditions‟,297 as the NGO had been
unsuccessful in gaining funds from the government or other private agencies, as
expected.

298

Yet another NGO, Sentinnel was managed locally by a German

national and also struggled to find the finances required to care for the released
women. Some of the organisations activities were handed over to The NGO and
the Director returned to Germany. 299
Some analysts believed that as the women were so accustomed to the
shrines, having spent the majority of their lives there, that they should be left
within the shrines as any intervention would inevitably result in the girls returning
to the shrines. 300
Independent researcher, Ababio, notes in her 2000 thesis that „[The NGO]
has so far been the only non-government organisation that has sustained its
programmes of rehabilitation.‟

301

Citing the NGO‟s own newsletter, she states

that about one thousand girls from several shrines had been released and that a
number of programs had been set up in order to integrate the Trokosi women
and their children, back into mainstream society.
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4.3.4.1‘Nationals Do the Best Job’ 302
The United Nations Population Fund states that the NGO registered as a
not-for-profit organisation in October 1987 and began its operations in 1995.

303

However, Vormawor states in her unpublished thesis that the organisation
registered as a not-for-profit organisation and began operations in 1981 in
Ghana. 304
The organisation originates in New Zealand and is currently operating in
37 nations worldwide. 305 The NGO offices located in western nations are referred
to as „supply line‟ nations and developing nations are referred to as „front line‟
nations.306 Occasionally short term volunteers are sent from supply line nations to
front line nations but predominately supply line nations financially support front
line nations through assisting with grant and aid applications in the west, and
seeking donations from individuals.

307

Therefore, in contrast with most NGOs

working in Africa, the NGO employs nationals as development workers and the
organisation often cites the slogan „Nationals do the best job.‟308
Three out of the four programs run by the NGO focus on releasing and
rehabilitating the Trokosi women and their children. The projects all feed into
each other, beginning with negotiation for the release of the women from the
shrines, the „empowering‟ of the women through the NGO‟s Vocational Learning
302
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Centre at Adidome,309 the empowering of communities through the Trokosi
Modernisation Project and the Microcredit and Enterprise Scheme that provides
entrepreneurial incentives for the released women. In providing these programs,
the NGO has cooperated with a variety of international and local NGOs and
multilateral organisations including, Equality Now, Anti-Slavery International of
Great Britain and Australia, OakTree Foundation of Australia and the Reebok
Human Rights Foundation. United Nations bodies such as UNFPA and the
UNIFEM have given financial support. The NGO also reports its local network
partners to include the Commission for Human Rights and Administrative Justice
(CHRAJ), the National Commission on Civic Education, Centre for National
Culture, National Council on Women and Development, Ghana Law Reform
Commission, the Federation of Women Lawyers and the Ghana Human Rights
Coalition. 310
Working in conjunction with CHRAJ and the Commission for Civil
Education, the NGO and other NGOs initially met to discuss the possible
replacements for a virgin girl, in order to atone for the crimes of the community.
The options discussed originally consisted of a cow, sheep, fowls, calico, money
and items for rituals.311 Vormawor states in her thesis, that the NGO‟s negotiation
process consists of a number of steps. First, the historical background of the
community and the shrine is researched. The way in which the shrine functions
within the community is researched. Researchers enquire into such questions as
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„has there been any transformation in the system in recent times?‟ 312 Negotiation
with Chiefs, Queen mothers, Priests, Shrine owners and the leaders in the
community takes place. The NGO seeks to convince the stakeholders that it is an
abuse of human rights to keep the women in the shrines and they advocate for
development and modernisation through releasing the women. How the Trokosi
practice can be abolished without undermining the religious beliefs of the
community is discussed. Education on human rights is undertaken at the local,
district, national and international levels. Communities are taught about human
rights through the NGO‟s schools and community development programs.
Workshops are held to explore the issue. Once it is agreed that the women
should be liberated, a liberation ritual is performed. Women who are still
considered Trokosi, but no longer live in the shrine are sent messages via the
radio to return to the shrine for total liberation. Liberation rituals are performed to
release the women and the women receive a signed document to confirm that
they are now free. This also enables the community to embrace liberated Trokosi
as they no longer have to fear retribution from the gods. Ownership of the women
is removed from the Priest. On a specific day the women are freed in front of the
whole community and Priests and Shrine owners sign a resolution to not return to
the practice or take any other girls. The Priests are compensated in the form of
cattle, goats and/or money etc The Executive Director of the NGO states „While
[the NGO] does not put a price on slavery, the average cost of a „Trokosi‟ girl‟s
freedom is about $250‟.313 Rehabilitation is offered to women at the Vocational
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Learning Centre at Adidome. Relief items are also provided for the women.
These items include footwear, mats, nets, clothing, lanterns, and toiletries. 314 The
United Nations Population Fund indicates that „Data collected from [the NGO]
shows that the process of liberation takes an average of 5 years,‟315 and
Vormawor states that liberation can take months or years. 316
4.3.4.2Rehabilitation and The Vocational Learning Centre – Adidome
Adidome is a small town located in the North Tongu district of the Volta
Region in Ghana. The NGO‟s Vocation Learning Centre at Adidome has facilities
to accommodate 140 people.317 Another NGO has also set up a Vocation
Training Centre for released Trokosi in Adidome and yet another has a centre
located at Volo, also located within the North Tongu district.318
Upon release, several options are available to Trokosi survivors. Young
girls between the ages of 5 and 13 are sent to a school near their parents and
are reunited with them. In the situation where parents cannot be contacted the
girls are cared for by a warden at the Vocational Learning Centre, until a parent
assumes responsibility for them. Women aged between 14 and 80 often attend
the Vocational Learning Centre, either as residence or as day students. In some
cases, women are unable to attend the centre are apprenticed by traders near
their homes and are provided with the tools to start their own businesses.
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Women who are considered too elderly to attend the centre benefit from
Microcredit schemes provided by the NGO. 319
Two courses are offered at the NGO‟s Vocational Learning Centre. The
first is a three month course in confectionery making, soap making and body and
hair cream production and the second is a one year course in batik or tie dying
and hairdressing. 320 Graduates, or women who are too elderly to benefit from a
course at the centre, benefit from the Microenterprise and Credit Scheme offered
by the NGO.321 Simultaneously, communities who have released their Trokosi
women gain infrastructure, such as boreholes for clean water and schools. 322
Rinaudo states that the NGO‟s strategy is to rehabilitate 100 slaves
annually, however the NGO‟s website states that the regular (one year) program
admits students every two years and 300 students are admitted to the three
month course every year.323 The initial grant to begin the program was provided
by an overseas governmental aid agency, and more than $72 000 was also
received by another overseas governmental aid agency. The program runs in
phases and is primarily financially supported through an overseas governmental
aid agency. The first phase began in 1998, the second in 2003 and the program
is now in the third phase. The second phase received $300 000 for the release of
900 slaves.324
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According to the NGO released women must go through a needs
assessment upon admittance to the centre. The NGO states that the women
have considerable trauma to overcome, including separation from their family,
divorce, family breakdown and sexual abuse. The NGO states that this is
particularly true of Dangbe women as the practice in these regions includes being
handed around to other members of the shrine for sex.

325

For this reason,

instructors at the Vocational Learning Centre have been provided with
information on violence against women 326 and the women are then evaluated by
a psychologist.
Vormawor reports that in Puplampu‟s psychological report, most released
Trokosi suffer from economic and spiritual fear, deference to male authority,
resignation to fate or depression, expressions of pain and bitterness, as they
have no understanding of why they were sent to the shrines, alcoholism,
emotional despondency including spontaneous crying, moodiness and/or
tantrums, repressed anger at the system, extreme economic concern, feelings of
self worthlessness and illiteracy.327
Education is then offered to the women. This could be formal or nonformal, depending on the needs assessment conducted. The goal of the
education offered is to facilitate viable income generating activities for adults and
full integration back into society as independents.
According to Vormawor, education also includes counseling, health
education concerning AIDS and STI‟s, economic education, including how to
325
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save and how to open a bank account, personal hygiene, reproductive health,
childcare, reconnecting with family and functional literacy.328 After the women
have completed their course at the Vocational Centre, counselors, sociologist
and health workers visit the women and ensure that the women are achieving full
integration back into society.329 The extent to which this integration takes place is
currently unknown and is one of the questions this thesis seeks to answer.
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4.4

Prevalence and Contested Reports
Information available in the international media tends to simplify the

practice in order to avoid complicated tensions inherent within any investigation
into the Troxovi system. For example, in 1996 Brooker reported on the Trokosi
practice in The Independent, stating that „Senior members of Ghana‟s armed
forces, police service and a handful of government ministers are said to visit the
shrines seeking promotion, protection and success in their operations...‟ and
concluding „..but their calls for [the practice] to be banned have had little impact
on this centuries-old tradition, which has the blessing of some of Ghana‟s most
powerful men.‟330 Brooker fails to identify the role of shrines in Ghanaian cultural
life, across all tribes and in all communities. Whilst it is true that senior members
of Ghana‟s armed forces, police service and government ministers seek
promotion, protection and success within Ghana‟s shrines (along with the
majority of Ghanaian‟s who seek similar progression in life through the fetish), not
all shrines practice Trokosi. In fact, Trokosi practicing shrines are in the minority,
even according to reports indicating the higher levels of incidence. Explaining
how the Trokosi practice eventuated and why it has continued is a complex task
and these questions are rarely explored in the international media.
In order to contextualise the levels of incidence, the reports citing the
prevalence of the practice will be compared and analysed. As will be discussed
later within the chapter, definitions of Trokosi vary and therefore, it stands to
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reason that numbers will vary also. The extent to which definitions and
prevalence vary will be explored.
4.4.1 Enslaved Women

Diagram 4.2, indicates that the prevalence of enslaved women ranges
from 5 500 in 1996 to 100 in 2001 and ends with 278 in 2008. Whilst obviously,
the liberation of Trokosi throughout the years will explain some decrease in the
number of enslaved women, numbers of released women cited by the NGO do
not account for such large initial estimates of enslaved women. It is also
important to note that the first release took place in 1995 and released only 80
women. Therefore large discrepancies in numbers, such as 5 500 and 4 700
enslaved women reported in 1991 and 1996 and 278 and 2000 enslaved women
reported in 2008 do not match NGO liberation patterns and therefore cannot be
explained by liberation alone. The very low prevalence reported by the USSD in
2001 is explained in the report openly disputing the numbers cited by the NGO. It
states „According to credible reports from international observers, there were no
more than 100 girls serving at Trokosi shrines throughout the Volta Region.‟331
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Diagram 4.2 Prevalence of Enslaved Women within the Literature

In order to assess these patterns, we will discuss the prevalence of
liberated women and then compare the statistics.
4.4.2 Liberated Women

The prevalence of women liberated by the NGO within the literature also
reveals some inconsistencies. As can be seen in diagram 4.3, liberation statistics
begin at 1000 in the year 2000 and increase up to 3500 by the year 2003. These
numbers then drop considerably in 2004, with three reports citing between 2190
and 3108. This is equivalent to a difference of over one thousand women. Unlike
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enslavement statistics, liberated women cannot move from liberated to
unliberated and therefore the conflicting numbers cannot be accounted for in this
way. Though some women returned to shrines after intervention by other NGOs,
the numbers reported on refer to the women liberated by the NGO within the
case study. After 2005, the statistics round off to around 3500 women, which
indicates that no liberations have occurred since this time.

Diagram 4.3 Prevalence of Liberated Women within the Literature

In order to assess enslavement numbers against liberation numbers, the
prevalence of enslaved and liberated women reported in the literature since
1991must be compared. Diagram 4.4 compares these numbers using the
following methods. Where sources published in the same year differed, the
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median of the numbers was used. Where no statistics of prevalence have been
reported within a year, the median of the year prior and the year following was
used. In this way, massive peaks and troughs reported by individual sources are
somewhat contained when distributed amongst more conservative reports. It is
important to note that the number of liberated women listed in the diagram, refers
to when the statistics were published. Therefore the literature does not indicate
that any women were released prior to 1997, but rather, no significant literature
had been published reporting the numbers of released women.
Diagram 4.4 Prevalence of Enslaved and Liberated Women Comparison

According to Diagram 4.4, there has been a slow decrease in the
prevalence of enslaved women between 1991 and 1996. This cannot be
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accounted for in the literature as published liberation numbers remained at zero
during this time. The first possible explanation for the high incidence of
enslavement prevalence within the literature is that, at this time the practice was
relatively unfamiliar to the international community and within Ghana itself. Until
1996, sources were comprised of international media reports and were unlikely to
be based on primary research. Between 1999 and 2001 the prevalence of
enslaved women remained the same. Concurrently, liberation statistics steadily
increased between 1997 and 2000. As discussed earlier in this chapter, the first
liberation took place in 1995 and during the initial stages of liberation a
substantial number of women returned to the shrines, as liberation processes
had not been adequately considered. Therefore, it is entirely plausible that during
the early stages of liberation, numbers were not reported within the literature as
prevalence was chaotic. Therefore the steady increase in liberation numbers
could refer to the decrease in enslaved women between 1991 and 1999. This
explanation is also supported by the fact that between 1991 and 2001, the
prevalence of enslaved women decreased by approximately 1500 and the
prevalence of liberated women increases by approximately 1500.
According to the literature, in 2002 the number of enslaved women was
equal to the number of liberated women, at approximately 2200. This equilibrium
supports a late reporting of liberated women also, as original statistics for
enslaved women were approximately double the equilibrium. Between 2002 and
2004 liberation prevalence waivers between reports, however after 2005,
liberation rates remain static at approximately 3500, while enslavement numbers
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decrease substantially. This pattern could be explained in a number of ways.
Firstly, it is possible that enslavement numbers were estimated at a much higher
prevalence than the actual in the early years of reporting and that the equilibrium
actually occurred after 2002. Secondly, it is also highly possible that as women
were liberated through the work of NGOs in the Volta Region, communities that
were not actively targeted by NGOs discontinued the practice. Many communities
received human rights education through NGOs and the Commission for Human
Rights and Administrative Justice. The banning of the practice in 1998 coupled
with active human rights education within communities could have reduced the
number of enslaved women, without direct NGO intervention. This is supported
by the USSD 2004 which states,
„the practice has decreased in recent years because other belief
systems have gained followers, and fetish priests who died have
not been replaced‟.332

Overall, when individual high or low estimates are averaged out within the
literature, patterns of prevalence are more easily identified. When comparing the
prevalence of enslaved and liberated women in the literature, there are some
inconsistencies,

however

valid

explanations

can

be

offered

for

the

inconsistencies.
In a similar manner to the comparison of enslaved and liberated Trokosi,
active and liberated shrines can be compared within the literature. „Active
shrines‟ refers to the number of shrines that practice Trokosi and „liberated
shrines‟ refers to shrines that have received intervention from the NGO.
332
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4.4.3 Active Shrines
Perhaps the most inconsistent comparison of prevalence within the
literature is that of shrines. In 1991 Ayliffe reported 60 active shrines, in 1996,
Brooker reported just 12 active shrines, Dovlo and the UN wire reported 51 in
1997 and 1999 and Rwomire reported a substantial 160 in 2001. Baka et al and
Kufugbe report a much more conservative number in 2006 and 2008 at 50 and
25 respectively.
Diagram 4.5 Prevalence of Active Shrines within the Literature

In order to assess these inconsistencies further, the prevalence of active
shrines and enslaved women are compared in diagram 4.6.
Diagram 4.6 compares the patterns of active shrines and the numbers of
enslaved women using the same methods as diagram 4.4. Where sources
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published in the same year differed, the median of the two numbers was used.
Where no statistics of prevalence have been reported within a year, the median
of the year prior and the year following was used.
The numbers do not reflect the same patterns seen when comparing with
the statistics of enslaved women. One would expect that these statistics would
correlate in a reasonable manner, as women are liberated in groups from the
shrines. Women are not approached individually and liberated, therefore though
it is possible that prevalence of the practice was overestimated in the literature,
the pattern between active shrines and enslaved women should be parallel.
However, as can be seen in diagram 4.6, this is not the case. The only plausible
explanation is that shrine numbers are unreliable. As all shrines in the Volta
Region are not practicing shrines, the only way to establish prevalence is to gain
intimate knowledge of the religious practices of a large group of people, over a
massive expanse of extremely remote land. Gaining empirical, independent data
on the prevalence of active shrines in Ghana would be an extremely large
project, which has not yet been undertaken. It is my argument that shrine
numbers have been estimated and are unreliable.
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Diagram 4.6

Prevalence of Active Shrines and Enslaved Women within
the Literature

In order to further evidence the unreliability of shrine numbers, liberated
shrine numbers have been compared to active shrine numbers.
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4.4.4 Liberated Shrines
Diagram 4.6 compares the patterns of active shrines and enslaved women
using the same methods as other comparative diagrams.333
As can be seen in diagram 4.6 there is little overlap between active and
liberated shrine patterns. In fact, liberation prevalence alone is totally illogical as,
unlike active shrines, liberated shrines are targeted by the NGO and therefore
numbers should be readily available. This diagram shows that the number of
liberated shrines decreased substantially between 2000 and 2004. The only
logical pattern within the diagram occurs between 2005 and 2008. In 2005
equilibrium occurs between the number of active and liberated shrines, reporting
that approximately 120 active and 120 liberated shrines exist. Though the
equilibrium of enslaved and liberated women occurs in 2002/2003, it is plausible
that this equilibrium occurred later for shrine numbers as each shrine does not
keep the same number of women as Trokosi, so numbers need not correlate in
that way. Between 2005 and 2008 the diagram shows a steady increase in the
number of liberated shrines and a marked decrease in the number of active
shrines. These numbers would correlate with liberated and enslaved women
statistics discussed earlier, further supporting the CHRAJ‟s report that shrines
may have stopped practicing Trokosi without direct NGO intervention. For these
reasons, it is probable that between 1991 and 2005 all shrine estimates are
inexplicably chaotic and therefore, unreliable; however after this time shrine
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numbers correlate in a plausible and reasonable manner and, though not
definitive, can be considered much more reliable.
Diagram 4.7 Prevalence of Active and Liberated Shrines within the Literature
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4.5

The Treatment of the Trokosi Women and Children
The prevalence of the practice is not the only contested report within the

literature. The treatment of the women within the shrines is also highly disputed.
In order to highlight these inconsistencies, some of the literature available within
the international media will be compared. The most common inconsistencies
about treatment within the shrines exist around the questions: Are the women
raped or do they suffer other kinds of sexual abuse? Are they subjected to forced
labour? Do they suffer physical abuse and violence at the hands of the fetish
priests? Are the women subjected to psychological abuse? How are the younger
Trokosi or children of the Trokosi treated within the shrine? Are Trokosi
abandoned by their families? Are Troklu (male Trokosi) mistreated within the
shrines? Are the women considered the property of the priest? Is abuse
systematic within the practice?
4.5.1 Are the women raped or sexually abused?
Frequently referred to as „sexual slavery, 334 the Trokosi practice has been
represented as one of the worst forms of violence against women practiced in the
world today. From the moment the Trokosi practice come under international
review, and until 2004, this view had been challenged only by National
Resistance Groups who supported the practices using arguments that can be
summarised in cultural relativist terms. Currently the literature refers to sexual
abuse as inherent in the practice. Many reports cite that the rape of the women is
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not only highly likely within the shrines but that the rape is integral to the belief
system as a whole. 335
One article from Australia states that „in every sense, wherever it is
practiced, the Fetish „priest‟ owns the child and he must forcefully consummate
the „marriage with the gods‟ as soon as the child goes through puberty.‟336
Vormawor resonates with the article stating „Virginial rape is portrayed as a ritual
and usually involves violence and manipulation (inviting to clean his room etc)‟ 337
She states that in the Dangme area some woryokwe (Dangme word for Trokosi)
are shared amongst the men of the village 338 and that in Ketu, Akatsi and Keta
districts, though the practice is less harsh and women are able to be leave the
shrine once their period of servitude is over, women continue to be kidnapped
and raped by the priest.

339

Vormawor‟s opinion is that in most shrines,

particularly within the Tongu area, the Trokosi are raped.340
The refusal of sex is reported by Vormawor as a grave sin and does not
go unpunished. In the first instance, if the Trokosi refuses sex with the priest her
family are called to the shrine and are forced to pay for the refusal through giving
animals or money to the shrine and offering an apology on behalf of their
daughter. Family members are required to tell the woman to engage in sex with
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the priest. 341 Vormawor also cites other punishments for refusing sex including
kneeling over broken bottles, lashes, starvation and the „denial of sex‟.

342

Her

thesis narrated one woman‟s experience of being raped in front of all the other
women and children at the shrine, who excused themselves or looked on.

343

A

human rights journalist reporting on the Trokosi practice quotes a released
Trokosi woman:
„The priest was a very old man, and because I refused him sex, I
was tied to the bed and beaten by four other men until I had bruises
all over my body I was beaten throughout the whole night. When I
think of that day, I feel like crying ‟344
In 2001 the United States State Department supported the view that the
women are raped, stating in a report „because they are the sexual property of the
priests, most Trokosi slaves have children by the priest.‟ 345 Ababio‟s research,
conducted in 1999 did not concur with reports that sexual abuse is an integral
part of the system but did find that in some shrines women are unable to refuse
the sexual advances of the priest and most women are subjected to „heinous
forms of sexual abuse‟.
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Ababio reports that in such shrines (not all shrines)

the priest initiates the Trokosi into adulthood and then releases them into the
community for marriage to community members.347
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Interestingly, in 2004 the United States State Department released
another report entitled International Religious Freedom and opposed its former
view that most Trokosi slaves bear the priests children, because they are the
sexual property of the priests. The report states that:
„The practice explicitly forbids a Trokosi or Fiashidi to engage in
sexual activity or contact during her atonement period. In the past,
there were reports that the priests subjected the girls to sexual
abuse; however, while instances of abuse may occur on a case-bycase basis, there is no evidence that sexual or physical abuse is an
ingrained or systematic part of the practice.”348
However, three year later, the United Nations continued to report that sex
with the priest was an integral part of the Troxovi system.349
4.5.2 Are Trokosi subjected to forced labour?
There is little contention that it is one of the responsibilities of a Trokosi
woman to labour in the fields, however inconsistencies occur when reporting on
remuneration or compensation for such labour.
Newsweek International reported in 1999 that the Trokosi women and
children are forced to labour on the priests land for little or no wage.350 Ababio
reported in 2000 that when a Trokosi arrives at the shrine, she is not permitted to
play but must work on the farm for no remuneration. She also indicates that not
only does the Trokosi woman receive no remuneration,351 but she is not entitled
to any of the produce, and must engage in economic activities outside of these
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duties in order to feed her family.352 The AFROL gender profile reported in 2005
that Trokosi women must work on the priest‟s farm, and perform other forms of
labour for him,353 and the 2007 UNFPA Violence Against Women report indicated
that forced labour was inherent in the system.354 However the NRG claims that
women receive compensation for their time in the shrines. It is unclear if the NRG
is referring to the Grandma Lands. Grandma Lands is the land given to Trokosi
women after their time of service within the shrines, however the Grandma Lands
have now become male dominated. Vormawor reported in 1999 that only 9% of
the women she interviewed received any compensation. 355
4.5.3 Do they suffer physical abuse and violence at the hands of the fetish
priests?
Though the NRG states that human rights abuses do not occur within
shrines, acts of violence are reported by NGOs. Every Child Ministries states:
„When these modern-day slaves refuse anything commanded by
the priest, when they do not make their work quota, or when they
displease him in any way, they are given a choice. It is the only
choice they ever face. Many of them tell of two items being laid in
front of them. One is a whip. The other is broken glass. Shrine
slaves can be whipped long and hard while others hold them down,
or they can kneel for hours on large shards of broken glass, with no
medical care afterward. „356
The 2007 UN report on Violence Against Women states that Trokosi are
denied education, food and basic health services and states that women are
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beaten if they try to escape.357 However the USSD reports of 2001 and 2004
report, „Trokosi may or may not attend school.‟358Therefore, the extent to which
the women have access to education and other basic services is contested by
the various reports.
4.5.4 Are the women subjected to psychological abuse?
As discussed in chapter one, adherents to the Troxovi religion state that
the role of a Trokosi woman is that of a priestess and that the purpose of her time
in the shrine is to learn about living a morally upstanding life. In this way,
adherents report that a Trokosi woman is to be revered, not abused.359 Rinaudo‟s
2003 article strongly opposes this view stating that „Their status is lowered to the
categorisation of being regarded as sub-human‟.360 The majority of the abuses
Vormawor cites as psychological abuses, exist around the observance of rituals
and taboos before entry into the shrine, within the shrine and upon the release of
a Trokosi woman. Vormawor‟s research articulates that one of the main issues
released Trokosi feel uncomfortable speaking about is the initiation ceremony,
stating that the women find it degrading. Women are reported to be dressed up in
beads, draped in a simple cloth that falls between her legs and paraded through
the community. 361 The UN‟s 2007 Violence Against Women report indicates that
women are forced to shave their heads, wear a piece of calico wrap around their
bodies, raffia leaves around their necks and forced to go bare foot. 362 Vormawor
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also reports that upon the death of a priest, Trokosi are required to adhere to a
nine month mourning period, observing certain taboos, which the women find
degrading.363 According to Vormawor, once a Trokosi has served the required
period in the shrine, her pubic hair and nails are cut and placed in a basket which
she takes to her home after observing the required rituals to be released from the
shrine. When the Trokosi woman passes away, community members send the
basket to the priest as a sign that the woman has died and a new girl will take her
place.
In addition to reports of psychological abuse within the observance of
rituals, Vormawor also claims that Trokosi are often named by men‟s names in
order to cause embarrassment within the shrine.

364

Examples cited include

Agoemaedze (I have committed a crime); and Agordzetor (Sinner or offender).
Vormawor states that the abuse does not only cause embarrassment to
the women but it also ensures that the women lose their family names, and
therefore lose their kinship and degrades their identity.
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4.5.5 How are the younger Trokosi or Troviwo treated within the shrine?

The issue of children within the shrine tends to be a matter of much
confusion. Two separate categories of children are often referred to in the
literature. The first being the Trokosi women, taken to the shrine at a very early
age and the second being the children of the Trokosi (Troviwo or Trovivo). The
question of sending small girls to live in a village shrine is often a central issue of
concern in international media, however the USSD report of 2001 reports that
young Trokosi do not live in the shrines, they live with relatives located near the
shrine.365 Ababio confirms that girls of a very tender age are sent to the shrine
but does not cite sexual reasons for this tendency. Ababio states that the practice
encourages very young girls to be offered to the shrine as they are required to be
pure and innocent so as not to create any conflicts in the shrines „with regard to
incidents of the past lives which may infringe on shrine values‟.
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Vormawor

states that young Trokosi girls who are unable to care for themselves are often
accompanied by a family member, usually an older sister, until such a time that
she can care for herself. 367
The Troviwo are the children born to a Trokosi woman. International media
reports claim that the Troviwo have no access to education, healthcare or food
through the shrine.368 Vormawor‟s thesis states that girl Troviwo stay with their
mothers until they are married, and boy Troviwo go to live with their maternal
uncles. She also reports that many of the boy Troviwo are used for dangerous
365
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fishing activities and that some have been murdered and thrown into the Volta
River to attract more fish. 369 However, the Troxovi belief system states that the
Troviwo are divine, due to their divine lineage and that they are destined to
redeem mankind from the mistakes made by society. 370
It is also of some importance to note that often international media reports
cite the existence of the Troviwo as proof that sexual abuse occurs within the
shrines. However this assumption is based on a lack of knowledge of both the
Troxovi system and of customary law. Many reports fail to understand that
Trokosi women marry men from the community after completing their period of
servitude and that under customary law, any child born to a Trokosi woman is
regarded a child of the fetish priest.371 Whilst this speaks strongly about the
nature of the power relationship between fetish priests and the Trokosi women, it
does not prove that rape occurs within the shrines.
4.5.6 Are Troklu mistreated within the shrines?
Most literature addressing the Troxovi issue fails to mention the existence
of male relatives taken to shrines to atone for the crimes of the community. Most
expansive pieces of literature mention the existence of the Troklu, however even
these accounts differ on their findings.
In 1998 Vormawor‟s thesis stated that men are only sent to shrines when
no females are available or when there is a gap in a male role within the shrine.
The report states that Troklu are responsible for performing labourous tasks such
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371
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as fixing fences and fishing, but that they are not sexually interfered with. It is
also claimed that Troklu retain their freedom of movement and that they are not
stigmatised for marriage like the Trokosi women.372 However, Ababio‟s interview
with a former Troklu indicates that the Troklu experience similar stigmatisation
within the community and suffer similar hardships to Trokosi.373
4.5.7 Are the women considered the property of the priest?
By all accounts, Trokosi are seen to be the property of the shrine god
during the period spent within the shrine, however the literature differs when
discussing whether she is considered the property of the priest. The USSD
International Religious Freedom report clearly distinguishes between the two,
stating that a Trokosi woman „becomes the property of the shrine god and the
charge of the shrine priest for the duration of her stay.‟374In stark contrast, the
AFROL Gender Profile,375 Vormawor,376 and the UN Violence Against Women
report377 state that a Trokosi woman is considered the property of the priest.
The question of whether the priest is simply considered the custodian of
the women is refuted by Vormawor who claims that women are not allowed to
choose their sexual partners and that community members are forbidden to touch
a Trokosi woman or to show any kindness towards her.
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Against Women report also indicates that movement and contact with community
members outside of the shrine is restricted.379

4.6

Summary
Assessing the life chances of women and children at the national and

regional levels indicates that the advances made in increasing the life chances of
women in Ghana have not advanced the rural Ghanaian woman as available
indicators show that rural Ghanaian women are the least likely to maintain
access to important empowerment avenues. The life chances of the women and
children held in customary servitude is difficult to assess as the literature
available on the Troxovi practice is highly contested. Although reports of abuse
are more easily accessible, this fact alone does not negate the plausibility of
opposing reports. It is most likely that the prevalence of the practice has been
overestimated, and that diverse treatment occurs within various Troxovi
practicing shrines. However, the extent to which the priest controls, whether the
Trokosi women receive an education, who they may marry and whether sexual
violence takes place within their shrine, indicates the power that the priest has
over the women and children. Most importantly, the women and children have no
choice concerning their servitude within the shrine, regardless of the treatment
bestowed upon them. Therefore, the life chances of the women and children may
vary depending on the location and authority within the shrine, but even the least
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severe forms of the practice limit the life chances of the women and children as
they are not able to make decisions to determine their own futures.
Literature available within the international media concerning the
Troxovi practice, rarely explores national and local discourses around the
practice. In order to gain a greater understanding of the practice, chapter five
compares and analyses discourses at the international, national and local
levels, as gathered during the fieldwork period. Within the chapter, the
literature available on the practice is explored and the extent to which the
practice is constructed through the production and reproduction of media will
be explored.
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Chapter 5

Exploration and Examination of
Discourses

Within this chapter I make the case that currently the life chances of the
Trokosi women and children are negatively affected by each stakeholders
inability to place the women‟s and children‟s needs as the central area of
concern. I also argue that any account of the practice that does not include the
voices of the women themselves, is incomplete as the political interests of each
stakeholder group drives the construction of the women as passive victims or the
embodiment of culture; negatively impacting on their life chances.
As discussed in Chapter 2,380 „ways of knowing‟ are a key concern within the
thesis. Within the field it became clear that the universally accepted image of the
Trokosi woman, as found in the international media and academia; is not a
reflection of national and local knowings. Freedman argues for diversity and
intersubjective verifiability through the publicity of content in order to verify claims
of truth.381 Within this chapter I argue that voices that do not verify the content of
the most powerful, are silenced at the national level and the international content
remains „truth‟. Freedman states that; „…background assumptions are often
invisible and only with the contrasting values of another interest group do our
particular value commitments come to light.‟382Such background assumptions are
often the result of a historical tradition of omitting the voices of those who are
situated within „other‟ collectivities.383 Therefore, within this chapter I examine the
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contrasting values of multiple interest groups within the case study, through a
discourse analysis of the various stakeholders. I make the case that the political
interests of each group drive their construction of the practice. It is my argument
that until the voices of the women and children themselves are heard, there
remains a lack of accurate modeling or representation of the practice.384
The exploration, and consequent examination, of discourse is essential to
any analysis of power.385 Foucault‟s fundamental insights into the construction of
knowledge/power through the dynamics of discourse in Western societies has
made way for similar enquires to be conducted into the construction of
knowledge/power within the context of the Third World.

386

Escobar argues that

„grand strategies‟ are constructed by Western nations to maintain domination
over the Third World.387 Escobar names these „grand strategies‟ as „the
discourse on the underdevelopment of the Third World constructed by the
developed countries‟

388

and claims that „…the penetration and control of the

Third World is embodied in communication and information technologies,
especially the mass media, television and commercial cinema.‟

389

However,

Collins argues that the representation of black women is not simply undertaken
by white men, but that white women and black men also silence the knowledges
of black women as part of a highly effective system of social control that seeks to
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keep black women in a subordinate place.390 Therefore, the ways in which black
men represent the women is also important and must be equally interrogated.
In order to explore the impact that these representations have on the life
chances of the women and children, this chapter explores the conflicting
discourses on key stakeholders within the case study, dividing them into
international, national and local discourses.
This chapter seeks to explore the problem of recycled data within the
literature through an analysis of the discourses (and silences within these
discourses) using both primary and secondary sources from the fieldwork. This
analysis provides valuable insight into the key questions of this thesis. I assert
that the case study of the Trokosi women and children provides an important and
relevant example of how white patriarchal males have gained and maintained
global power through the construction of knowledge, how white women have
benefitted from this privilege, how national elites promote some discourses and
silence others in order to gain access to white privilege and how class structures
within Ghana remain as uninterrogated as white race privilege within
development discourse. It is therefore argued that the life chances of the women
and children cannot be sustainably improved, until the women and children are
able to become agents, rather than targets, as presently they remain pawns
within a religious tug-of-war between powerful international white men and
women and powerful patriarchal nationals.
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5.1

The Trokosi Women
Contrasting the imagery of the „Trokosi woman‟ through discourse found in

international, national and local literature gives a powerful insight into the
construction of knowledge, through power. Within this section of the chapter I
present evidence that the NGO‟s representation of the women as passive victims
is (at the very least) incomplete; that opposing reports provide valuable insight
into the patriarchal nature of the practice and most importantly; that the silence of
the women and children themselves reveal an incomplete knowing concerning
the practice. It is my argument that until the voices of the women and children are
heard, any representation of the practice is incomplete, as a piece of the
intersubjective pie is missing; and any decision-making that does not incorporate
the voices of the women and children will negatively impact on their life chances.
Discourses concerning the women „released‟ and „rehabilitated‟ by the
NGO will be presented separately. It is important to note that within the literature,
national and local stakeholders refer to the „release‟ of Trokosi women by the
Fetish priests. Within the fieldwork it became apparent that the Trokosi women
are not only released by the NGO, as represented within the NGO‟s international
marketing campaigns,391 but that many are released after a period of service
within a shrine, by the Fetish Priest himself.392
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The vast majority of discourse presented within the international media
represents the Trokosi women as uneducated, innocent, unknowing and
„incomplete‟393 passive victims. One international media report, published in the
UK in 1996, questioned the „rescuing‟ subtext within international dialogue and
the United States State Department released a document in 2004 that seems to
be the only international discourse that questions the imagery of the Trokosi
practice as being synonymous with slavery. It is important to note, however that
this document is not prevalent in the international media or in international
academia and the reference was provided to the researcher within the fieldwork
period in Ghana.394
In stark contrast to international literature, the vast majority of national
voices represent positive images of the women. A representative from the
Commission for Human Rights and Administrative Justice acknowledges that
abuse of Trokosi women did occur traditionally within the practice, concerning the
women‟s freedom of movement. However, he also clarifies that sexual abuse in
the shrines is a case of a priest abusing the system, rather than a case of abuse
being systemic within the system.395 In this way, it was likened to the sexual
abuses that have occurred within the Roman Catholic Church.396
Local voices on the Trokosi women provide a valuable insight into how the
Trokosi women are viewed within the communities that practice Troxovi.
Resonating with discourses provided by the CHRAJ within Ghana; within one
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source, a Chief within the Volta Region acknowledges that inequality once
existed within the system, but suggests that the practice is transforming. 397 Within
the same source, a Fetish Priest shares the same view.398 A Trokosi woman
states that she is not happy with the conditions in the shrine, however she also
notes that the system did have a function „during the good old days.‟399
Within discourse analysis, silences must also be explored. At the local
level there remains few voices penetrating through local institutions, and instead,
rural men and women are represented through urban males. One of the
challenges of Participatory Action Research is that a certain level of
empowerment must first be achieved by marginalised women, in order for
researchers and practitioners to gain meaningful access to the women. This
access was initially granted, but was subsequently denied by the NGO, once it
was discovered that the research would not employ the use of one of their staff
members as interpreter. Therefore another silence within the discourse is that of
women. At the national level, all literature perpetuates the discourses provided by
urban males, and at the local level, all literature perpetuates discourse provided
by males, with the exception of one Trokosi woman from the Klikor shrine.
The conflict between the international, the national and the local image of
the Trokosi woman is not represented in international media. Rather, the image
of an unknowing, uneducated, abused Trokosi woman has become a universally
accepted truth. One might argue that this imagery of the Trokosi woman supports
Escobar‟s argument that the Third World is constructed through information
397
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technologies, the mass media and the production of DVDs. However, this
argument fails to challenge patriarchy and class within Ghana itself, and in doing
so would allow for the further subordination of women and children within Trokosi
practicing communities.
Much of the discourse found in national and local literature, denys the
international imagery of the Trokosi woman, yet provides insights into the extent
to which the Trokosi practice is a powerful patriarchal system. Within this system
an individual priest can „allow‟400 a Trokosi woman to participate in education
when the service to the shrine is complete, the priest is the gatekeeper of the
woman‟s sexual activity and her reproductive choices, he can decide who is
allowed to touch a Trokosi woman, and can decide whether and when a Trokosi
woman can marry a man within the community. This speaks to the extent to
which a Trokosi woman is able to make choices concerning her own life.

400

Interview with the CHRAJ, 15th September 2008.
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Table 5.1: Discourses on the Trokosi Women and Children
International

National

Local

Social Outcastes401

Divine411

Will be liberated418

Slaves402 403

Many are allowed
Educated412

404

Subhuman

to

Uneducated405

Happy413

Unknowing406

Role Model414

Incomplete407

Abuses are non-existent415

Innocent408

Abused416

Christianity’s
trophies409

be ‘Allowed
Educated419

to

be’

Not happy420

417
virginal Revered

Not systemically abused410

401
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5.2

Discourses on ‘Released’ Trokosi Women
This section of the thesis provides further evidence to support my

argument that the NGO‟s representation of the practice is incomplete and that
key stakeholders prioritise their political aims over the needs of the women,
adversely affecting their life chances. The section also highlights the NGO‟s selfappraisal as a transformative power, meeting the needs of women and children.
Complexities, evaluations and critique of the intervention are ignored and the
NGO saves the helpless victim from the villain, within the humanitarian „fairy
story‟.421 This issue is discussed further within the thesis422 where I argue that
NGO self appraisals limit opportunities to increase the life chances of women and
children.
It is important to note that within the literature, „released Trokosi‟ refers to
those released through the intervention of the NGO, with the exception of the
USSD Report. This report refers to those who are released by the Priest after the
obligations to the shrine have been fulfilled.
Within the international literature, the imagery of the „released‟ Trokosi
woman, is one of stark contrast to that of the oppressed Trokosi woman
presented earlier. The Trokosi woman has been transformed from an
uneducated, unknowing, innocent victim to a self sufficient advocate, liberated by
Christ and opposed to the oppressive traditions of her people. Within this
discourse there is no room for complexity, tension or intricacy. The United States
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State Department and the United Nations Development Report acknowledge the
existence of a universally accepted image of the released Trokosi woman and
contest that image. The UN cites that the women return to their traditional
religions, and the USSD reports that no stigma is experienced by released
Trokosi. However, as noted earlier, these discourses are not prominent in the
international media.
Unlike the international literature „Released‟ Trokosi women, national
discourses provide plurality. One source presents a released Trokosi woman who
revolts against her religion by attending Christian churches. Overwhelmingly,
debates on the Trokosi practice are presented from the viewpoint of the Christian
interventionist or the African renaissancist. However, rarely is it acknowledged
that within this struggle the Trokosi women and children play out as pawns in the
struggle for each group‟s political power. According to Vormawor, Afi revolts
against traditional religion, by attending churches. Interestingly, this discourse not
only acknowledges the existence of the religious battle between traditional
religion and Christianity but within the discourse, the woman identifies her own
body as the battleground.
Within the national literature, the released Trokosi is also represented as
the only viable informant into the practice. The woman is introduced by the NGO
and for a fee, can show you the great work of the NGO. When viewed with
discourse from the CHRAJ, and in context with requests by the Executive
Director of the NGO, requesting people to seek his permission to speak with
released women; this creates an insidious image of „released‟ Trokosi and the
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extent to which the practice is constructed at the national level is likely to be
questioned.
At the local level, members of the community seem to be more concerned
with the requirement for liberated women to marry irresponsible men, than any
abuses that may occur during their time serving within the shrines. Interestingly,
this concern does not appear within any international literature concerning the
practice. This could highlight that the actual concerns of the people whom
practice Troxovi are not reaching the national or international levels, however this
is difficult to ascertain as access to local stakeholders is patrolled by
gatekeepers. Once again, discourse is predominately provided by urban males.
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Table 5.2: Discourses on ‘Released’ Trokosi Women and Children
International

National

Local

Self Sufficient423

Rescued by the NGO429 Forced into marriage434

Human Rights Advocates424

Informant430

Liberated by Christ425

Revolutionary431

Opposed to Traditional Religion426

Represented432

Not Stigmatised427

Constructed433

Maltreated435

Participants in Traditional Religion428

423
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5.3

Discourses on the Fetish Priests
Once again, contrasting the representations of the fetish priest at the

international, national and local levels provides evidence that the NGO‟s
representation of the practice is incomplete and that opposing views provide
valuable insight into the patriarchal nature of the practice. Once again, the
literature proves that each stakeholder group represents the practice according to
its own political agenda and that the voices of the women and children are
missing, and therefore, what is known about the practice is incomplete.
Within the international literature the imagery of the priest ranges from the
evil and violent one, who perpetuates the practice for his own gain; to an ignorant
fool whose religion and belief system is worthy of mockery. In most of the
international literature the priest is unquestionably represented as the cause of
the evil Troxovi practice. This representation does not align with voices at the
national level. As can be seen below; at the national and local levels the role of
the priest is not simplistic, it is transitory and complex.
At the national level the discourse representing the priest ranges from one
who upholds the protection of the community, a harmless religious practitioner, to
a farmer. The most sinister representations of the priest refer to their ability to
introduce you to the work of the NGO for a small fee, or males guilty of domestic
inequality.
Local voices on the priest are somewhat lacking, as with many of the local
stakeholders. Local literature available responds to and seeks to destabilise
international perspectives, however this discourse still situates the priests as key
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participants in an oppressive patriarchal practice that uses women and children
as a means to an end for the benefit of the community. One priest claims that
„Those who are in doubt should not be talking about servitude in our shrines
when they have not visited us to ascertain the truth‟,436 however when I sought to
visit the shrines during the fieldwork period, I was denied access to the shrines
by African Resistance Groups working in conjunction with fetish priests, and I
was told that I was seeking to „eradicate the culture of the African people‟.‟437
In this way, many practicing priests join with powerful National Resistance
Groups declaring their intent to maintain control over their cultural practices. In
doing so they ensure that control over the women and children is maintained
also. One local informant claims that some priests perform rites under unhygienic
conditions and, though this discourse does not present the priests as evil or
abusive, as in the international literature, it speaks of one of the ways in which
the life chances of the women and children may be negatively affected by
involvement with the shrine.
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Table 5.3: Discourses on the Fetish Priests
International

National

Local

Evil438

Informant441

Unhygienic446

Violent Rapist439

Protector442

Misrepresented447

Ignorant440

Farmer443
Harmless444
Guilty
of
Inequality445

Domestic
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5.4

Discourses on the Practice
As can be seen in Table 5.4, the nature of the discourse on the practice

varies across international, national and local levels. Key stakeholders at the
international level only acknowledge negative aspects of the practice, while at the
national and local levels stakeholders are more likely to acknowledge both the
aspects that may require change in order to acknowledge individual rights, but
are also more likely to point out the purpose of the system within the society.
Within the framework of neo-liberalist approaches and modern NGO
marketing requirements, it is of little surprise that NGOs are unlikely to attempt to
unpack complex social interactions to their western patrons. Therefore, rather
than seeking to educate western donors on complex international issues, or risk
turning away donors with narrow fundamental values, the practice is presented
and represented as simplistically evil.
A

representative

from

the

Commission

for

Human

Rights

and

Administrative Justice supports the view that the practice is not as prevalent, or
as abusive, as it is reported to be by international NGOs; it is also claimed that
the Troxovi practice was a good system which reduced crime. A National
Resistance Group leader also claims that the practice ensures the morality of
society, a local informant claims that „The terms are flexible to the extent that the
liberated Trokosis visit the shrines occasionally to perform errands while others
insist on rites which dehumanizes them‟ 448 and a local Herbalist claims that after
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serving in the shrines there are certain requirements as to who a Trokosi woman
is allowed to marry.449 Once again, though national and local voices present the
practice as a traditional system established for the good of the community, these
arguments evidence the lack of choice available to the women and justify
maintaining control over the women and children. The practice is represented as
less abusive than internationally reported, however the women remain pawns
within the community, acting as vessels of atonement for the crimes of men.

449

Ibid.
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Table 5.4: Discourses on the Practice
International
Institution
Slavery450
Secret451
Dirty Secret452

National
of

Sexual Community Owned453

Local
Good458

Ensures Law and Order454

Ensures Morality459 460

Ensures Morality455

Not Bad461

Transforming456

Unifier462

Good457

Dehumanising463
Costly464
Severe Conditions465

5.5

Discourses on the NGO
Schaffer and Smith refer to the ethical issues within human rights

narratives in their „Human Rights and the Narrated Story‟.466 The narrated story,
refers to the current global trend in addressing human rights abuses through the
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use of stories supplied by those who have not had their human rights adhered to;
in order to bring perpetrators to account. Schaffer and Smith state,
„These acts of remembering test the values that nations profess to live
by against the actual experience and perceptions of the storyteller as
witness. They issue an ethical call to listeners both within and beyond
national borders to recognize the disjunction between the values
espoused by the community and the actual practices that occur.‟467
The role of the narrated story in creating qualitative accounts of how
human rights abuses take place, how they can be averted in the future and what
the consequences of such abuses are on individuals and communities; has been
vital. In the case of the Second World War‟s „Comfort Women‟, narrated accounts
of the horrors suffered by kidnapped women forced into institutionalised sexual
slavery highlighted the horrifying ambiguity of women‟s rights under international
law.468 In 1987 Sally Morgan‟s narration of her discovery of her Aboriginal
heritage is told in the biography „My Place‟, selling over a million copies in
Australia and highlighting the legacy of isolation, deculturalisation and
discrimination experienced by Australia‟s stolen generation.469 Transcripts of
victims testimonies from South Africa‟s Truth and Reconciliation Commission
were published globally and the atrocities supported through a racist regime were
thrown into the international spotlight.470 However, Schaffer and Smith question
what happens when autobiographical narratives emerge from local settings and
are produced and reproduced within international settings; questioning how
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personal narratives may take on new meanings within new contexts. 471 In short,
the ethics of recognition, representation and authenticity become central to any
human rights narration. For example, indigenous writer and historian Jackie
Huggins points out the danger in making one form of Aboriginality intelligible to
non-Aboriginals, in that other forms of Aboriginality could be excluded. 472
Similarly, Marcia Langton argues that white Australia‟s overwhelming response to
My Place is due to the release and relief it provides to those who wittingly and
unwittingly participated in the oppression of Aboriginal Australians, rather than
the oppressed themselves.473
Likewise, rather than viewing the testimonies of former Trokosi women
provided by and through the NGO, in isolation; discourses concerning the NGO
itself bring powerful insights to the issues of representation of the women and
children at the international, national and local levels. Within the discourse, the
extent to which NGOs must compete is emphasised. International websites
seeking donations from patrons claim that no former slaves have been reenslaved, however the Executive Director of the NGO states that he would not be
surprised if women and children were simply being taken to other shrines, once
released.474 Similarly, the Executive Director and international websites aimed at
Christian patronage networks, state that 98% of the women released by the NGO
convert to Christianity.475 However, a senior member of staff within the NGO
471
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states that this cannot be verified as such data has never been collected. 476 He
also states that the proselytising of Christianity is strictly prohibited by the
international government aid agencies that also help finance the programs.

477

National Resistance Group leaders claim that there are currently no women living
in the vocation centre, who were once Trokosi.478 During the fieldwork period it
became clear that of several hundred women, there were only two ex-Trokosi
women currently participating in the development program. The majority of the
NGO‟s marketing material had not been adjusted to reflect this change and
literature representing the project as a transformative program that releases
women and children from slavery continue to be produced and reproduced
internationally. The NGO reports,
“The rehabilitation of ex-Trokosi slaves continues in Ghana. A
further 100 women from rural communities have been transported
to the [the NGO‟s] Vocational Training Centre at Adidome. The
women were taken through the orientation process before receiving
guidance counseling on their choice of vocation. Although their
adjustment to their new lifestyle was slow, they were positive in
spirit. Through intensive counseling, the women have gradually
regained their confidence and self-esteem.” 479
Again, this reflects the extent to which the stories of the women are used
by the NGO to compete for funding, highlighting the need for NGOs to produce or
reproduce the most abusive stories available in order to gain access to powerful
western patronage networks. Therefore, the NGO represents itself differently,
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according to the audience, stressing the ways in which NGOs compete for
finance in difficult economic conditions. This highlights issues of verifiability within
human rights narratives480 and confirms that human rights are not simply moral or
ethical constructs; but that they are politically grounded.481 The stories supplied
by the women and children are controlled by the NGO. Therefore, behind every
report of a human rights violation, there exists a power relationship; between
witness and cameraman, story-teller and translator, journalist and interviewee,
station master and news-watcher and between practitioner and victim.
It becomes clear in the literature that this competition is not just in
reference to sourcing development funding but it is more often discussed in
reference to „glory‟ for the important work of releasing slaves. Within the
discourse the NGO provides self portraits, painting themselves as the rescuers of
Ghana‟s women,482 the pioneers of the Trokosi reformation movement483 and
releasers are restorers.484 This is also seen at the local level when priests
describe

themselves

as

custodians

of

justice,

morality,

security

and

socialization;485 however the NGO‟s self portraits are represented to a wider
audience. The Executive Director of the NGO also states that many international
researchers have used the research materials of the NGO on the practice and
published under their own names.486 This highlights the extent to which the lives
of the women and children are seen, not only as a means to gain development
480
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funds, but also as a means to gain prestige for the good work of rescuing women
and children.
The issue of sustainability within development programs is highlighted by
a researcher commissioned by the NGO, who states that the NGO must be
careful to ensure that they are not seen as „Father Christmas‟ in view of other
poverty alleviation programmes being offered within the district.

487

This is an

important issue and will be further discussed in the following chapters.
At the international level, the NGO is portrayed as a redemptive and
transformative saviour and at the national level, the NGO is represented as
fraudulent and/or ignorant.
Whilst the NGO‟s program may meet the basic needs of the women and
children, the extent to which the released women are able to speak for
themselves, represent themselves, choose their religion and participate within
community and state politics is questioned. Therefore, whilst the NGO portrays
adherents to the Troxovi practice as fundamentally evil and/or ignorant; the NGO
is presented as fraudulent and/or ignorant (buffoon like), by National Resistance
Groups.488 However, both groups are made up of patriarchal urban nationals who
control access to, and dictate the futures of, the women and children.
Local literature highlights the need for the NGO to consult with local
stakeholders. Both local informants cite the fetish priests as the people that
should be consulted within the local setting. Within this dialogue local males
perceive the shift in power whereby the NGO is able to also decide on the futures
487
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of the women and children and therefore, they seek consultation with the
powerful national males in „dealing with the victims‟.489 This highlights the extent
to which the women and children lack empowerment both within their
communities and at the national level as they continue to be discussed and
represented by powerful men.

489
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Table 5.5: Discourses on the NGO
International

National

Local

Worthy of Glory490

Ineffective497

Not consultative506

Warriors Against Evil491

Inaccurate Reporters498

Should Brainstorm
with other
stakeholders507

Saviours

492

Seen as Father Christmas

Fraudulent
493

499

Unmonitored500

Releasers and Restorers494

Buffoons501

Pioneers495

Converters502

Achieves Permanent Results496

Worthy of Credit503 504
Corrupt505
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5.6

Discourses on National Resistance Groups (Cultural
Relativists)
National groups resisting the emancipation of the Troxovi practice use

arguments that can be summarised in cultural relativist terms. The resistance
movement claims that it is responding to a legacy of deculturalisation,
perpetuated by the west through a history of travelers and intruders, the
transatlantic slave movement, missionaries, colonisers and neo-colonialism
within the current world order.508 According to voices provided by National
Resistance Movements, Christian international patronage networks become the
imperialist, the national development worker becomes the west‟s collaborator,
and the resisters are seen as the nation‟s freedom fighters.
Following the NRG‟s direction in examining the past, it is of interest to reexamine the role of the African woman in reference to the struggle against
colonialism as the framework remains the same.
Within this framework, women are positioned in exactly the same way as
during the decolonisation of the nation whereby, the rights of the women become
sacrifices to the greater good.509
During decolonisation agenda setting, colonial and nationalist male elites
began the process of strategising the hand-over of the nation. Women were
predominately excluded from these conversations,510 resulting in a universalised
male citizen as agent and target of development agendas, while women became
506
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targets, and rarely agents.511 It is my argument that international, national and
local discourse on the various stakeholders within the case study indicate that
women‟s positions within community, national and international settings have not
changed since independence.(See diagrams 5.8 and 5.9) Poor African women
are not permitted to participate in discussions concerning the transformation of
their culture, rather, these discussions take place between the nation‟s elite, who
tend to be urban African males. Poor rural women remain the battleground on
which the maintenance of culture is fought.
Table 5.6: Discourses on National Resistance Groups (Cultural Relativists)
International
Like Hitler

National

512

Transformational

513

Violent
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Local
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5.7

Discourses on the Slave Trade and Trokosi
Within the international literature the practice has long been referred to as

„customary slavery‟ and the women and children referred to as „slaves‟.

519

Many

national informants find it offensive that the traditional practice can be likened to
slavery. Interestingly, within the international literature an international NGO
website positions National Resistance Groups as „the opposition‟,520 once again
positioning the women and children as passive targets within a holy tug-of-war,
rather than agents of their own destinies. The same website indignantly reports
that these same NRG leaders claim reparations from the West for the
transatlantic slave movement.
In exactly the same manner in which resistance leaders argue that the
human rights abuses committed by the west should disqualify westerners from
intervening in human rights discussions in Ghana, international abolitionists
argue that human rights abuses committed by Ghanaians should disqualify them
from participating in discussions concerning human rights abuses committed by
the West. Therefore, within the discourse the two groups point fingers concerning
who has the right to discuss the plight of the women and children; leaving those
affected totally removed from the discussion. This further evidences my claim
that within the case study stakeholders prioritise their own political agendas over
the empowerment of the women and children.
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At the national level, a Ghanaian member of upper management within the
NGO avoids comparing the practice with the transatlantic slave movement, and
rather highlights the way in which slavery has fixed Ghana‟s position within
today‟s globalised world. The employee discusses how slavery destabilised
communities and has created Ghana‟s current dependency on development
funds. This discourse resonates with many of the concerns listed by National
Resistance Group leaders, yet the two groups are unable to recognise mutual
interests within international discourse as the NGO is reliant on development
funding from international patronage networks. Therefore, certain national
discourses that confront neo-colonialism are silenced at the international level
due to the power relationship that exists between national development worker
and international funder.
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Table 5.7: Discourses on the Slave Trade and Trokosi
International

National

Local

Trokosi ‘girls’ insist that they are Has Caused Current Economic Peril Not
Slaves521
in Ghana524
Available
Slave Trade and Troxovi are the Slave Trade and Troxovi are NOT the
same522
Same525
Those Enslaved
others523

now

Enslave
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5.8

Summary
This chapter substantiates my argument that the life chances of the

Trokosi women and children are adversely affected by each stakeholder‟s
inability to place the women‟s and children‟s needs as the central area of
concern. „Opposing‟ stakeholder groups that share mutual concerns are unable
to work together in order to empower the women, because their own political
agendas prioritise destabilising the other group‟s claims. Similarly, the NGO‟s
representation of the women and the practice disempowers the women as it
places them as passive victims, rather than agents of their own futures.
Within the discourse there is a resounding silence at the local level,
contributing further evidence to my argument that the NGO‟s program does not
empower the women in order to allow their voices to penetrate beyond the local
level. This omission also results in a lack of accurate modeling or representation
of the practice.526
Collins argues that suppressing the knowledge produced by any
oppressed group allows dominant groups to rule as the absence of contestation
infers that the group willingly collaborates in its own victimisation.527 The
omission of the Trokosi women‟s voices resonates with Collins‟ claims that there
is not only a racist bias is feminist theory, but also a masculinist bias in Black
social and political thought.
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The analysis of international, national and local discourse on the key
stakeholders within the case study provides valuable insights into the power
relationships that occur between each stakeholder group. Within the discourse
the history of imperialism in Africa is a key theme. At the international level, white
men and women are not required to acknowledge their role as oppressors,
National Resistance Groups use cultural relativist arguments to justify the control
of the women and children, national development workers are seen as
„collaborator‟s‟ in neo-colonialism and national elites are not required to
acknowledge their role as oppressors within the nation itself. Throughout
discussions on imperialism in Africa, the women and children remain silent,
spoken for and represented by international white women or national urban
males. This highlights the extent to which the women‟s and children‟s voices are
able to be heard, decreasing their life chances.
The discourse examined within the chapter evidences the extent to which
the women‟s and children‟s life chances are not the central area of concern for
any stakeholder group. Rather, the imagery of the practice is constructed by
those more powerful, controlling the very representation of who the women and
children are, what their lives are like and what they want from life. For NRG‟s the
women are the embodiment of culture and the battleground against imperialism
and for the NGO they are vessels to claim for Christ. Meanwhile, the government
of Ghana sits as referee between the two stakeholder groups, and dialogue is
high jacked by the political interests of each group.
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Whilst many reports on the prevalence and severity of the practice is
contradictory, arguments outlining what the Trokosi women are „allowed‟ to do,
highlights the extent to which the movements of a Trokosi woman is decided on
and controlled by local fetish priests.

Similarly, the extent to which Trokosi

women „released‟ by the NGO are allowed to choose their own religion,
participate in discussions concerning their own futures and represent their own
interests is controlled by the NGO. Therefore, whether released by the NGO or
serving within a shrine, the women and children are controlled within powerful
patriarchal structures, which use the women and children to secure their own
political power. The extent to which women‟s and children‟s life chances can be
improved within this context is limited as the women and children are not able to
challenge their unequal status and present their priorities and concerns; rather
those of each stakeholder group takes priority over the life chances of the women
and children.
Though national development workers and National Resistance Groups
share some mutual concerns regarding neo-colonialism, national development
workers are silenced in the international discourse as NGOs compete for prestige
and finance, in difficult economic conditions. The two organisations are
constructed as opposing forces and the extent to which neo-colonialism can be
challenged is limited. This, once again, limits opportunities to challenge the
unequal status of the women and children as a result of neo-colonialism,
reducing their life chances.
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The extent to which the NGO and NRG‟s positions can be likened to that
of the national „collaborator‟ within Gunboat Diplomacy discourse, makes way for
discussions surrounding a new Gunboat Humanitarianism. Within the next
chapter I argue that the history of intimidation and falsification in European
relations with Africa continues to reverberate, negatively impacting on current
human rights discussions within post-colonial states.528 This chapter also
illustrates that the position of women within the fight against imperialism has not
changed since independence. Poor African women remain the battleground for
culture and are therefore, unable to participate in discussions concerning their
futures. Within this context the women‟s and children‟s strategic needs cannot be
met and life chances cannot be sustainably increased.
In order to side-step many of the problems inherent in human rights
discussions within post-colonial states, and prevent the possibility of perpetrating
colonialist views within the research, a capabilities approach will be applied.
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Western Feminists
Seeing as victims of culture
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unequal status on the basis of
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Diagram 5.1
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Diagram 5.2 The Trokosi Women as Pawns
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Chapter 6

Beyond The Legacy of Mistrust

The history of Gunboat Diplomacy in Africa creates a legacy of mistrust in
all European/African relations as „the systematic use of intimidation and
falsification of facts to secure subjugation of kings will of course reverberate in all
future discussions concerning British relations with Africa…‟529 Onyeozili (2004)
theorises on the

context

of

the

„legacy of

mistrust‟ inherent

in

all

African/European relations, Gunboat Criminology encompasses the complex
interactions of colonisation, African consciousness, de-colonisation, neocolonialism and nation-building politics. The history of „Gunboat Diplomacy‟ and
„Gunboat Criminology‟ on the African continent is explored and the chapter
begins by comparing the history of intervention on the continent with
interventions into the Troxovi system and then questions the extent to which the
NGO‟s transnational human rights intervention is, or can be likened to, a new
Gunboat Humanitarianism. 530
However, predominantly the chapter seeks to consider how transnational
human rights interventions might move beyond the Legacy of Mistrust, in order to
ensure women are able to lives worthy of human dignity. 531

The chapter

differentiates women‟s practical needs and women‟s strategic needs and
assesses the NGO‟s program in reference to women‟s reproductive, productive
and community managing roles. This is of primary importance as, „…it is
profoundly wrong to subordinate the ends of some individuals to those of others.
529
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That is at the core of what exploitation is, to treat a person as a mere object for
the use of others.‟532 As long as the legacy of mistrust is viewed as an impasse
for women‟s rights in post-colonial states, these women will remain subordinated
as mere objects for the use of others political gains.

6.1

Five themes of Gunboat Humanitarianism
Whether cited as the first line of defense for adherents, or ignored by

interventionists funded by those who have benefited from the legacy; the history
of slavery, imperialism, colonialisation, missionisation and neo-colonialism lies
squarely in the centre of all discourses surrounding the Trokosi women and their
children.
In my discussions with movement leaders who resist intervention into the
Troxovi system, I was strongly admonished for researching human rights abuses
within post-colonial states while Australia‟s indigenous people continue to be
treated so abhorrently within my own nation. While I „start wars in Iraq and
Afghanistan and destroy nations‟;533 and while my countrymen are responsible
for shackling and enslaving the African people. 534
Within interviews with employees from the NGO, senior members of staff
refuted the link between neo-colonialism and transnational human rights
interventions, with one stating that „we do not try to impose foreign values on the

532
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534
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people, we deal with the issues that are of benefit to the people‟

535

and that

human rights, as defined in the universal declaration of human rights, „…are
universally accepted norms, it has nothing to do with a western country or a
developing country.‟536 However, within the same interview it was stated that
„Donors have their objectives clearly spelt out and sometimes you wish to carry
certain other things onboard…but maybe within the context of the window you
are accessing you may not be able to do that‟537 and also affirmed that „the
western model drives some of these things.‟538
Thus, resistance movement leaders fail to acknowledge their dual roles as
oppressors, as well as the oppressed; and the NGO fails to acknowledge that
their patronage network does not only seek to defend the rights of Ghana‟s rural
women and children but have also benefited from their oppression (as indeed, all
white people have; myself included).
Therefore, the legacy continues to reverberate throughout discussions
concerning the Trokosi women and children and it is my argument that if
discussions do not move beyond that of the legacy of mistrust, these discussions
halt action defending the women‟s and children‟s right to live a life worthy of
human dignity. I certainly do not suggest that the impact of the history of western
interventions in Africa should be discarded or belittled, to the contrary. It is my
argument that any theoretical approach seeking to deal with the Trokosi question
must acknowledge the history and the impacts of intervention in Africa, and
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provide a framework that allows action beyond the legacy. Without this, western
donors continue to declare inequality on the grounds of sex and national
resistance movements continue to declare inequality on the grounds of race; and
the women and children remain oppressed at the hands of both imperialism and
sexism.
It is my argument that it is important that any theoretical approach
concerning the Trokosi question move beyond the legacy; but must also discuss
and acknowledge that history within its framework. This is vital as leaving the
voices of the oppressed out of history is, in itself a further oppression. Secondly,
the very interventions that created the legacy of mistrust have cemented the
economic position of the oppressed in our globalised world; and these power
imbalances are not irrelevant to the oppression of the Trokosi women and
children.539 And lastly, because excluding these discussions would ensure that
power imbalances between the west and the rest540 go unchallenged.
Development programs are often seen as an imperialist threat, therefore it is vital
that development practitioners examine these interactions, in order to not further
subordinate women through their development programs.
In order to assess the extent to which the NGO‟s transnational human
rights intervention into the Troxovi practice is, or can be likened to a new
Gunboat Humanitarianism,541 the history of western intervention in West Africa
will be explored. This will be explored through five themes that are inherent in
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discourse surrounding historical interventions in Africa and in discourse
surrounding the Trokosi transnational human rights intervention. These themes
are inexplicably linked and feed into one another. They include slavery, women‟s
roles,

collaboration

and

resistance,

conversion

and

Christianity

and

political/economic power.
6.1.1 Slavery

The Troxovi practice is often referred to as slavery in international
discourse, whereas adherents to the practice find this offensive, stating „did we
shackle these women, did we put them on ships and send them across the
ocean?‟542
As discussed, the word „Trokosi‟ has been translated in a variety of ways
within various literatures. Within the field, it became clear that the translation of
the word to mean „slaves of the gods‟543 is prominent in international literature
alone. Other international translations include „brides to the gods‟.544 However, in
the field national informants translated the word to be „servant to the gods‟,545
and indicated that any other translation would be incorrect. When I enquired
„could the word be translated as „slave to the gods?‟546

I was told that the

language has another word for slave. Similarly, as discussed,547 in Dangbe
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regions, the word for Trokosi is Woryokewe and has been translated as „slave to
the gods‟ within international literature, however in Adanbge or Ga „Won‟ means
cult and „yokwe‟ or „Woryoo‟ refers to a female servant.

548

The Ga word for

„slave‟ is „Nyonn‟.‟549
Lovejoy examines the definition of slavery and concludes that exact
definitions of slavery are always subjective depending on time, geographical
location, culture and economy, however he finds that generally the characteristics
of slavery can be summarised as follows:

550

Slaves are property, owned by a

master, they are alien by origin or denied their heritage through judicial sanctions,
they are kinless, slavery usually involves some form of coercion, slaves have no
right to their sexuality or any right to make choices involving their own
reproductive capacities, they „…have no rights, only obligations‟, slavery usually
begins with violence in the form of warfare, kidnapping or banditry, the identity of
the slave is through the master, the slave lives with an absolute lack of choice,
the master has complete sexual access to the slave, and the slave‟s labour
power has been at the complete disposal of their master.
Contested reports exist surrounding the practice and as access to the women
and children is controlled by national urban males, the extent to which the
Trokosi women and children are slaves cannot be assessed. However, it is of
use to note that should the practice exist in accordance with adherents‟ claims,
the practice still shares two characteristics with slavery, in that the women and
children live with an absolute lack of choice in their fate and their labour is
548
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controlled by the master. In this way, according to adherents‟ descriptions, the
practice resonates with the practice of pawnship,

551

where a debt is paid for

through labour; and when the debt is paid the pawn is redeemed by their kin and
returned to their community. 552 However the key difference, and the reason that
the rights of the women are children in question is that the Trokosi woman „works
off‟ a debt that is not her own.
Adherents to the Troxovi practice point to the function that the practice
fulfills within the society to justify its continuance;

553

however slavery, in all its

forms, has fulfilled a function within the society in which it exists. The function
may be social, political, economic or a combination of these.554 Whether political,
economic or social, slavery serves the master or the community, and never the
slave. Historically, some forms of slavery have evolved from fulfilling one function
and expanded to incorporate a combination of these. For example, indigenous
slave practices in West Africa were based on tribal survival. Prisoners were taken
in warfare and assimilated into the community and this was a social form of
slavery.555 However, the transatlantic slave movement began as an economic
form of slavery and evolved into a combination of economic and political
slavery.556 Slavery‟s role in the economy cemented slavery as an institution
within society.

557

Similarly, whilst adherents claim that the practice serves a
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social function within the society, the practice also secures the economic and
political positions of the powerful within the community by controlling the
women‟s labour.
Another interesting link between historical slavery within West Africa and
the Troxovi practice is missionisation. This will be explored within the Christianity
and Conversion theme.
6.1.2 Women’s Roles
It is reported that when asked why girls are taken to shrines, and not boys,
the priest will laugh at you and say „men cannot sweep and cook, that is women‟s
work.‟558 Within Troxovi practicing communities women‟s roles consists of
sweeping, cooking and labouring without remuneration. This is true of most rural
women in Africa and is often viewed as inherent in African culture, however the
role of women has been drastically influenced through western intervention.
At the turn of the 20th century, the production of cocoa became the
principal industry of colonial interest in modern day Ghana, and in 1902 modern
day Ghana was declared a British protectorate and named The Gold Coast. In
the space of just 20 years, cocoa went from being exported at a rate of 80 lbs
annually to 39, 000 ton annually in 1911.559 The introduction of cocoa cultivation
in modern day Ghana, significantly changed the role of Ewe women. Jette Bukh
argues in her „The Village Women in Ghana‟ that,
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„…the development of the market economy and the introduction of
cocoa cultivation brought a new social division of labour that allocated
to women a major role within subsistence activities, while the men
were drawn more into the cash economy, first as cocoa producers and
then later on, when the conditions for cocoa production changed, also
as migrant labourers.‟560
Bukh (1979) transcribes the productive activities of the Ewe as recorded
through oral tradition:561 She states that in the older days agriculture was carried
out exclusively by men. Before cocoa was introduced women helped on the
farms only in times of harvest or weeding and only if the family had no slaves in
pledge. However, with the introduction of wage labour, the men were no longer
present for seasons at a time and therefore the responsibility of food production
became one of the main responsibilities of the village‟s women. Colonial regimes
often reinforced unequal gender relations by providing certain training to men,
based on their belief that men were suited to certain tasks, and women to
others.562 Women were often completely excluded from economic and political
activities due to the colonial fixation with controlling African women‟s sexuality
and reproductive capacities..563 In this way, the families food provisions became
predominately the women‟s responsibility, unaccounted for in the new financial
arrangement, whereas men‟s labour became family income, usually more „visible
and valued.‟564 This new formation in household economy forged the decision by
women to partake in extra labour activities in order to sell a surplus and take
advantage of the new cash system in operation. They would sell the extra in the
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local market, in order to take part in the market economy and thus; the work of
women was increased. 565
Active amongst the Ewe since 1847, it was the German pietist
missionaries of the Norddeutsche Missionsgesellschaft (NMG) that first
introduced Christianity to the Ewe people; however this did not involve an
introduction to Christ alone. Meyer‟s (1998) research argues that Missionisation
not only saw the introduction of western consumer goods, but in fact introduced
the consumption of western goods as an indicator of a moral and Christian
lifestyle and used this viewpoint as a means to civilise the Ewe.566 The NMG did
not agree with the introduction of trade activities amongst the Ewe, believing that
it was the role of Africans to produce raw material and the role of Europeans to
trade. The NMG promoted paid labour through its educational system. It
promoted teaching, clerkships, cash crop farming and artisan activities; however,
these paid positions were not promoted to all members of the Ewe community.
Young women could only work as „housegirls‟ at the mission posts or as
childcare attendants in the kindergartens. Once married, Ewe women were
expected to devote themselves entirely to their immediate families.
The mission expected Ewe converts to wear western clothes and posses
western goods; and their lack was viewed as a sign of „savagery‟, which was
considered entirely unchristian.567
Interestingly, many of the missionaries were driven from their homes in
Wurttemberg in southern Germany to West Africa, by a deep suspicion of the
565
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nature of consumerism, yet introduced that exact same consumerism to West
Africa. The introduction of this consumerism promoted changes within the very
fabric of African society: The family.568
Meyer records that the missionaries encouraged the Ewe coverts to move
away from the extended family, and rather to live with the nuclear family only. In
this way, the nuclear family‟s home could be furnished with western goods,
displaying the converts move from savage to civilised. The introduction of
western furniture saw a change in eating habits within the family and the
introduction of western clothing brought about changes in existing patterns of
cooperation between family members. Prior to colonisation, women were
responsible for the spinning of cloth, however the weaving was done only by
men. In this way husband and wife had to cooperate in order to produce clothing
for the family. Whilst traditionally, members of the community were expected to
share their wealth with their extended families, the mission encouraged the
nuclear family as the primary unit of production, distribution and consumption.
The mission viewed itself as an anti-materialistic religion, and acted upon this
doctrine by burning the objects used in the people‟s traditional religion. However,
by introducing western consumerism as part and parcel of a worthy Christian life,
the mission produced Christianity through consumption, in order to create
civilisation.569
It was only during the Second World War that the dependency on the
world economy became evident amongst the Ewe. The demand for cocoa
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declined, and the Ewe were left with the produce, without a means to participate
in the exchange for western goods. This moved the Ewe back into a subsistence
existence and coupled with a decline in cocoa cultivation, for many communities
migration labour became the only way to make money. As men had been
promoted to these positions by the missionaries, they migrated and the women,
children and elderly stayed at home; becoming more and more reliant on their
men for cash.
The introduction of Christianity, through consumerism amongst the Ewe,
did not only introduce the consumption of western goods. Through a series of
racist and sexist practices, the missions supported dependency on the global
economy, secured Africans as the producers of raw materials to a European
market, excluded women from the cash economy, subjected women to domestic
employment only, banished married women to the home, changed existing
patterns of cooperation between family members and supported uneven
distribution of wealth within the community. Essentially, the introduction of
Christianity, significantly undermined the community‟s previous moral order570
and modified the social order of the family unit. These events were in no way
negligible in the formation of women‟s roles within Ewe communities.
6.1.3 Collaboration and Resistance
Collaboration and resistance are key themes within both the history of
imperialism in West Africa and intervention into the Troxovi practice. The link is
so strong that Africa‟s Diaspora resists the emancipation of the Troxovi practice,
570
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which they perceive as cultural imperialism, by funding National Resistance
Groups.571 For these patrons, cultural imperialism is a greater threat than slavery,
whereby the national development worker becomes the west‟s collaborator, and
the resisters are seen as the nation‟s freedom fighters. Collaboration and
resistance within the case study mirrors collaboration and struggle during Africa‟s
imperialist past in several ways. In much the same way as during the
transatlantic slave trade, collaboration is reproduced within international
discourses and resistance is silenced, the complex interactions between national
stakeholders are uninterrogated within Eurocentric texts and the economic
consequences of resistance and the cultural consequences of collaboration are
unexamined by western interventionists.
Beckles reports that „The people who paid the highest price for standing
against the [slave] trade were the Africans themselves. They continue to pay a
price because their struggle has been written out of history within Eurocentric
texts, and their invisibility in abolitionism maintained.‟ 572
Collaboration was central to Gunboat Diplomacy, and has been well
recorded into history;
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however the resistance of Africans themselves during

capture, transportation on the slave routes, the middle passage and in their final
destinations has been written out of history .In order to compare the similarities of
collaboration and resistance this history will be explored.
Whilst some African elites did collaborate with traders and participate in
violent raids, other important leaders resisted the enslaving of their people. King
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Aflfonso I of the Congo; Sundiata, founder of the Mali Empire; the great scholar
of Timbuktu; Ahmed Baba and Shaka, King of the Zulus all openly resisted the
transatlantic slave trade. 574 However, rulers were not the only ones that resisted
slaving. The struggle of the people against slaving stirred through communities
and became a movement of resistance as important as the arrangements
between slavers and collaborators.575
Beckles (2007) documents the following displays of resistance undertaken
by Africans themselves.576 In 1703 Africans overpowered the guards at Fort
Sekondi and beheaded the supervisor. In the same year a European slave agent
in Anomabu was forced to buy his life with slave money, by attackers. In 1727
slaves succeeded in a rebellion in the Fort Crevecoeur on the Gold Coast; those
uninjured gained their freedom, however those injured in battle were put to death
on the wheel. In 1730 Captain Adrian Vanvoom, Dutch slaver and owner of the
French vessel the Pheonix, left the vessel and the crew at the mouth of the River
Volta (Eweland) as he and the vessel‟s captain left to negotiate the sale of a
group of slaves with a river chief. A group from the local community gathered
around the vessel and burnt it to the ground. Dozens of the crew and many
slaves lost their lives during the battle. In 1758 Captain William Potter and his
crew, on the ship Perfect were attacked by community members and the whole
crew was killed. In 1767 thirty warriors in Calabar attacked English slavers
unsuccessfully, as the English were assisted by collaborators, and the leader of
the warriors was beheaded and survivors sold into slavery. In 1768 Hugh
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Thomas of the Cote d‟or was assaulted on the Volta River (Eweland) by warriors
in rafts, freeing all the slaves. In 1776 Peleg Clarke had thirty six slaves who
jumped overboard just clear of Accra. Many more community attacks, uprisings
and suicides can be found in the logs of the Dutch and British traders. So much
so that „Slavers knew that Africans would rise if any opportunity was offered.‟577
Beckles claims that Africans found enslavement an alien form of social
oppression. The arbitrary and random way in which all members of society were
chained and reduced to mere property was unfamiliar to Africans and was
resisted. In response to this new form of social oppression, social protest moved
away from traditional forms in West Africa. Resistance and protection
mechanisms adopted resulted in mass migration of whole people groups, a
restructuring of economic activities, new agricultural farming patterns to enable
quick results on new land and the fortifying of land through the building of
protection walls.
The resistance of communities and those captured are rarely acknowledged in
the abolition of the slave trade578 and in much the same way, questions
concerning resistance within Troxovi practicing communities have not been
asked within the international discourse. During personal communication with a
senior member of the NGO‟s international branch, the question of Gunboat
Humanitarianism was raised. The staff member responded, „If we were sending
in a bunch of white missionaries or development workers to eradicate cultural
practices then yes, it would be an issue, but [the NGO] only employs
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Ghanaians.‟579 What is omitted from this view is that historically, imperialists have
always required the aid of nationals to further their political agenda. This
reductionist view sees all Ghanaians as a homogenous group and fails to
recognise the complex interactions between people groups within Ghana.
. The unequal positions created through class, gender and ethnicity are
ignored. During slavery, national slavers from the interior collaborated with
slavers and during colonialism chiefs interpreted land rights in a manner that
would benefit their own agendas.580 Do national elites fill the space of the
collaborator within the neo-colonialist era? Questions concerning what is lost and
what is gained through working for the NGO are never raised within international
discourse on the practice.
Other important questions concerning resistance are also ignored. Do the
women and children employ forms of resistance against the practice? Do other
community members employ forms of resistance? Are the priests the only
resisters within Troxovi practicing communities? Do any of the women resist the
NGO‟s intervention? If so, in what ways? Rather than exploring what is resisted
and how, within international discourse, the women and children are represented
as passive victims who are acted upon, rather than being „agents of history‟581
themselves. In this way the women and children are disempowered and written
out of history.
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Within any analysis of indigenous collaboration within struggles against
imperialist powers, the consequences of resistance must be weighed. During the
transatlantic slave movement, military and political factors were important
motives. With the trading in slaves and guns dominating economic life, traditional
forms of trade patterns were destabalised.582 In order to survive economically,
and therefore politically, dependence on slaving forged large armies „unleash[ing]
violence across communities.‟583 Politically, participation in the new trade became
a matter of survival for many people groups and in some cases the price to be
paid for standing against the trade was to face the weight of European military
power.584 Beckles argues that „Leaders who resisted involvement were targeted
by European slavers for military destabilization‟585 and Lamouse-Smith asks
important questions such as: did African leaders know what the European
interest was and could they understand and foresee the future implication of their
commercial exchanges? 586
Just as collaboration was central to Gunboat Diplomacy, collaboration is
central to Gunboat Humanitarianism also. As a result of imperialist activity in
West Africa, trading in slaves and guns dominated economic life and in order to
survive economically many African elites collaborated with the slavers.587 Today,
as a result of globalisation, colonisation and neo-colonisation, Ghana‟s position
within the global economy has been cemented. Currently 28.5% of Ghana‟s
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population continues to live in poverty, with 18.2% living in extreme poverty. 588
Within the rural setting inhabited by the Ewe, 60.1% of the population live in
poverty, with 45.4% living in extreme poverty. 589 In Ghana‟s current economy,
international aid inflows are as important to the nation‟s economy as all combined
trade exports. In 2008 Ghana‟s aid inflows were equal to the nation‟s trade in
exports ($4 billion) ,590 and of the $4 billion aid dollars, it is estimated that $1.9
billion is made up of individual remittances.591 Therefore, the important questions
put forward by Lamouse-Smith are just as important in Ghana today: What is the
cost of resistance? Do African collaborators know what European interest is and
do they understand and foresee the future implications of their commercial
exchanges? 592
Who resists and who collaborates, the ways in which resistance and
collaboration take place, the complex interactions between national resisters and
national collaborators and the economic consequences of resistance and the
cultural consequences of collaboration are unexamined within the literature on
the Troxovi practice, much like within Eurocentric texts on the transatlantic slave
movement.
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6.1.4 Conversion and Christianity
„The way the campaign against [the Trokosi] Institution is
proceeding gives the impression an attempt is being made to
replace African Traditional Religion with Christianity. This is
unfortunate and discriminatory. Christianity failed to prevent crime
in Europe.‟593
Wilmington states that religious conversion of indigenous peoples has
been part of all British colonial efforts since the settlement of Virginia began in
1607.594 Therefore, there is no escaping the relationship between European
intervention and the introduction of Christianity. Historically, Christianity
presented colonisation as a means to further engage Africa in commerce, in
order to civilise the natives.

595

Within the Troxovi case study, NGOs provide

international patronage networks with discourse that reflects a similar attitude. On
the website of an NGO releasing the women it is stated,
„It is not uncommon to see a priest walking long distances barefoot
in the scorching sand, because his "god" forbade him to wear even
sandals.‟596

Interestingly, oral tradition traces this practice back to the Old
Testament,597 where Moses is confronted with the burning bush and God says to
him, "Do not come any closer, take off your sandals, for the place where you are
standing is holy ground.”598
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The history of colonial activity reminds us that it is not only possible for
policies and organisations to be both humanitarian and racist, but that these dual
factors have been the cornerstone of much colonial activity. Within Australia and
Canada, the need to control indigenous populations was both racist and
humanitarian

599

and though international NGOs may seek humanitarian ends,

providing western patrons with the imagery of savage fetish priests in order to
achieve that end mirrors a racist past that has ongoing consequences for those
who were colonised.
In discussions with a National Resistance Group leader, it was stated;
„Christianity is here to obliterate what we have left of our African culture.‟600 The
extent to which the development program offered to the women and children also
promotes societal changes from within families in Troxovi practicing communities
is worth exploring.
During a fundraising „Save the Slaves‟ tour, conducted in Australia by the
NGO in 2005, a former Trokosi woman who was released by the organisation
told her story.
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The survivor spoke very little English and her story was

translated by a staff member of the NGO. At the end of her narrative, the
translator explained that the woman has given her life to Christ as a result of the
program,

and

she

has

been

renamed

„Mercy‟

by

the

organisation.
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Communicating in English for the first time that evening the former Trokosi
woman stated, „I am Mercy because God showed his Mercy to me.‟ 602
The act of renaming indigenous people with Christian names follows
colonial practices. Renaming has been adopted in many colonies, including
Australia and Canada, and usually takes place through the mission schools.603
Buti reports „The desire to 'tame' the 'wildness' in indigenous children was
apparent in practices adopted.... Typical, and perhaps most fundamental in the
move to re-socialise indigenous children, was the practice of renaming children
on their arrival at residential schools and Australian Aboriginal missions…‟.604
Similarly, the act of renaming the Trokosi women points to a desire to re-socialise
and control the women, rather than empower them. The NGO reports to the
patronage network that the women are taught to pray and are taught literacy
skills through reading the bible.605 Academics and practitioners alike, agree that
literacy is fundamental to women achieving empowerment,606 therefore the
acquisition

of

literacy

skills

within

programs

is

fundamental

to

their

empowerment. However the use of Christian texts in order to achieve literacy,
again, imitates a colonial past.
Are the women taught to pray and read the bible within the program? Are
fetish priests viewed as savages by the organisations releasing the women and
children? Are the women renamed with Christian names within the program? Or
602
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are these practices simply marketing campaigns reported on for the benefit of the
patronage network?

Either way, the program perpetuates the concept of

providing Christianity as a means to escape savagery, in exactly the same way
as was carried out in West Africa‟s colonial history. In the decades leading up to
Ghana‟s independence, the British Gold Coast‟s colonial administration waged a
war against fetish shrines and traditional religion. The administration required that
shrines obtain licenses from the government in order to function and passed laws
stating that the government was able to close down shrines should it see fit. 607
During this period, many fetish shrines became centers of resistance to colonial
rule.608 As the struggle for independence intensified, Christianity and the
traditional religions were represented as opposing sides in the battle between the
African and the Imperialist. Christianity as a representative of imperialism and
colonial rule continues today as Smith argues,
„Concepts of spirituality which Christianity attempted to destroy,
then to appropriate, and then to claim, are critical sites of resistance
for indigenous peoples. The values, attitudes, concepts and
language embedded in beliefs about spirituality represent, in many
cases, the clearest contrast and mark of difference between
indigenous peoples and the west. It is one of the few parts of
ourselves which the West cannot decipher, cannot understand and
cannot control… yet.‟609
Ghana‟s National Archives paint an interesting picture of the colonial
administrations misinterpretation of the beliefs and practices of the people, much
like international discourse on the Troxovi practice today. In 1937 worshippers at
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Sogbo Fetish submitted a petition to the Government and Commander in Chief
requesting that their shrine be allowed to continue to function, stating that they do
not use human lives as sacrifices.

610

In 1939 at a meeting of the Executive

Commissioner in the Volta Region, the colonial government recommended in an
Order in Council under Section 14 (1) of the Native Customs Ordinance (Caption
77), that the government prohibit the practice of Fetish worship in certain shrines
where priests claimed to have the power to strike people dead. 611 Three months
later government sociologist, Ms MJ Field, wrote a letter to the government
pointing out the positives of the people‟s traditional practices and the ways in
which the belief system is similar to Christianity.612 She then articulates that all
Africans believe that any person who dies is taken by the gods and points out
that therefore, to claim that the gods have struck people down, is not uncommon
in their belief system. A month later the Commissioner of the Eastern Province,
Duncan Johnstone, authored a letter to the Commission of the Gold Coast Police
explaining that in the interests of keeping order, shrines were now able to be
destroyed without requiring a court order and that all police officers were to be
accompanied by a European police officer.

The letter then ordered the

destruction of 15 shrines. Over the next two months, 33 worshippers were
convicted and sentenced and priests were fined $25 or were to face 6 months
imprisonment for continuing to practice in shrines closed down by the
administration. Two months later a further 27 were arrested and made to destroy
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their shrines in public and the shrines were burnt to the ground. The following
month, in June 1940 the Criminal Investigation Commission of the Gold Coast
Colonial government issued over 500 fetish licenses at 30/- per annum. This
money was used „to help with the Anglo Administration Fund.‟ 613 Finally, on the
18th August 1946 a letter was received by the Colonial Secretaries Office in
Britain, noting the increase in the fetish practice, stating there has been
„unjustifiable interference in the expression of the religious beliefs of a large
number of people‟

614

and points out that the Offices‟ main concern is that some

priests are abusing their power by taking large amounts of money from
worshippers. 615
It is unsurprising that the legacy of mistrust impacts so significantly on the
development program offered by the NGO. The program‟s approach to the
religious practices of the people mirrors that of the colonial administration and
therefore shrines have once again become spaces of resistance. Traditionalists
continue to fight imperialist fundamentalism; fearing the ongoing destruction of
their places of worship. The extent to which the program can meet the strategic
needs of the Trokosi women and their children is greatly decreased within this
context.
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6.1.5 Political/ Economic Power
„Africa, well poised like Europe and Asia for economic development at
the end of the 15th century, was plundered and derailed by the reign of
terror known as the transatlantic slave trade from which is has yet to
recover.‟ 616
Following Foucault‟s power/knowledge paradigm,617 the following
section outlines the way in which political and economic power were
inexplicitly linked during West Africa‟s imperialist history and compare the
extent to which this is the case in modern day Ghana, through the case
study.
In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, as many as four million
slaves were exported from the West African coast alone. 618 By this time slavery
had progressed from being a marginal feature of society to becoming an
institution due to its role in local, national and international economies. 619 For the
Ewe, this „reign of terror‟620 involved consistent raids by the Ashanti people and,
caught in the vicious circle created by the transatlantic slave movement, the Ewe
people also traded in various forms of slavery.621 Ewe families that had managed
to preserve a surplus of food, traded the food for items such as salt, iron tools,
guns, gunpowder, alcohol, tobacco and domestic slaves. 622 It was the purchase
of these slaves and weapons that protected the Ewe people against further
raids.623 Therefore, resistance from the imperialist during the transatlantic slave
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movement was reliant on achieving sufficient economic power in order to gain
political power. Similarly, gaining political power through slave raids, secured
greater economic power through the labour of captured slaves.624
Economic power as political power can be identified within the case study.
Both Christian and African NGOs tap into the patronage networks most likely to
yield the greatest economic result in order to establish the group‟s political goals.
This political power is used to represent the needs of communities and in turn,
enables both NGOs to acquire more funding. Resistance movements are funded
by patronage networks from the Diaspora in the United States;625 and groups
seeking to emancipate the Troxovi practice are funded by Christian churches and
international government agencies. Within the fieldwork, both a NRG leader and
the Executive Director of the NGO lamented the funding available to the other
group and both individuals expressed contempt towards the others strategies to
gain international funding. Therefore, the political powers of both groups are
reliant on funding from the west. This, in itself, points to the extent to which the
political interests of the western patronage network are able to play out within
Ghana‟s domestic matters.
The program offered to the women and children by the NGO reflects many
of the practices and policies of Ghana‟s previous colonial administration. These
practices take on the form of a new Gunboat Diplomacy;

Gunboat

Humanitarianism. Gunboat Humanitarianism is both humanitarian and racist and,
as can be seen within the case study, further oppresses those who it seeks to
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liberate. The women and children cannot have their strategic needs met when
practices within the program seek to control the women, rather than empower
them. Similarly, the activity of National Resistance Groups sacrifice the rights of
the most vulnerable in society in order to gain political power against the
perceived imperialist. Both NGOs employ Gunboat Humanitarianist tactics in
order to retain their political/economic power.
The legacy of mistrust continues to reverberate throughout discussions
concerning the Trokosi women and children, as both resisters and emancipators
highjack discourse, and speak for those without power. To enable discussions to
move beyond the legacy, the voices of diverse groups must be included in
decision making processes; most importantly, the voices of the people who must
live

with

the

consequences

of

decisions

made.

626

Moving

beyond

fundamentalism requires embracing diversity at the local, national and
international levels.
The second section of this chapter seeks to measure the extent to which
the program offered by the Christian NGO increases what the women are able to
do and be,627 and measure the empowerment of the women. In order to prevent
the possibility of perpetuating colonialist views within the research, a capabilities
approach will be used and policy approaches will be discussed.
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6.2 Living with Dignity
Nussbaum‟s capability approach relies on a basic perception that human
abilities put forth a moral claim that they be developed. 628 The ten categories are
considered the innate equipment of an individual that is required in order to
develop the more advanced capabilities,629 and asks the question „What is she
actually able to do and to be?‟, rather than seeking solutions which inevitably
require the emulation of the west.630
In order to assess the extent to which the NGO‟s program increases the
life chances of the women and their children, this section seeks to analyse what
the women are actually able to do and be. This will be done by comparing the
basic capabilities of the women in the shrines, according to the most severe
reports, according to the least severe reports and the basic capabilities of the
women who have completed the program offered by the NGO. The latter does
not just seek to analyse what the women are able to do and be within the
vocational training centre where the women live when completing the program;
but rather, what the women are able to do and be once they return to the
community. Within the three categories, what the women are able to do and be,
is based on reports which, as already discussed within the thesis, are highly
contested. The basic capabilities are life, bodily health, bodily integrity, senses,
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imagination and thought, emotions, practical reason, affiliation, other species,
play and control over one‟s environment.631
The basic capability; Life, refers to „being able to live to the end of a
human life of normal length; not dying prematurely, or before one‟s life is so
reduced as to be not worth living.‟632 The first capability encompasses both a
qualitative and a quantitative element and each shall be analysed separately.
According to the most severe reports on the lives of the women within the
shrines, „Their status is lowered to the categorisation of being regarded as subhuman‟.633 However, whether this reduces the women‟s lives to the extent they
not be worth living can only be answered by the women themselves. As access
to the women was blocked during the fieldwork period and in order to avoid
speaking on behalf of the women, the question of the extent to which the
women‟s lives have the quality required to be worth living cannot be answered
within the thesis. Quantifying the first capability is also difficult as in order to
assess if the women are able to live a life „of normal length‟, one must define
normal. Whilst Nussbaum addresses the issue of equality vs adequacy in relation
to the capabilities, much „remains a question that societies will have to hammer
out‟.634 It seems that defining an equal length of human life is quite a simple task,
whereby the average global life expectancy becomes the determining factor in
whether the capability has been reached. As the global average life expectancy
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in 2003 was 68.8,635 and the life expectancy of a Ghanaian woman in 2005 was
59,636 this capability is unlikely to be met by many women living in Ghana. Should
„a human life of normal length‟ be defined according to adequacy then this
determinant is yet to be hammered out by the society concerned637 and cannot
be determined within this thesis. The issue of equality and adequacy in reference
to a human life of normal length highlights the difficulties in applying such
approaches under neo-liberal economic structures. The capabilities approach is
concerned with applying a cross-cultural framework, whereby nation states are
asked to agree on the ten basic entitlements, and the rest is left to be determined
by that society.638 Should the length of a normal human life be determined by
equality, due to neo-liberal economic structures many nations do not have the
resources required to lift their citizen‟s life expectancy to that of western nations.
And should the shorter length of human life be determined as adequate for some
nations (or classes, or gender, or races etc) we remove all dignity from the lives
of those people. Therefore, it cannot be assessed if the women are able to live a
life that is worth living, as the quality of the women‟s lives cannot be established
without speaking to them. Similarly, it cannot be assessed if the women are able
to live a life of normal length as the equality criteria is unrealistic and the
adequacy criteria is unsuitable for this capability.
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In order to live a life worthy of dignity one must „be able to have good
health, including reproductive health; be adequately nourished and have
adequate shelter.‟639
According to the worst reports on the practice, the priests beat the women
who try to escape the shrine, demand labour and sex from the girls and deny
food, education and access to basic health services. 640 These reports claim that,
not only do the women and children lack access to health; but that their health is
severely compromised by the practice. Less severe reports also state that the
practice compromises the health of the women and children. For example: A
resident of the Volta Region stated in the nation‟s „Spectator‟ that the rites
performed by some of the priests are not carried out under hygienic conditions.641
The NGO reports that within the program, the women are provided with
shelter, education and basic healthcare. It is reported;
“When they come the first day, we talk to them. We say this is our
home. We are all free, you are my sister you are my daughter," she
said. 642“They don‟t have the idea to go to hospital freely so we
counsel them in that area and pay for their medical check-ups” 643

Whether this is actually the case cannot be ascertained in this thesis as
access to the women was denied.
Whether the women are raped or not has been an issue of international
investigation. What is perceived to be the worst kinds of rape, involving violence
639
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and beatings, have been used as examples of the abuse suffered by Trokosi
women in the shrines and these examples have found their way into international
websites, journal articles and advocacy settings.644 According to Vormawor, not
all Trokosi women speak of the existence of violence inherent in the act of
rape.645 She states that most of the Trokosi are virgins upon arrival in the shrines
and many are unaware that such acts exist,646 reporting that some physically
resist sex with the priest, resulting in violence against them, and some do not.647
Does this mean that some are raped and some are not? Does this mean that on
specific occasions a Trokosi may be raped but on another day she is not?
Legally defining rape has been a convoluted and complex process
throughout the ages and depending on time and location, the answers to the
above questions will differ, as „Each time a rape law is created or applied, or a
644
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rape case is tried, communities rethink what rape is.‟648 The legal definition of
rape depends greatly on the enforcing court and recently the International
Criminal Court Tribunal for Rwanda has made some historic advances in defining
rape, but these definitions have not been taken on in all rape proceedings since.
Rape law in the US and other capitalist countries was originally framed for the
protection of men of the upper classes, whose daughter and wives might be
assaulted.649 English Common law definitions, of which Australia‟s law leans on,
rely heavily on the concept of non-consent concerning rape, however this omits
essential factors inherent in many rape cases. The use of physical force has
tended to indicate where the line is drawn concerning consent or non-consent,
however force takes on many forms and physicality is not the only way in which
force may be exerted.650 To highlight the problematic nature of the use of nonconsent to define rape we will look at the legal definitions of rape used within
International Humanitarian Law.
In the 1998 Akayesu decision, the Trial Chamber I of the International
Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda (ICTR) found that rape, to be charged as a crime
against humanity, is „a physical invasion of a sexual nature, committed on a
person under circumstances which are coercive.‟651 This definition moved away
from definitions of consent and non-consent and leaned on coercion as a
definitive factor. Traditionally rape was defined in reference to the victim of the
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act; did she want it? But for the first time the definition lay with the perpetrator/s;
what circumstances were enforced on the victim as to ensure her coercion into a
sexual act/s? The Chamber considered that, „… rape is a form of aggression and
that the central elements of rape cannot be captured in a mechanical description
of objects and body parts‟ „coercive circumstances need not be evidenced by a
show of physical force‟ but „may be inherent in certain circumstances‟. 652
MacKinnon comments that „…inquiry into individual consent was not even
worth discussion‟ 653 and that „arguably for the first time, rape was defined in law
as what it is in life.‟ 654 In Rwanda rape was defined by a wider conceptualisation
than the enacting of one individual upon another; group force was considered.
Within coercion definitions of rape the surrounding context is the defining feature,
looking at the social, the collective and at systems and structures of hierarchy. As
MacKinnon points out, to consider the issue of individual consent within the wider
context of one group displaying their complete dominance over another in acts of
rape, torture and murder; often within the same time frame, is inconceivable.
However, the Akayesu decision did not permanently redefine rape in international
law. In the same year in the International Criminal Court for the Former
Yugoslav‟s (ICTY) Furundizjia case, the Trial Chamber leaned more heavily on
non-consent and removed the context of power-relations and coercion. Rape was
defined under the „body parts‟ definition again, requiring evidence of penetration.
Three years later the ICTY‟s Kunarac trial, shifted the focus away from consent
once again with the Chamber agreeing for „the need to presume non-consent
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here‟ and that the raped women „were considered the legitimate sexual prey of
their captors.‟ It concluded that „such detentions amount to circumstances that
were so coercive as to negate any possibility of consent.‟655
Back at the ITCR, the 2003 Semanza trial deviated from the progress
made in the Akayesu definition, labeling the Akayesu definition as „broad‟656 and
decided to take a „narrow‟ view, holding that „the mental element for rape as a
crime against humanity is the intention to effect the prohibited sexual penetration
with the knowledge that it occurs without the consent of the victim.‟ 657 McKinnon
argues that the Semanza trial reduced the definition of rape to the question of
what goes on inside the minds of individuals and what body parts were used to
do what; to whom. Individual consent does not just place onus on the victim to
prove non-consent and ignores the fact that when rapes are being inflicted on
one group, by another, there is a power structure and/or struggle that goes
beyond the individual‟s concerned. It is inconceivable to consider that individual
sexual desire is the driving force behind the mass rape of one social group, by
another.
In the case of rape being used as a tool of warfare, under International
Humanitarian Law these social groups are defined by ethnicity; in the case of the
Trokosi women, the social group is defined by status within the society. The
Akayesu case considered „proof of objective fact inflicted on the complainant with
others similarly located.‟
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„others similarly located.‟ The question becomes not; what did she want? And,
what did he do? Instead the question becomes; to what extent can a member of
this group want and/or reject sex?659
Should the worst reports within the Troxovi case study be considered, the
following factors would indicate that the reported sexual relationship a priest has
with a Trokosi woman or girl is legally definable as rape, under the definitions
used in the Akayesu case. These reports indicate that all Trokosi women must
engage in sex with the Priest. When considering „others similarly located‟ the
experiences of all Trokosi women within the group must be acknowledged. If
force is used against one Trokosi, it is used against all Trokosi; as their status
within the group is what defines their duties. Several sources report that the
Trokosi survivors from different shrines, in different geographical locations are
routinely raped within the shrines.

660

If so, the act of rape exists within a wider

construct where the Trokosi girl/woman is shamed and degraded in a variety of
ways.661 These reports say that refusing sex with the priest is punishable and a
crime against the system. If a Trokosi refuses sex at times physical force may be
used and at other times the family of the girl/woman will be called and made to
pay a fine to the shrine and they will be made to apologise and beseech the girl
to engage.662 It is reported that the act of defiling a Trokosi virgin is seen as a
religious ritual which is part of the community‟s atonement for their crimes/sins.
659
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Refusing sex with the priest is said to result in being made an example of

through harsh punishments such as being made to kneel over broken bottles,
lashes and starvation.664 The priest is reported to have complete economic,
social and reproductive control over the women.665 Even if rape within the shrines
is not inherent in the system, but is a case of individual priests abusing their
power, this highlights the amount of power that the priest have over the women
and children within Troxovi practicing communities.
The rape of the Trokosi women is a form of aggression encompassed in
the multilayered use of group force that extends from the priest to the community
and to the family members of the Trokosi. The central elements are not sexual
gratification; sex is forced upon one group in society, by another. Perversely, and
perhaps ironically, Vormawor reports that childless women, of childbearing age
may be punished by the priest for non-compliance with the rules of the shrine
through his refusal to engage in sexual intercourse with them.666 At first glance it
is difficult to understand that it could be possible that the same women who are
being punished through the refusal of sex, could in fact be the victims of rape by
the same man. If a woman finds the refusal of sex a punishment, then surely
engaging in sex with the same man cannot be rape? In fact, the opposite could
be true.
Should the most severe reports be true, the coercive and aggressive
nature of the rape is seen, not just in the use of forced sex on the girls but also in
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the denial of it. The use of refusal as a tool of punishment is just as much a form
of aggression as the alleged rape itself. Denying sex to a Trokosi woman, who is
forbidden to have sexual relations with any other man,667 is an effective
punishment as she is not able to reproduce. According to reports, this is the
Trokosi woman‟s only form of economic hope, it is her only hope of engaging in a
loving relationship,668 and it is a tactic devised to heap shame on her within the
community. According to Vormawor, many Trokosi reveal that their children are
their only source of joy within the shrine.669 Relying on these reports would
establish that the priest‟s use of sex is not for gratification, but about asserting
power over the women. Within such a context, the extent to which the women
can refuse or consent to sex becomes questionable. This can be likened to
Nussbaum‟s assertions concerning the senses of the human being operating at
an animalistic level;
„In Marx‟s example, a starving person cannot use food in a fully human
way – by which he seems to mean a way infused by practical
reasoning and sociability. He or she just grabs at the food in order to
survive, and the many social and rational ingredients of human feeding
cannot make their appearance. Similarly, the senses of a human being
can operate at a merely animal level…‟670
Therefore, the alleged act of refusing sex as a punishment highlights that
the woman is unable to enjoy sex with the many social and rational
ingredients of human expression, but rather, that the act is reduced to an
assurance of social and economic security, through procreation.
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Interestingly, according to reports defending the practice, the Trokosi
women still lack bodily integrity. The reports deny that rape is inherent in the
Troxovi practice, by claiming that the practice explicitly forbids a Trokosi woman
to engage in sexual activity.671 Therefore, according to adherents themselves, as
the women‟s sexuality is controlled, the women lack opportunities for sexual
satisfaction and have no choice in matters of reproduction during their time of
servitude within the shrine.
As access to the women was denied, there is little information
concerning what the women are able to do and be within the NGO‟s program,
and after returning to their communities from the NGO‟s vocational rehabilitation
centre. One might question the extent to which the women have opportunities for
sexual satisfaction within the residential centre, due to the Christian values of the
NGO; however this is mere speculation and is not based on any primary or
secondary resources. Nevertheless, due to national law, not one of the Trokosi
women, whether serving in shrines or not, have bodily integrity. The Domestic
Violence Bill 2007, passed in order to augment the Criminal Code of 1960 (Act
29), criminalises assault and battery, rape, defilement of children and incest.
However, excluded from the final bill, after four years of national debate, was the
inclusion of the criminalisation of marital rape.
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stating that it „confuses cultural norms and has the potential to cause societal
harm‟.673 He states that,
„A survey reveals that some women, especially in the rural areas, fear
that if the laws were applied and they were to report their husbands,
their husband‟s families, and even their own families, would cast them
and their children aside.674 This outcast state would lead to hardship
when the husband is imprisoned for the offense. Thus, it seems that
many women want their husbands to be punished for abusing them,
but not too much.675
Struggling to grasp the interconnectedness of political, and social and
economic rights, Dvolo‟s analysis fails to perceive that „… liberty is not just a
matter of having rights on paper, it requires being in a material position to
exercise those rights.‟676 Until marital rape is included as an offense and until
women in Ghana are in a material position to have their rights exercised, married
women in Ghana do not have bodily integrity; which is necessary to live a life with
human dignity.
The fourth capability is „senses, imagination and thought‟ and refers to
being able to use the senses; being able to imagine, to think, and to reason. It
includes being able to be informed through an adequate education, being able to
use one‟s mind and exercise freedom of expression, political speech and
religion.677 According to all reports, the women in shrines are not in servitude of
their own free choice. Therefore, no matter what the treatment of the women
within the shrine entails, the women are not able to choose whether to engage in
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the religious rites required of them. As discussed earlier within this chapter,
reports indicate that the women released through the NGO‟s intervention, are
taught literacy skills using the bible and are taught to pray. 678 However, as
access to the women was denied, there is little information available concerning
the extent to which the women are able to choose to participate in these
activities. Fundamental to the fourth capability is being able to express political
and artistic speech. Within the shrines and within the NGO‟s program women are
only allowed to speak through urban males,679 even concerning the decision
making processes that determine their futures; therefore they are not able to
express political speech.
According to the most severe reports on the treatment of the Trokosi
women within shrines, the women live in absolute fear. In fact, their very
presence in the shrine is based on the fear of the gods and their obedience to the
priest assured through the fear of rape, torture and isolation.680 Adherents to the
practice report that traditionally a Trokosi woman was not allowed to marry any
other man as she was considered the wife of the deity. Therefore her ability to
love and be loved by a husband and family, should she so choose, was not
available.681
Recently the practice has changed, and local reports indicate that the
women are allowed to marry, however reports also indicate the priest decides
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who they are allowed to marry. 682 Several local reports indicate that often the
men are irresponsible and maltreat the women.683 Therefore, even in the least
severe cases, many Trokosi women may not be able to experience love with a
partner of their choosing.
There are no reports that women who are released by the NGO are
denied the external ability to have attachments to things and people outside of
themselves. However, Vormawor reports that psychologist Puplampu believes
most released Trokosi suffer fear, pain and bitterness, emotional despondency
and low self worth.684 Vormawor states that many of the women are unable to
comprehend building a relationship with a man after what they have suffered
within the shrines.

685

Should this be the case, women released by the NGO,

have the external capability to have attachments but may not have this internal
capability.
The most significant finding within this case study is the women‟s inability
to exercise their capability to critically reflect about the planning of their lives.
Whether women are currently serving in shrines reported to meter out severe
treatment or not and whether women are released by the NGO; the women are
not able to participate in processes that determine their futures. Therefore, the
women do not have the external capability to exercise practical reason.
The women„s capability to exercise liberty of conscience is challenged
within this thesis. According to the least severe reports on the practice, the
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women are unable to exercise choice regarding the requirement to engage in
religious rituals. Therefore, drawing upon Chandran Kukathas definition,686 as the
women are unable to exit, they do not have liberty of conscience. As for the
women participating within the NGO‟s program, the extent to which the women
are able to exit is questionable. Early interventions that focused on releasing the
women, but had no rehabilitation components within the program design
demonstrated that the women do not have the economic means to survive
outside of the shrines.687 Nussbaum contends that the capabilities approach
does not preclude a women‟s choice to lead a traditional life so long as this
choice is made with certain economic and political opportunities firmly in place. 688
This can also be applied to a women‟s choice to participate in non-traditional
religious activities. Therefore, whilst a woman may have the right to exit the
NGO‟s program, if she has no means to survive economically outside of the
program and outside of the shrine, the extent to which she is able to exit is
limited.
According to all reports, shrine practices dictate how society is to relate to
Trokosi women.689 A representative from the Commission for Human Rights and
Administrative Justice states that Trokosi women are revered in the community,
and that nobody is even allowed to touch a Trokosi woman as she belongs to the
gods.690 Some claim that the women are completely isolated from society through
686
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forced removal from their families and communities.691 The USSD report of 2001
reports that Trokosi do not live in the shrines, but that they live with relatives
located near the shrine.692 Regardless of where a Trokosi woman resides, the
extent to which she is able to engage in friendship and social interaction is
determined by the rituals of the shrine and therefore, she does not have the
capability to live with and towards others freely. This capability is increased by
participation in the NGO‟s program in some respects, but is not completely
fulfilled. The extent to which the women are able to participate in political speech
and have freedom of affiliation whilst living in the vocational centre is
questionable as the NGO limits the women‟s interactions and NGO staff act as
gatekeepers to the women.693 However, once released back to their
communities, the women report that they are able to move about freely for the
first time.694
Nussbaum‟s capabilities approach specifies that in order for a woman to
live with human dignity, she must be treated with dignity, whose worth is equal to
that of others. International, national and local discourse all claim that the Trokosi
women and children are dehumanised in various ways within the shrines.
Adherents claim that the women are not dehumanised, but even within adherents
discourse, it becomes clear that the women are required to perform certain rituals
against their will. These rituals separate the women from others within society
and this reduces them to the social category to which they belong and
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stigmatises the women for marriage.695 Such rites and rituals performed against
the will of women are not uncommon in Ghana. Under Article 26(2) of the
Constitution „All customary practices, which dehumanize or are injurious to the
physical and mental well being of a person, are prohibited.‟ However, within
Ghana‟s dual legal system, case law has consistently undermined the
Constitution. For example, in the Tana vs Akosua-Oko case, a Krobo woman
challenged the customary puberty rite „dipo‟, which involves periods of
confinement, rituals and other ceremonies initiating a girl into adulthood. 696
Failure to abide by the custom can result in being ostracised and possibly
banished from the community. Ghana‟s Supreme Court acknowledged that the
punishment was overly harsh, yet believed that ruling against the custom would
result in immoral permissive sexual behaviour by youths. Therefore, the court
ruled that the Krobo people were permitted to continue to practice the rite, as
long as they see fit.697 This decision evidences the reluctance of the Ghanaian
courts to rule against cultural practices, even when this inhibits Ghanaian
women‟s ability to live with human dignity. As in the case study, this results in
women‟s bodies being used as the battleground for the maintenance of culture
and traditional morality, at the expense of the individual rights of the women. This
is particularly true of Ghana‟s rural women.
This capability also specifies that women must be able to live for and in
relation to others, and engage in various forms of social interaction.
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In 1999 independent Ewe researcher, Ababio, interviewed many of the
women who have been released by the NGO. Ababio reports that 74% of the
women are reunited with their families and are rarely stigmatised within the
community for being Trokosi. However 26% are not able to be reunited with their
families due to their sudden conversation to Christianity. 698 Ababio states,
„Presently communities watch on and see large numbers of Trokosis
immediately changing their religion and adopting Christian names as
soon as they are released… They claim that conversion to Christianity
is being used as a basis to free girls from shrines.‟699
The NGO reports that the program seeks to instill self respect and dignity
to the women, and many of the women are able to live a life outside of the
shrines without stigmatisation from the rest of society due to their participation in
the NGO‟s program. However, some of the women continue to be treated
unequally and are discriminated against due to their involvement with the
Christian NGO. 700 Therefore, the majority of the women are able to live for and in
relation to others but the minority are not able to engage in various forms of
social interaction within their communities and live in relation to their own
families.
The capabilities approach states that women must be able to laugh, play
and enjoy recreational activity with others. The most severe reports concerning
the treatment of the women in the shrines clearly state that due to the demands
placed upon her, a Trokosi woman or child has no time for play, only work. 701
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Adherents to the practice avoid providing answers on whether the women are
used as labour for the priest. In discussions with the leader of a National
Resistance Group, I asked whether the women and children are required to work
long hours in the fields for no remuneration. The leader pointed me to the first
book of Samuel, in the Old Testament, where Hannah gives her child to the
temple in thanks to God for giving her a son, stating that what happens to the
Trokosi women and children is the same practice.702 Therefore, as resistance
leaders, priests and chiefs speak on behalf of the women, concerning what their
lot in life entails within the shrines, it is unknown if the women are able to enjoy
recreational activities while serving within shrines.
Within my first two weeks in Ghana, I visited the Adidome Vocational
Centre. I was taken to the „hairdressing‟ class where two lively and confident
young women braided my hair and I attempted to communicate with them about
their daily activities at the centre and attempted to learn as much of the Ewe
language as possible from them. Within my research journal, I recorded my
surprise at how the young women seemed to have recovered after such horrific
lives within the shrines. The young women were lively, active, extremely well
mannered (it had crossed my mind that the young women may have been
groomed to display such impeccable western manners to visitors from the
patronage network) and seemed genuinely happy. 703 I discussed this with a
senior member of staff and she smiled and stated; „Yes, they receive
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counseling.‟704 It was not until later in the fieldwork period that I became aware
that only two of the several hundred women at the centre, were once Trokosi.
Therefore, whether the women who were once Trokosi are now able to laugh,
play and enjoy recreational activities, is unknown as these women do not reside
at the vocational centre.
Thus, the women lack control over the environment in which they live. This
can be said of both the women living in the shrines and those who have
participated in the NGO‟s program. The women are unable to participate in
discussions concerning their own futures at the family, community and state
levels. However, Ababio‟s research does indicate that women participating in the
NGO‟s program do have their freedom of movement protected after returning to
their communities, often for the first time in their lives. 705 Released women state
that they are now able to move about freely as they are no longer tied to the
taboos of the shrine.706
Most reports on the Troxovi practice claim that the women are forbidden
from owning any possessions or acquiring assets like land, farms or household
items.707 The representative from the Commission for Human Rights and
Administrative Justice reports that the women do not own material possessions,
but that most women living in these communities live similarly. 708 All reports
concerning the women exiting the NGO‟s rehabilitation program indicate that the
women leave with vocational packages to assist them in starting their own
704
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businesses. This usually includes small items, such as soap, buckets, cloth, tools
and access to microcredit schemes.

709

Therefore, the women gain material

possessions and it is reported by the NGO that the women are able to establish
trading businesses within their communities. However, the extent to which the
women are able to enter into meaningful relationships of mutual recognition with
other workers cannot be assessed as I could not access the women in the field.
The following table represents what the women can „be and do‟ before
participating in the development program offered by the NGO, and after.
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Table 6.1

Analysis of the Basic Capabilities of the Trokosi Women710
Most severe
reports
concerning the
Troxovi practice

Least severe
reports
concerning the
Troxovi practice

After
completing the
NGO’s
development
program

N/A

N/A

N/A

Bodily health

X

X

√

Bodily integrity

X

X

X

Senses,
imagination and
thought

X

X

X

Emotions

X

X

√

Practical reason

X

X

X

Affiliation A

X

X

√ Limited

Affiliation B

X

X

√ Majority

Life

X Minority
Other species

N/A

N/A

N/A

Play

X

N/A

N/A

Control over
one’s
environment A

X

X

√ Limited

Control over
one’s
environment B

X

X

√
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As has been discussed and evidenced throughout this section of the
thesis, and can be seen in the table above; the NGO‟s program increases what
the women are able to do and be in reference to their bodily health, their
emotions, their affiliations and increases the control that they have over their
environment. These increases life the life chances of the women and children but
as will be discussed in the following section;711 this increase is minimal and is not
sustainable as the strategic needs of the women are not met.
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6.3

Practical Needs vs Strategic Needs
As The type of productive work that is available to women in Ghana‟s

Volta Region differs to that of men as women are required to undertake heavy
daily reproductive workloads and therefore, do not possess the adequate time or
money to involve themselves in cash cropping.

712

In order for women to

participate equally with men in their productive roles, they must be alleviated of
the burden of domestic labour. However, alleviating women of the burden of
domestic labour does not only serve to ensure their equal participation with men
in the market, but creates opportunities to engage in empowerment activities.
According to Collins, the exploitation of black women‟s labour is the first of three
interdependent dimensions encompassed in the oppression of black women.
This exploitation does not just further the economic conditions of the dominant
group, but is intertwined with other forms of oppression, such as suppression.
Collins argues,
„Survival for most African-American women has been such an allconsuming activity that most have had few opportunities to do
intellectual work as it has been traditionally defined.‟713
Therefore, the suppression of black women‟s voices, as discussed in
chapter 5, interplays with the exploitation of black women‟s labour, leading to
oppression. Within development, challenging the unequal position of women has
been discussed using the discourse of „meeting strategic needs‟.
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A GAD approach to development recognises that men and women start
from unequal positions and involves men in the redefining of the sexual division
of labour. 714 A GAD approach meets the strategic needs of women, rather than
only recognising their immediate practical needs.
Strategic gender needs are „those needs which are formulated from the
analysis of women‟s subordination to men, and deriving out of this the strategic
gender interest identified for an alternative, more equal and satisfactory
organization of society than that which exists at present, in terms of both the
structure and nature of relationships between men and women.‟715 Moser
provides examples of interventions that address the strategic needs of women
including, the abolition of the sexual division of labour, the alleviation of domestic
labor and childcare, the removal of institutionalised forms of discrimination such
as rights to own land or property, access to credit, the establishment of political
equality, freedom of choice over childbearing and the adoption of adequate
measures against male violence and control over women.
Practical gender needs are those needs that have arisen out of women‟s
engendered positions within the sexual division of labour and refer to the needs
that must be met in order to ensure human survival. They do not „…challenge the
prevailing forms of subordination even though they arise directly out of them.‟716
Programs that meet women‟s practical needs are usually responding to an
immediate perceived necessity required for human survival. These needs include
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food, water, shelter, the learning of vocational skills that do not challenge the
sexual division of labour and assistance with childcare and other domestic duties.
Whilst meeting practical gender needs aids women in their day to day
need for human survival, it does not identify the triple role of women. 717 Poor
women

are

often

managing

reproductive,

productive

and

community

management roles within communities and households and when programs do
not challenge these triple roles, the work of women can be increased. For
example, though teaching vocational skills to low income women may increase
their ability to engage in productive work, if they are not alleviated of their
reproductive roles; their workload is increased. In this way, without identifying
and addressing the triple role of women through meeting strategic needs,
planning for the needs of low income women is not necessarily „feminist‟.718
Following Mosers examples of sectoral interventions in terms of the triple
role of women and meeting practical and strategic gender needs,719 the following
table lists the types of interventions provided by the NGO‟s program, as
documented in Chapter 4720 of this thesis. The table also assesses the extent to
which each intervention overcomes the sexual division of labour, overcomes
discrimination against women and/or alleviates the burden of domestic labour. 721
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Table 6.2

Program Elements and Women’s Strategic Needs722

Type of Intervention

R

P

CM

PGN

SGN

Released from the Shrines through negotiation with
the shrine owners

X

X++

Liberation ritual

X

X++

Relief items provided for the women and their
children

X

X

(footwear, mats, nets, clothing, lanterns, toiletries)
Vocation taught:
Confectionery making

X?

X

X

Soap making

X

X

Body and hair cream production

X

X

Batik

X

X

Tie dying

X

X

Hairdressing

X

X

X

X

Microenterprise and Credit Scheme
Health Education concerning AIDS and STI‟s

X

Economic education, including how to save and how
to open a bank account

X

X
X

X

Personal hygiene

X

X

Reproductive health

X

X

Childcare

X

X

Functional literacy

X

X

X?

X

Key:
R
P
CM
PGN
SGN
+
++
&

722

Reproductive
Productive
Community Management
Practical Gender Need
Strategic Gender Need
Overcoming the sexual division of labour
Overcoming discrimination against women
Alleviation of the burden of domestic labour

Following on from Moser, 1989.
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As can be seen from the table, the release of the women from the shrines,
the liberation rituals that take place and the provision of access to credit are the
only strategic gender needs met by the program. Whilst meeting these needs
does overcome discrimination against these women (Trokosi women) through
discontinuing the practice, it does not meet the strategic needs of women in
terms of questioning their subordinate status to men within the household,
community, market or state. However, the release of the women and the
following release rituals overcome discrimination against these women by
challenging the Troxovi practice. Being released from the shrines also increases
the women‟s ability to fulfill productive roles by alleviating them of unpaid labour
within the shrines.
Access to microcredit schemes increases the women‟s ability to compete
with men within their productive roles, however as this need is not complimented
by meeting needs that alleviate the burden of domestic labour, their workload will
be increased.
Vocational programs, functional literacy, education on how to open a bank
account and access to credit all meet the women‟s practical needs within their
productive roles. All of the vocational programs offered to the women reinforce
the gender division of labour as the types of vocations made available to the
women do not challenge traditional gender divisions. Similarly, the needs of the
women that are met within their reproductive roles do not alleviate women of the
burden of domestic labour and further affirms women‟s roles in childrearing.
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Therefore, based on the extent to which the program meets practical and
strategic needs, the program is based on a combination of Welfarist and Antipoverty approaches.
The

Welfare

approach

views

women

as

passive

recipients

of

development, rather than participants in the development project and reinforces
societal norms claiming that motherhood is the most important role for women
and that

women‟s roles

in childrearing is fundamental for economic

development.723 Such redistributive initiatives that redress economic injustice,
leave intact the structures and policies that generate the initial disadvantage.
Furthermore, Welfarist Approaches can affirm group differentiations and can „end
up creating injustices of recognition,‟724 whereby the disadvantaged can come to
appear privileged. This was seen in the field, when the men within the village
asked the NGO „Why only the women? What about our men? Why are the
women getting all of the assistance?‟725

Organisations often view welfarist

approaches as „family centered‟ approaches, however these programs ignore
women‟s productive roles, assuming their reproductive roles to be the greatest
area of concern.726
Anti-poverty approaches have arisen „…out of the reluctance of
development agencies to interfere with the manner in which relations between
men and women are constructed in a given society.‟ 727 Anti-poverty approaches
generally adhere to a „basic needs‟ agenda, providing food, clothing, shelter and
723
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fuel. Anti-poverty approaches also provide social needs such as education,
human rights and „participation‟ in social life through employment and political
involvement.728 Unlike Welfarist approaches, anti-poverty approaches focus on
women mainly within their productive roles, seeking to increase the private
ownership of land for women, provide access to capital, and decrease sexual
discrimination in the labour market.729 Therefore, Anti-poverty approaches aim to
increase employment and income generation for low-income women through
better access to resources required within their productive roles. 730 Anti-poverty
approaches tend to have the aim to increase productivity in activities that are
traditionally undertaken by women and fail to introduce them to new areas of
work. These approaches assume that women have free time and can only
succeed by increasing the work of women.

731

Welfarist and Anti-poverty

approaches are not specific to the NGO within the case study; but are popular
with a variety of NGOs for several reasons. These reasons shall be discussed
within the thesis.732.
6.3.1 Empowerment Approaches

Moser articulates the advantages of empowerment approaches in the following
terms: Empowerment approaches seek to empower women through the
redistribution of power within, as well as between nations, and seek to increase
women‟s choices in life through attaining control over material and nonmaterial
728
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resources in order to achieve equality. Oppression is not just viewed in terms of
the relationship that women have with men, but includes oppression according to
class, race, nationality, colonial history and neo-colonialism. The approach
upholds that in order to be free from oppression, women must challenge
„…oppressive structures and situations simultaneously at different levels.‟ 733 The
concept of empowerment has been focused on in the 1960‟s Afro-American
movement and in Paolo Freire‟s conscientization theory.

734

The Empowerment

Approach in development theory originates from emerging third-world feminists
and the experiences of grass roots women‟s organisations in the Third World.
Moser argues that the approach documents the limitations of top-down
governmental changes concerning the empowerment of women, and champions
the use of legal changes, political mobilisation, consciousness raising and
popular education in order to challenge subordination. National liberation from
colonial powers and neo-colonial domination, avoidance of export-led growth
strategies and greater involvement in the activities of multinational corporations,
are all fundamental to the empowerment approach. The empowerment approach
„…recognizes the triple role of women and seeks through bottom-up women‟s
organisations

to

raise

women‟s

consciousness

to

challenge

their

subordination.‟735
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The Empowerment Approach responds to many of the criticisms of
development. Firstly, it responds to Ecobar‟s disparagement with development 736
by challenging the domination and economic exploitation of the west and
confronts power imbalances by identifying oppressive structures and situations at
a variety of levels. 737 Similarly, the approach responds to Sachs738 concerns that
development enables a western perception of reality, by placing program
planning within the hands of the participants themselves; Third World women.
The Empowerment approach also enables women to challenge the three
interdependent dimensions of black women‟s oppression, as documented by
Collins.739 However, whilst increasing the participation of poor women, the
approach is not solely preference based. This is important as
„Such preferences, too are not fixed in the nature of things: they are
constructed by social traditions of privilege and subordination. Thus a
preference-based approach typically will reinforce inequalities:
especially those inequalities that are entrenched enough to have crept
into people‟s very desires.‟740
Unlike Welfarist

and

Anti-poverty approaches,

the Empowerment

approach does not silence black women about their histories, requiring them to
identify with their gender over their race, as the approach identifies the multiple
oppressions of race, gender and class.741
Collins argues that within the US, worldviews originating in the
cosmologies of West African ethnic groups were used to order and evaluate the
736
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lived experiences of slave communities and that this offered enslaved Africans
explanations for their slavery which were alternative to those of the white slave
owners. These knowledges were hidden from and suppressed by the dominant
group. Therefore, whilst Anti-poverty and Welfarist Approaches might meet the
immediate needs of the women, it is through Empowerment Approaches that the
women

themselves

might

construct

and

reconstruct

such

oppositional

knowledges. Such oppositional knowledges might provide explanations for their
oppression which are alternative to those of the international community and the
national elite. Collins argues that the economic exploitation of US Black women
created the conditions for distinctively Black and female forms of resistance and
using this example, the Trokosi women can be seen as „individuals whose
marginality provide[s] a distinctive angle of vision on… intellectual and political
entities.‟742
The Empowerment Approach acknowledges the wider context in which
women live and as Romm and McKay note from their experiences with HIV/AIDS
awareness within the Zambian context; „The difficulties in people‟s lives, which
render their decisions very complex… cannot be tackled independently of a
concern with the wider social, economic and political factors.‟743
Within this framework it can be seen that increasing the work of the
women to produce greater economic outcomes does not address the cultural
norms that bias the women, as they are institutionalised in the state and in the
economy. This increase in the work required of the women also limits the extent
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to which they are able to participate equally in the making of culture, „in public
spheres and in everyday life.‟744 In this way the program is unable to offer the
women full emancipation as the „vicious circle of cultural and economic
subordination‟745 has not been interrupted.
Like other forms of alternative development, the Empowerment Approach
cries for visibility, participation and justice;746 without disengaging from the world
economy. Munck contends that any development theory that seeks to disengage
from the world economy is „simply not viable‟,747 and criticises alternatives to
development, stating that, „to say „black‟ when someone says „white‟ does not,
necessarily, constitute a viable radical alternative.‟ 748
However, challenges remain within the Empowerment approach. As cited
earlier, the approach is largely unsupported by governments and agencies as it
seeks to challenge all forms of oppression; tends to be underfinanced and is
reliant on voluntary organisation.

749

This results in slow significant growth.

750

Other challenges noted within the field by McKay and Romm include ensuring
that researchers remain alert to the possibility of placing unfair expectations on
poor households, who do not necessarily have political power to change social
systems.751
Munck and O‟Hearn criticise bottom-up approaches stating;
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„The new „Holy Trinity‟ of engendered, sustainable and bottom-up
development may be a laudable political goal, but we must not
confuse rhetoric and reality …there really is no magic fix.‟752
Clearly, the Empowerment Approach provides no such quick fix. It does
however,

provide

significant

advantages

to

Welfarist

and

Anti-poverty

approaches as it seeks to challenge the very structures that women‟s practical
needs arise out of. Challenges arise within the approach as the very structures
that oppress women tend to be the sources of funding for Welfarist and Antipoverty development programs. These difficulties and the problem of aid
effectiveness will be discussed in the following chapter.

6.4

Summary
This chapter highlights the extent to which both NGOs employ Gunboat

Humanitarianist tactics in order to retain their political power, at the expense of
increasing the Trokosi women‟s and children‟s life chances. Nussbaum‟s
Capabilities Approach confirms that the NGO increases what the women are able
to do and be. The women are able to have bodily health to a greater extent, build
meaningful relationships with others, choose who they affiliate themselves with
and have an increased ability to control the environment in which they live.
Using Moser‟s analysis of strategic needs, the chapter finds that the
NGO‟s program meets the practical needs of the women, but it does not
challenge the triple role of women.753 The initial release from the shrines is the
most empowering aspect within the program as it challenges the unequal status
of the Trokosi women; however the program does not challenge the unequal
752
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status of all women. This increases the life chances of the women and children,
however the extent to which this is sustainable is limited as the women‟s status at
the community and state levels have not been challenged.
The NGO‟s program is highly paternalistic because it views the women as
passive victims. Similarly, life within the shrine is also highly paternalistic as
women are sent to the priest to learn how to live. 754 The Capabilities Approach
says nothing against a woman‟s choice to live a traditional life „…provided that
there are sufficient political, educational, and other capabilities present to ensure
that the choice is a choice.‟755 Even according to the least severe reports, it is
clear that the women do not have sufficient other capabilities in place, in order to
argue that the women chose to live a traditional life. Similarly, whether the
women are able to choose their religious beliefs within the NGO‟s program is
limited as, though the women have increased economic empowerment, their
political capabilities are not improved through the program and the extent to
which „the choice is a choice‟756 is limited.
The chapter also highlights that the women and children do not have
adequate protection under the law, and though the Domestic Violence Act
increased the protection of the women and children „on paper‟, this protection is
not accessible without other capabilities present. The exclusion of black women
from the rights and privileges routinely extended to other dominant groups forms
Collin‟s second interdependent dimension that encompasses the oppression of
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black women.757 The denial of rights interplays with the exploitation of the
women‟s labour and the application of negative stereotypes to the women. This
web of economic, political, and ideological oppression, keeps the women in a
subordinate position.
It is only through the empowerment of the women that the „domains of
power‟ that constrain them might be resisted,758 as currently, the women are
placed as pawns between powerful stakeholders who seek to use them to
eliminate stakeholders who hold opposing political views. Each stakeholder
group denies the other the choice to live with diverse values. This thesis argues
that it is important to be respectful of the ways others might choose to live,
„provided that those do not cause harm to others… Such respect is what human
dignity requires.‟759
The following chapter takes the findings from the case study and
addresses the overarching question; to what extent can certain resources,
structures, organisations or governmental bodies increase the life chances of
women and children? Of key importance within the thesis is the question of how
diversity might be managed to increase the choices available to women and
children, therefore increasing their life chances and this will be explored within
chapters seven and eight.
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Chapter 7

Empowering Women to Increase Life
Chances

This chapter takes the findings from the case study and addresses how
certain resources, structures, organisations or governmental bodies can increase
or limit the life chances of women and children. The chapter questions how
resource allocation within „domains of power‟760 can increase or limit the life
chances of women and children, it assesses whether indicators currently show
that resources are increasing life chances and questions, „what structural
inequalities are proving to be most resistant to change, and why might this be the
case?‟761 The chapter explores the impact of international, nation, legal and
organisational resources on women‟s and children‟s life chances. Chapters
seven and eight explore the ways in which diversity management might be used
to increase life chances.
As is demonstrated in the previous chapter women‟s capabilities cannot
be increased by the work of NGOs alone. The women are not able to live with
bodily integrity as the law within Ghana does not protect them within the
institution of marriage.762 Similarly, Ghanaian women have protection from
domestic violence „on paper‟, and children have protection from defilement „on
paper‟, through the 2007 Domestic Violence Bill.763 However, surveys show that
women are not economically empowered enough to report their husbands for
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such assaults on their bodies.764 Therefore, in order for women to be able to live
with bodily integrity, the position of women must change at all levels; state,
market, community and household. Working from a GAD point of view means
seeking to change the balance of power between men and women from the
household to the international institution.765
McKay and Romm note the importance of acknowledging wider social and
political contexts within their participatory research in Zambia,766 by referring to
Zambia‟s Millennium Development Goals in their final report.767 Within the
research, research assistants provided accounts of the complexities people
experience surrounding decision-making processes and McKay and Romm
highlight how approaches addressing one specific need identified by women
cannot be isolated from wider social, economic and political factors. 768 Programs
that neglect wider social and political contexts bypass the very institutions that
require change in order to meet the strategic needs of women. Rai argues that in
order to further the advancement of women; we need to ask, „what structural
inequalities are proving to be most resistant to change, and why might this be the
case?‟769 In this way, all structures that either resist change or are ineffective in
applying change; must be challenged, not just relationships within the shrine.
The role of the state in meeting Millennium Development Goals, resources
required to meet gender equality goals and the extent to which NGOs are, or can
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be, accountable for the effectiveness of their programs within the current neoliberal economic climate is assessed within this chapter. Weil et al suggests that
bringing „multiple stakeholders into new forms of dialogue is integral to the
research itself‟770 and within this chapter I argue that a range of stakeholders
must be included in dialogue in order to meet the strategic needs of the Trokosi
women. Of uppermost importance, the women themselves must participate in
such dialogue.

7.1 Governance and Aid Effectiveness
Over the past decade the concept of Aid Effectiveness in development
strategies has become central to any development discussion and as a result of
the fieldwork undertaken, aid effectiveness has become a central issue within this
thesis. Increasingly donor and partner countries are becoming aware that whilst
the amount of aid provided to developing nations is key to achieving development
goals, the effectiveness of how such funding is allocated is equally important.
In March 2002 the Monterrey Consensus on Financing for Development
put out the call that developing countries take up the commitment to strengthen
policies and institutions that could reduce poverty. Similarly, developed countries
agreed to provide more and better aid and to improve trade and debt policies in
order to contribute to poverty reduction and sustainable development in partner
countries.771 In February 2003 the First High Level Forum on Harmonisation in
Rome established an agreement that development assistance needs to be
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harmonised around the principle of recipient-country ownership and government
leadership, including strengthening civil society and the private sector‟s
involvement in national development processes.772 Following up on the
Monterrey Consensus the Barcelona Commitments European Union Member
States agreed to increase their ODA volumes to .39% of their Gross National
Income by 2006.773 February 2004 saw the Second Roundtable of Development
Results in Marrakech where partners outside the EU signed the Marrakech
Memorandum with a view to place development results at the centre of planning,
implementation and evaluation.774
7.1.1 The Paris Declaration
In March 2005, at the Second High Level Forum in Paris, 100 signatories
from partner governments, bilateral and multilateral donor agencies, regional
development banks and other international agencies endorsed the Paris
Declaration and agreed on 56 partner commitments to deliver aid in a more
effective way. 12 indicators were identified as a means of providing a measurable
and evidence-based way to assess progress against aid effectiveness objectives.
11 of the indicators for the Paris Declaration targets are to be assessed in the
year in which this thesis is submitted, 2010. The aid effectiveness agenda as
outlined in the 2005 Paris Declaration was signed by over 100 countries,
including Ghana.775 The Paris Declaration Principals on Aid Effectiveness are
Ownership of development policies and strategies by partner countries,
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Alignment of a single funding framework of conditions or indicators with partner
countries

national

development

strategies,

institutions

and

procedures,

Harmonisation of donor actions, increasing predictability, regulating conditionality
and scaling up aid to achieve development goals, Managing and implementing
aid with a focus on results through transparent and monitorable assessment
frameworks and, Mutual accountability of development results by donors and
partner countries.776
It was recognised prior to the High Level Forum in Accra that new aid
arrangements and policy developments born of the aid effectiveness discussions
needed to be more accountable to gender equality and women‟s human rights. 777
During the period in which fieldwork was being carried out in Ghana, the Third
High Level Forum on Aid Effectiveness was held in Accra, Ghana. The Forum
was held in order to review progress made since the Paris Declaration and
broaden and deepen the dialogue on aid effectiveness by giving space and voice
to partner countries, Civil Society Organisations and emerging donors.778 The
forum in 2008 was co-sponsored by the Government of Ghana, the Organisation
for Economic Co-operation and Development – Development Assistance
Committee (OECD DAC) and the United Nations Development Programme
(UNDP). The Ghana Forum provided an opportunity for the international
community to critically reflect on how the new aid agenda and the implementation
of the Paris Declaration principles have impacted on gender equality and
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women‟s empowerment.779 The need for critical reflection was highlighted in an
OECD Monitoring Survey in 2006 and 2008 which revealed several obstacles to
improved aid effectiveness, including a lack of strong accountability systems at
country level to monitor the impact of the aid effectiveness agenda.780
7.1.2 International Resources to meet Gender Equality Goals
Key findings of Muteshi‟s report presented at the forum, on Gender
Equality and Aid Effectiveness mirror the concerns highlighted through the
Troxovi case study explored within this thesis.

Muteshi reported a lack of

indicators to monitor progress in the areas of gender equality and empowerment.
As evidenced in this thesis, gender equality advances for Ghana‟s rural women
cannot be measured through national indicators. The disparity between Ghana‟s
urban and rural women was evidenced through education statistics, however
other important indicators are not available. Muteshi reported a need for
„watchdog‟ roles for civil society and national women‟s machineries in order to
improve accountability. Within the Troxovi case study the NGO was accused of
corruption and the lack of accountability within NGOs was highlighted by the
government‟s CHRAJ. However, more significant was the extent to which women
were represented by urban males within all stakeholder groups. This highlights
the lack of national women‟s machineries available to represent women‟s issues
and challenge their unequal status within the society. And, critically, as already
discussed within the thesis, Muteshi emphasises the need for participatory
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community based monitoring tools.781 Specific issues related to aid effectiveness
and gender equality in Ghana were raised prior to the 2008 High Level Forum on
Aid Effectiveness. These included persistent widespread gender disparities,
especially in rural areas, despite poverty reduction efforts being supported by
sustainable financing arrangements and the lack of women‟s literacy rates and
accessible productive resources for Ghanaian women. However Muteshi also
states that Ghana has received increasing levels of donor assistance in recent
years due to donor confidence in the government‟s management abilities and
due to Ghana‟s strong economic performance and she confirms that the current
economic and political environment makes the achievement of most of the
Millennium Development Goals within reach. This has been in part through the
high levels of funding in Ghana, as while „the percentage of ODA to GDP has
been steadily decreasing, the volume of aid has in absolute terms been
increasing.‟782 Therefore, funding has increased yet indicators specific to gender
equality have failed to reflect a great deal of change. This highlights a resistance
to change within the nation, and following Rai‟s argument, warrants further
investigation into why this might be the case. 783
7.1.3 National Resources to meet Gender Equality Goals
Moser argues that „third world governments have remained reluctant to
allocate resources from national budgets to women‟.784
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In the field, governmental representatives stated that the Commission for
Human Rights and Administrative Justice were the body that initially alerted the
NGO to human rights abuses occurring within Troxovi practicing shrines, and
called on the NGO to intervene, claiming that the nation did not have the funding
to act.785 Interestingly, the fieldwork period also coincided with the 2008 election
campaigns within the nation. After two rounds of voting, murmurs of aggression
concerning a widely-held misinterpretation of the nation‟s constitutional 50+1%
majority rule and a number of disappearing and reappearing votes; the National
Democratic Congress was voted in taking a 50.23% majority.786
Ten days after the inauguration of the new president, ex President
Kufour‟s retirement package was leaked to the press, and the New African
reported the following.787 The package was allegedly approved at the 30 th sitting
of the third meeting of the fourth session, of the Fourth Parliament of the Fourth
Republic held on Tuesday 6 January 2009, however this has been denied by
many including those within Kufour‟s National Patriotic Party. Paul Collins Appiah
Ofori, an NPP MP and noted anti-corruption campaigner, has even vowed to
challenge the package in court. The package is reported to apply to all future expresidents and not Kufour alone. The package includes two fully-furnished
residences, six fully maintained, fuelled and chauffeur-driven cars, (to be
replaced every four years), three salon cars, two cross-country cars, and one allpurpose vehicle, traffic free travel, including police escorts, 65 days a year
overseas for the ex-president and his spouse, 3 personal assistants and security
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staff, diplomatic passports for the ex-president and his spouse, 24 hour
entertainment, paid for by the state, a non-taxable ex-gratia of 12 month‟s salary
for every 12 months served in office, (and for ex-presidents who have served two
terms, 6 months salary for every 12 months served in office within the first term),
and US$1 million to set up a foundation or form an NGO. The package was to be
maintained by the state and would not revert to the nation when the former
president dies. Noticeably, when Rawlings awarded himself similarly upon
retirement, Kufour withdrew most of the privileges.
This kind of retirement package for an ex-president within any nation is
extreme, yet within a nation where the nation‟s poorest citizens are denied the
resources required to protect their basic human rights; is inconceivable. This
gives some insight into why so many African states have been wrought with
violence at election time, elections have become the lynch pin of the desperate
struggle between impoverished people and the national elite.

788

Whilst the

Ghanaian government claims insufficient resources to meet gender equality
goals, the nation‟s elite seek to secure inconceivably large retirement packages
for their own personal gain. Therefore, national finance, anti-corruption and
administrative justice frameworks within the nation are proving resistant to
change.789 In this way, the life chances of women and children in Ghana are not
solely determined by gender, race and nationality; but are also determined by
class.
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7.1.4 The Law
In a similar manner to education statistics, women rights in Ghana are
highly dependent on patterns of urban or rural residence.790 Under national law
women and children are protected against discrimination,791 however in practice
such laws face stiff resistance in rural settings where women‟s and children‟s
rights are seen as contrary to cultural rights. This results in women and children
being unable to access laws meaningfully as often such cases are referred back
to customary arbitration,792 in order to retain perceived national cultural traditions.
This lack of protection under the law discriminates against women and children,
decreasing their life chances. At the customary level, women and children have
access to certain protections, however many of these protections have been
dissipated through various historical interventions. This is particularly true for
Ghana‟s rural women and children. Traditionally, Trokosi women were
compensated for their work within the shrines through the giving of „Grandma
Lands‟.793 Grandma Lands refers to the land Trokosi women were given to
cultivate during their time in the shrines. This land was given to the women once
the period of servitude was complete, along with additional lands in exchange for
their services and they reserved the right to pass on the land to their children. 794
Duncan et al report that traditionally the Fiasidi women tended to pass on their
Grandma Lands to their daughters in order to counteract discriminatory
inheritance norms and state that the land was predominately used for the
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cultivation of reeds and wickers, in order to be used by female basket weavers. 795
In this way, women‟s economic activities were also supported through the use of
the Grandma Lands. 796
However, in the 19th Century, as a result of cash crop farming, land value
increased and men gained more and more access to the Grandma Lands in
order to produce shallots and sugar cane.797 Therefore, the colonial
administration‟s introduction of cash cropping significantly affected the economic
survival of the Fiasidi post-servitude. This left the Fiasidi with the obligation to
fulfill their communal responsibilities, whilst withdrawing, not only their individual
right to compensation, but the mechanism by which women would counteract
discriminatory inheritance rights.798
The Trokosi women have been denied access to land through the
interaction of two powerful patriarchal structures: custom and colonisation. Just
as structures and systems can interact to oppress women, they are also able to
interact to challenge the oppression of women. Examples include the great
advances made in the protection of women‟s citizenship rights through pressure
at the international level.799 Therefore, by drawing attention to the wider social
and political contexts in which programs operate, ways in which powerful
structures can cooperate to challenge the oppression of women can be
investigated.
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7.2 Aid Effectiveness and NGOs
Of prime importance in the case study is the issue of aid effectiveness
through monitoring, accountability and transparency. Though governments of
developing nations and governmental and multilateral aid agencies are opening
up dialogue concerning how development goals can be monitored for aid
effectiveness, there remains little monitoring, accountability or transparency by
NGOs delivering aid projects in developing nations.800 NGO policies are rarely
viewed or understood by individual donors in developed nations and independent
monitoring of results is rarely necessary in order to continue gaining funds.801
Issues surrounding the monitoring of NGO funding, codes of conduct for NGOs
and accountability structures are explored within this section of the thesis. Whilst
Muteshi argues that „To date, governments and DAC donors are not yet mutually
accountable to people living in poverty, including the millions of women and other
working poor…‟,802 I argue that within the case study, the NGO is not
accountable to the nation in which it functions, to those giving to their campaigns
and most importantly; to the women and children in the communities in which
they work.
This lack of accountability has come about through a rise in the use of the
narrated story to gain development funds, a lack of legal and political
accountability, a rise in human rights journalism and the absence of meaningful
monitoring requirements by donors.
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7.2.1 Human rights Journalism
According to De Waal, „Journalists know in advance what a „famine story‟
looks like and search for the right elements. The overall plot has been
characterized as a „fairy story‟803 consisting of a helpless victim in distress, a
villain and a savior (preferably a white nurse). The story gives the comforting
illusion that a solution is at hand, and that the reader or viewer is (or can be) part
of it.‟ 804 De Waal refers to NGOs working in conflict areas and within this section
of the thesis, I argue that this can be equally applied to the NGO within the case
study; reducing the life chances of women and children by portraying them as
passive victims.
“[A Trokosi girl] is 13 years old. At the age of 12, she was given to a
local priest in atonement for the rape that resulted in her birth, the
rape of her mother by her mother's uncle.” 805
A helpless victim.
“As soon as [she] has completed three menstrual cycles, she too
will almost certainly be raped, by the priest to whom she was
given.” 806

A villain.
“It was feared she would never integrate back into society. She had
experienced so many awful things in the shrine that had left her
deeply traumatised…. Through the tireless work of the team at
Adidome, [she] has now adjusted well and has become very well
integrated into her community…” 807
A saviour.
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„In funding the training of Trokosi slave women, you are enabling
them to develop skills that will help them start small businesses so
that they can provide for their families.”808

You can be part of it.
This analysis is not intended to diminish the plight of the Trokosi
women and children, but rather, seeks to highlight that as long as the
women are represented as helpless victims, the capacity to have their
strategic needs met is diminished. De Waal and Benthall document the
role of the media in humanitarian interventions asserting that relief
agencies work in conjunction with journalists in order to produce the
humanitarian „product‟ required for an international audience.

809

„Relief

agency guides take visitors to the worst places… This leads to
„exaggerated, dire predictions and stereotypes of pathetic dependence.‟810
These stereotypes of pathetic dependence811 can equally be seen
within the Troxovi case study. Within chapter five of this thesis, I argue
that international discourse on the practice provides the imagery of an
unknowing, uneducated abused Trokosi woman, an evil and violent priest
and a rescuing, releasing and restoring NGO. In this way, human rights
discourse is high jacked by need to produce the story of the „ordinary
person‟s tragedy‟,812 avoiding all political and/or social analysis;813 and
ultimately avoiding verifiability. British journalist, Forsyth wrote of the
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Nigerian-Biafran

War;

„People

who

couldn‟t

fathom

the

political

complexities of the war could easily grasp the wrong in a picture of a child
dying of starvation.‟814 Likewise, in order to secure much needed funding
to meet the needs of the world‟s poorest women, the NGO provides the
„ordinary person‟s tragedy‟815 for people who cannot fathom the political
and social complexities of intervening in traditional systems in postcolonial states.
The following section explores the history of NGOs in providing
relief in Africa and I argue that though originally NGOs were set up to
bypass governments – it is now crucial to include governments in
stakeholder dialogue in order to challenge the unequal position of women.
7.2.2 History of NGOs
Humanitarian NGOs became popular in the 1960‟s, as a direct response
to the Nigerian-Biafran War from 1967-70. Bernard Kouchner was one of many
French doctors who volunteered with the Red Cross and objected to the
conditions impinged by the organisation‟s quest for neutrality. 816

Publicly

criticising the Nigerian government for civilian murders and starvation caused by
blockades, he created Medecins San Frontieres (Doctors without Borders), and a
great array of NGOs followed.817 The Nigerian government‟s hand was moved by
the international community‟s outcry at the pictures of starving children they
witnessed on their televisions, allowing humanitarian supplies into the region.
814
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The complexities of the political situation were not required by the international
community; and two new lessons were learnt within the international political
environment. Firstly, state authority can be bypassed within the new neo-liberal
project,818 and secondly; providing images of powerless victims to the
international community can move the hand of the state.
In the 1970‟s relief NGOs gained respectability and maintained a measure
of the influence gained in Nigeria‟s civil war.819 Many of the larger NGOs banded
together to develop professional standards and mechanisms of regulation, under
the authority of host governments.820 In 1968 the Canadian government first
began to channel funds through NGOs, deliberately bypassing African
governments. The trend was closely followed by a number of donor
governments.821 This altered the institutional framework of humanitarianism and
in the 1980‟s it became clear that NGOs lacked any form of enforceable
professional standards, or minimum requirements for entry.822
NGOs are generally referred to as „operational NGOs‟ or „non-operational
NGOs‟. Operational NGOs deploy expatriate staff members to work „on the
ground‟ and non-operational NGOs work through local partners „on the
ground‟.823 Non-operational NGOs are mainly church based agencies,824 and the
extent to which these NGOs function through the „second and third generation‟
Christians created through the missionisation projects of the 1900‟s is of interest.
818
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In the field an employee of the NGO stated; „I was converted by a groups
of Australian missionaries who came to Ghana in 1923. I went through their
missionary school when I was in my 20‟s‟825 This highlights the extent to which
colonising powers continue to maintain influence in post-colonial states; both as
the grandparents of the Christian religious experience and as the patrons of
international aid programs.
7.2.3 Soft vs Hard Humanitarian Interests in a Competitive ‘Market’
Within previous chapters I have argued that the NGO‟s program increases
the women‟s capabilities in the areas of health, affiliations and control over one‟s
environment . I also argue that even the least severe reports on the practice
highlight the extent to which the women have little choice concerning their own
lives within the powerful patriarchal Troxovi system. Chapter 6 highlighted the
Welfarist, anti-poverty approach taken by the NGO and I argue that the strategic
needs of the women are barely met. Welfarist and Anti-poverty approaches are
not particular to the NGO within the case study. As discussed, these approaches
are popular within many NGOs as agencies are reluctant to interfere with the
relations between men and women.826 In addition, within the current neo-liberal
economic climate, NGOs are rarely afforded the luxury of being solely concerned
with the interests of program recipients, but must produce programs palatable to
donors and patronage networks. De Waal refers to „soft‟ and „hard‟ humanitarian
interests.827 Soft humanitarian interests refer to the stated aims of the institution;
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preventing poverty, protecting human rights, assisting the poor etc.828

Hard

humanitarian interests refers to demands on the organisation itself; job security
for staff, job satisfaction, and funding and marketing requirements needed to
deliver the soft interests of the organisation.829 Soft and hard humanitarian
interests interrelate, in that, the soft interests of the organisation can not be met
without meeting the hard interests also. De Waal argues that „the demands of
fundraising and institutional survival make it imperative not to admit to failures.
The competition is for funds, not successful famine prevention.‟

830

This can be

equally applied to the work of the NGO within the case study. In the field, the
Executive Director claimed that he would not be surprised if families are sending
their girls to other shrines as „the mindset of the people has not changed.‟831 This
reinforces the limitations that programs have when policies do not employ
empowerment approaches. Obviously this concern of the Executive Director was
not communicated to donors and individual givers. The competition is for funds,
not for successful feminist outcomes and broadcasting the limitations of popular
Welfarist and Anti-poverty approaches would simply stifle donor contributions.
Therefore, it is not that the international NGO is simply able to escape
accountability structures, but rather; the international „market‟ requires the NGO
to lack accountability.
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7.2.4 Sustainability
Sustainability is a key issue within programs that employ Antipoverty and
Wefarist approaches. The question of sustainability was investigated in the field,
as the project cycle heavily funded by an international governmental aid agency
was coming to an end832. The NGO‟s sustainability strategy projections include
asking for payments by vulnerable women within communities to attend the
Adidome Vocational Centre.833 Within this framework, poor rural women become
the means to sustain the NGO, rather than vise versa. The issue of sustainability
is also important as people tend not to want to give to certain areas, such as
sanitation,834 public health,835 and empowerment projects for rural African
women.836 The ability of the nation-state to provide such services is limited, as
the state has been bypassed within the donor and NGO arrangement. Therefore,
within the case study, the gains won in meeting the women‟s needs are not
sustainable within the current funding model. The women are not empowered
through the project, the structures that have caused their oppression are not
challenged and future projections see the NGO‟s hard humanitarian interests
taking precedence over their soft humanitarian interests.
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7.2.5 Lack of Accountability
In recent years, donor governments have undertaken their own monitoring
and evaluation research within NGO provided programs, however as no agreed
professional standards exist within the field, there are few benchmarks to report
against.837 With few agreed standards, the monitoring and evaluation exercise
can be seen to be an exercise of power over the NGO,838 and within nonoperational NGOs, an act of imperialism.
De Waal argues that NGOs also conduct their own internal monitoring and
evaluation reports, and claims that this „is as though the sociological study of the
church were undertaken by committed Christians only: criticism would be solely
within the context of advancing the faith itself.‟839 It is possible that this is the
case within the Troxovi case study. The NGO produces and reproduces media
regarding its achievements in working with the women, however little
independent research has taken place concerning the empowerment of the
women. Independent evaluation that has been conducted has focused on the
number of Trokosi women still in servitude, in order to gain further aid from
governmental donors.840
The lack of benchmarks and the absence of agreed standards renders the
need for NGOs to interact and dialogue with multiple stakeholders, even more
vital. In this way, a variety of perspectives can inform the decision making
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process. This approach will be discussed further within the following section of
this chapter.

7.3 Diversity Management
Diversity management is a key concept within the thesis as the case study
reveals that opportunities for stakeholder groups to work together are ignored as
each group is unable to work with diverse values. The NGO has no ability to work
with diverse values as it is driven by the values of its patronage network. National
Resistance Groups have no ability to work with diverse values as they are driven
by the desire to maintain the status quo; both with regard to maintaining power
relationships within communities and protecting communities from perceived
imperialist attacks. Therefore, each employs a narrow pragmatic approach.
Diversity management is about… „…people managing the increasing
diversity of issues they confronted by increasing the diversity of types of model,
methodology and theory available to do the job.‟841 Diversity is important within
the case study as currently the only means of improving the life chances of the
women and children raises serious concerns surrounding respect for culture. This
leaves the women and children with few choices concerning how they might
choose to live their lives.
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7.3.1 Why is Diversity Important? Diversity and the Post-Colonial Woman

The conundrum that the Trokosi women and children face regarding the
choices available to them reflects the choices many women faced during
independence struggles and national agenda setting in the early years of
independence. Historically, in order for the post-colonial woman to benefit from
international feminist advances, she would have to trade the advancement of her
culture, her people and her nation, for the advancement of her sex. History has
shown that often this price has been too high for the post-colonial woman and, as
is the case with the Indigenous communities within Australia, „… self-imposed
and self-regulated codes of silence protected communities from the attacks of the
imperialist Western powers…‟.842 Rai argues that despite the fact that many post
colonial women saw imperialism as more sinister than sexism, „women‟s groups
also remained uncomfortable with the nationalist leaderships‟ articulations of
women‟s place within the national movements.‟843 Within this framework, postcolonial women were left with few choices concerning their empowerment.
Similarly, within the case study, in order to obtain emancipation from customary
servitude the women must engage with the perceived imperialist; reducing
chances to emancipate themselves from neo-colonialism.
It is my argument that the emancipation of women can only be achieved
by empowering women to claim equality on the grounds of race, sex and class.
Within the case study there is a lack of diversity of choice for the women as each
stakeholder group uses their own political agenda to offer the women an option
842
843
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for living. This thesis argues (through the use of PAR and Nussbaum‟s
capabilities approach) that it is important to be respectful of the ways others
might choose to live, „provided that those do not cause harm to others… Such
respect is what human dignity requires.‟844
Replacing traditional religion with Christianity is not a new means of
managing issues in Africa. In order to respect the ways others might chose to
live, one must offer more than one alternative to practices that limit the life
chances of women and children. This can be achieved through diversity
management.
7.3.2 Managing Diversity
This

thesis

avoids

a

cultural

relativist

post-modern

view,

as

„postmodernism seemed to conclude that the crux of emancipation is, „anything
goes‟…. Leaving a fluid and diverse world of many equally valid truths.‟ 845 Many
equally valid truths results in an inability to challenge unequal power relations
that reduce the life chances of women and children. Similarly, this thesis does not
seek to support the global homogenising of cultures, religions and communities.
Rather, the thesis supports respect for diversity and the way others choose to live
their lives; whilst acknowledging that we are „implicated in each other‟s lives‟846
and therefore, the way we live should not cause harm to others.847
Flood and Romm argue that in order to answer the question of how
diversity and emancipation can be designed within one scheme of thought,
844
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contemporary social theory has four main styles of responses.848 These include
pragmatism, isolationism, imperialism and complementarism.849
As discussed, several NGOs took pragmatic approaches by attempting to
intervene to emancipate the women from customary servitude in the 1980‟s and
1990‟s. Pragmatic approaches do not require the interventionist to reflect on an
underlying theory, methodology of model and rather, is reliant on a trial and error
approach.850 Flood and Romm argue that pragmatic approaches can lead to
experimental interventions that run the risk of „unnecessary levels of damage and
distress to people.‟851 Such unnecessary levels of damage and distress were
caused when the first efforts to release the Trokosi women were undertaken by
several NGOs without undertaking consultations.852
Within the case study the NGO practices isolationism by protecting
the philosophical beliefs of the patronage network by consistently
subscribing to the use of Christianity in the emancipation process.
Adherence to one theory on how affairs can be managed limits people‟s
choices, and the promotion of one way of doing things inevitably involves
devaluing other ways.853 Therefore, failing to endorse a variety of options to
people is totalising and can be oppressive. 854 Concerns surrounding
isolationism ring true within the case study as the extent to which the
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women are provided with choices concerning their affairs is limited by the
fundamentalism of the Christian NGO.
Ironically, it is the National Resistance Groups that practice
imperialist responses. Imperialism is like isolationism except that when
incongruities in the preferred theory appear, recognition is given to other
theories in order to respond to the problem.855 However, within the
imperialist framework, the recognition given to other theories is always
viewed through the lens of the imperialist‟s arguments.856 Within the case
study,

NRG‟s

argue

for

cultural

relativism,

however

when

their

postmodernist arguments fail them, they refer to the Universal Declaration
of Human Rights, quoting their right to practice their own culture.857 Within
this perspective, the cultural relativist picks and chooses sections of the
rights-based approach that suit the favoured theory.
Following Flood and Romm, I argue for a complementarist
approach.

It

is my argument

that

when

comparing theories,

a

complementarist approach is most likely to perform well concerning the
measurement standard in question within this thesis. That measurement
standard is how the life chances of women and children might be improved.
Within the case study, a complementarist approach858 would provide an
approach that enables interventionists to act within various worldviews,
whilst still emancipating customary servitude within communities. A
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complementarist approach would preserve the diversity of opportunities for
the women and children.
7.3.3 Diversity and Triple Loop Learning
My argument outlines that supporting both religious fundamentalism and
cultural relativism leads to oppression. This is evidenced within the case study as
each group uses the women and children to further their own political agenda,
rather than placing the life chances of the women and children as the central
area of concern. Flood and Romm (2000) explicate Triple Loop Learning, stating
that it requires theorist or practitioner to ask „Are we doing things right?‟, „Are we
doing the right things?‟ And; „Is rightness buttressed by mightiness and/or
mightiness buttressed by rightness‟.
The first two loops of learning ask „Are we doing things right?‟ and „Are we
doing the right things?‟ These questions acknowledge the need for a task to be
completed and to be completed well, as well-executed action is vital to
emancipation.859 However, they fail to consider the risk of power relationships
dictating what is right. Therefore, the third loop asks „Is rightness buttressed by
mightiness and/or mightiness buttressed by rightness?‟ In this way, the three
loops work in concert to assure that relevant action is taken, and is wellexecuted, but that within the interventionists mind, he or she is conscious of
unequal power relationships that might buttress rightness within society. 860
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Triple Loop Learning advocates that „…choice, it should be remembered,
can only be made using locally generated criteria informed by wider
considerations.‟861
It is my argument that a complementarist approach requires the
participation of the women and children when determining if the right things are
being done, if they are being done right and if rightness is buttressed by
mightiness. However, I also argue that participation alone cannot emancipate the
women, as decisions must be widely informed and include a variety of
stakeholders.
For a number of decades practitioners and academics alike have
questioned the usefulness of development when it doesn‟t include the
participation of the people for whom the program is designed.862 Edwards argues
that poor people must be included in order for programs to remain relevant,
stating, „We cannot be relevant to people unless we understand their problems,
but we cannot understand these problems unless people tell us about them.‟ 863
Edwards argues that in order to increase the control which poor people have in
decision making, they must be participants in the development process.864
However, participation alone does not ensure that the choices of the world‟s
poorest people are increased. Hearing the problems of poor people, and
understanding these problems does not necessarily result in a relevant or
particularly useful development program. This is because the strategic needs of
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women cannot be met by one stakeholder alone. NGO programs cannot provide
legal protection for women, access to community resources, political participation
or alleviation from domestic labour and childcare etc. Meeting women‟s strategic
needs requires dialogue for action, with a variety of stakeholders. Similarly,
issues around power and representation within communities cannot be solely
resolved through participation as communities are not „homogeneous, static and
harmonious units within which people share common interests and needs.‟865
Other criticisms of participatory methods claim that participation can bypass
national institutional safeguards and bring restructuring processes directly to rural
communities.866 Therefore, in order to expand the choices available to the least
powerful individuals at the local level, decisions must be widely informed.

867

Ackoff argues that „objectivity cannot be approximated by an individual
investigator or decision-maker; it can be approached only by groups of
individuals with diverse values [that are brought to bear in framing the issues].‟868
This thesis insists that it is essential that women are to be a part of
discussions and solutions surrounding their own exploitation,869 and therefore;
the thesis advocates for the inclusion of the women‟s and children‟s views when
approaching policy decisions, rather than outlining strict policy recommendations.
The following section of this chapter will provide an analysis of the NGO‟s
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats, using a Social Relations
865
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Approach. However, ultimately policy should be aligned to social movements
from within.

7.4

SWOT Analysis
An analysis of the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats of the

NGO and its program provides a useful framework for ways in which diversity
might begin at the organisational level, in order to penetrate to NGO programs.
7.4.1. Strengths and Weaknesses
An analysis of the strengths and weaknesses of the NGO reveals six key
areas in which the NGO has either strengths or weaknesses or both strengths
and weaknesses. These areas are knowledge, networks, human resources,
funding, organisational structure and policy outcomes.
7.4.1.1

Knowledge

The NGO has a high level of local knowledge of rural communities within
the Volta Region. The Ewe people group is overrepresented in upper
management within the NGO, which results in very high levels of first-hand
knowledge in the geography of the region, and in the culture and language of the
people. However, as the NGO employs welfarist policy approaches, the views of
the rural women and children within the region are not incorporated into the
program. It is possible that this weakness in the program is actually born out of
the NGO‟s strength in that as such a high number upper management staff
members originate in the Volta Region, policy makers may think or feel that they
understand the problems of the people, and so do not see the participation of the
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people as necessary. As has been discussed within this thesis extensively, the
participation of the women and children is essential as they must live with the
consequences of decisions made.
7.4.1.2

Networks

Due to the high levels of knowledge that the NGO has concerning the
Volta Region and its inhabitants, the NGO has significant access to marginalised
women and children. This is a great strength for the NGO as National Resistance
Group leaders are resisting intervention and therefore, reducing outside access
to the women and children. This strength also highlights an opportunity to
network with National Resistance Movements in order to discuss and take action
regarding mutual concerns. However, the fundamentalism of each group
immobilises cooperation, thus turning an opportunity into a weakness.
The NGO has significant networks internationally, the image of the NGO is
high within these networks and the networks are concerned with the life chances
of women and children. This is a great asset to the NGO in terms of their ability to
gain resources and mobilise resources, although this international network is also
a great weakness as the fundamentalism of the patronage network controls the
extent to which the NGO can embrace holistic empowerment policy approaches.
This inability to embrace diverse values has resulted in a weak image at the
national and local levels.870 Seeking out diverse international networks would
enable the NGO to strengthen this weakness. Similarly, another weakness within
the NGO‟s program is the lack of cross-institutional, multilevel networking
870
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undertaken to target institutions that resist changes that challenge gender
inequality.
7.4.1.3

Human Resources

Within the NGO all of the major southern Ghanaian people groups and
languages are represented within the organisations staff. Whilst the Ewe group is
over-represented in upper-management, all major groups are represented at the
management level, with the exception of the northern Hausa people. The Hausa
people live in the Northern Region of Ghana, which is approximately sixteen
hours north of Accra. The NGO does employ Hausa people within the
management levels of the organisation, however they work remotely and travel to
Ghana for annual staff retreats.871
7.4.1.4

Funding

Though the NGO employs narrow pragmatic approaches that cannot
sustainably increase the life chances of women and children, the life chances of
the women and children participating in the NGO program are increased. This
has been made possible through the NGO‟s ability to gain and maintain funding
to meet the immediate needs of the women and children. As discussed above,
the weakness within this strength is that the funding relies of fundamentalist
patronage networks that limit the NGO‟s ability to embrace diverse values.
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7.4.1.5

Organisational Structure

The weakness of the NGO‟s organisational structure reflects the inequality
seen within the case study. The NGO does not have a diverse representation in
the areas of religion, rural residence or gender. The NGO has a 20% female
representation in the upper-management of the organisation. This is far from
equal representation, however it is higher than the nation‟s female representation
in parliament, which was only 10.9% in 2007/8,872 and 8.3% in 2010.873
The NGO does not employ organisational equality and diversity policies
and several staff members mentioned in interview that they were awarded their
position in the NGO through family contacts.874 This has resulted in a very low
level of representation of people from a low socioeconomic background within
management and upper-management within the organisation. This also
compounds the urban/rural gap in accessing resources as people from high
socio-economic backgrounds tend to have urban patterns of residence.875
Allegations of corruption were made within the field. These allegations
were not confirmed, however should corruption exist within the NGO, this would
drain valuable resources and weaken the work of the NGO.
7.4.1.6

Policy Outcomes

Through the application of a capabilities approach, this thesis contends
that the NGO has increased the capabilities of the women. Similarly, it has been
872
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argued that the productive capacities of the women have been increased through
participation in the NGO‟s program and has brought about a decrease in the
prevalence of the powerful patriarchal practice both directly and indirectly. These
strengths within the NGO‟s program could work in conjunction with opportunities
to enable increases to become sustainable. Currently the advances increase the
work of the women and do not seek to involve the women and children in
decision making processes.
As discussed, the program unnecessarily reflects imperialist themes in
order to further the political agenda of the NGO, at the expense of the
empowerment of the women and children. As argued above, the NGO could use
its strong international networks to seek out diverse patrons so that funding is not
reliant on fundamentalism.
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Table 7.1

NGO Strengths and Weaknesses
Strengths

Weaknesses

Knowledge

Has a high level of local knowledge of rural communities
within the Volta Region

Policy approaches do not incorporate the input of the women and
children

Networks

Has significant access to marginalised women and children

Does not network with National Resistance Groups in order to
discuss and take action regarding mutual concerns

Human
Resources

Image of the NGO at the international level is high

The program does not target institutions across multiple levels to
challenge gender inequality

Has significant networks with people concerned with the life
chances of women and children

Image of the NGO is weak at the national and local levels

All major Ghanaian languages are represented within
organisations staff
All major Ghanaian people groups are represented within
the organisations staff

Funding

Ability to gain and maintain funding to meet the needs of
women and children

Organisational Has some representation of women within the organisations
management
Structure

Funding relies on fundamentalist patronage networks

Does not employ organisational equality and diversity policies
Does not have diverse representation at management level within
the organisation. Eg: Gender, rural and regional residents, religion
Possible corruption draining resources

Policy
Outcomes

Has increased the capabilities of the women
Has increased the productive capacities of the women
outside the shrines
Has brought about a decrease in the prevalence of the
powerful patriarchal practice directly and indirectly

Policy approaches do not incorporate the input of the women and
children
Policy approaches increase the work of women
Imperialist themes reflected in programs
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7.4.2 Opportunities and Threats
Kabeer's Social Relations Approach876 examines the interrelations
between the state, market, household, community and, one could add the
International Community, to determine the positioning of different groups of
people within society. Following Kabeer‟s approach the analysis of the
opportunities and threats that surround the NGO reveals significant ways in
which opportunities might be used to reduce threats at the state, market,
household, community and international levels.
Within the table the threats are listed within each „level‟, (Household,
market, community, state and international) and opportunities available to
respond and reduce threat are listed in the „opportunities‟ column.
As can be seen in the Table 7.2, often the way in which threats at one
level can be minimised, is through engaging with another „level‟. For example, a
treat at the market level is the inability that women have to compete with men in
the marketplace as they are not alleviated from their domestic work. This threat
can only be limited by creating opportunities to challenge the inequality of women
at the household to alleviate the domestic duties of women. In order to
successfully achieve gender inequality at the household level, gender inequality
must be challenged at various levels. Therefore, as argued within this thesis, the
table shows that all of these levels are interlinked and in order to achieve
empowerment at one level, empowerment must cut across multiple levels.
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Therefore, the empowerment of women is reliant on the targeting of, and
challenging within, a variety of organisations and structures.
Within the table, the execution of each opportunity must be driven by the
priorities of the women and children themselves through participation. As argued
by McKay et al, „Active research as we see it, aims to enable decision-makers at
these levels to become more attuned to public considerations around the benefits
and limitations of programmes.‟877
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Table 7.2

1.
International

Using Opportunities to Reduce Threats
Threats

Opportunities

1.1 International fundamentalist

1.1 Build on established patronage networks to include diverse groups

patronage networks will not fund
empowerment programs that value
diversity

1.2 Challenge the unequal status of citizens from developing nations.
Build networks across governmental, non-governmental, north and
south divides to challenge neo-colonialism

1.2 Neo-liberal economic policies
reproduce poverty through unequal
trade agreements
2. State

2.1 National law does not protect the 2.1 Campaign for legal and policy changes at the national level eg, the
women
inclusion of marital rape as a criminal offense
2.2 The women are not able to access 2.2 Challenge the unequal status of women at all levels, including within
their citizenship rights due to limited
the household and the market
economic empowerment
2.3 Build national women‟s agency platforms to enable women‟s voices
2.3 Government continues to resist
to be heard at the national level.
allocating funds to women in national
Build networks with other NGOs and community groups concerned
budgets
with increasing the life chances of women and children. Target
2.4 Aid effectiveness monitoring does
specific government bodies and engage in dialogue to campaign for
not show significant improvement in
changes at the national level.
gender empowerment indicators
2.4 Target institutions that resist change. Engage in dialogue with these
stakeholders to explore why the structures or institutions resist
change
2.4 Enable women to participate in decision making processes - Apply
monitoring tools at grass roots
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3. Market

3.1 Women cannot compete with men in
the marketplace as they are not
alleviated from their domestic work
3.2 The role of women in traditional
vocations is not challenged within the
marketplace

4.
Community

4.1 Mindset of the people remains the
same
4.2 Customary law trumps national law
when it comes to women‟s rights

3.1 Challenge the inequality of women at the household level to alleviate
the domestic duties of women
3.2 Educate women in non-traditional vocations in order to challenge the
unequal status of women

4.1 Increase activities in rural communities. Engage in dialogue with
community members and continue human rights education
programs. Ensure the education programs challenge the unequal
status of women at all levels.
4.2 As above
Campaign at state level for adherence to national law for Ghana‟s
rural women
Campaign for an increased level of participation for rural women
within community and state political roles

5. Family/
Household

5.1 Women are not alleviated from their
domestic duties at the household
level
5.2 Women do not have equal access to
the law due to insufficient economic
empowerment

5.1 Participate in discussions and education programs within rural
communities that challenge the unequal status of women
5.2 Continue microfinance credit schemes for women
5.2 Challenge the unequal allocation of resources within households
5.2 Enable women to participate in decision making processes - Apply
monitoring tools at grass roots
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7.5

Summary and Recommendations
This chapter has argued that international aid alone cannot increase the

life chances of women and children, as there is resistance to gender equality
within the nation. This is evidenced through the lack of indicators for assessing
the life chances of rural women. A lack of indicators limits life chances as
measurement, evaluation and subsequent improvement cannot take place.
Similarly, within the nation there is a lack of national women‟s machineries,
resulting in white western women and/or national urban males presenting the
priorities and demands of the nation‟s poorest women. Further evidence is seen
in the lack of community monitoring tools which limit the sustainability of any
advances, as the unequal status of women has not been challenged. The
women‟s right to bodily integrity is not protected under the law as, though the
Domestic Violence Bill gives women and children some protection „on paper‟,
access to this protection is limited for those who are not sufficiently empowered
in other areas. Whilst the NGO increases the life chances of the women and
children, they also present them as passive victims, disempowering them and
reducing life chances.
My argument that aid alone cannot sustainably increase life chances is
furthered by the NGO‟s bypassing of the very institutions that require change in
order to increase life chances. This chapter evidences that until the status of
women is challenged at the household, community and state levels, advances
made are not sustainable. Increasing the women‟s and children‟s life chances
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means ensuring that interventions do not use the women as a means to an end,
but rather that increasing life chances is the central issue of concern.
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Chapter 8

Embracing Diverse Values to Increase the
Life Chances of Women and Children

Within this thesis I have used the NGO‟s intervention into the Troxovi
practice as a case study to consider whether development makes a difference to
the life chances of women and children. The research finds that the Trokosi
women‟s and children‟s life chances are increased as their basic needs are met
through participation in the development program, however the multiple unequal
positions of the women and children remain unchallenged. The women continue
to be discriminated against according to their class, nationality, race, gender and
rural status; as the program bypasses the institutions and structures that resist
the changes required to achieve gender equality.
What the women are able to „do and be‟878 is increased by the NGO.
Unlike many Trokosi women still serving in shrines, the women have access to
basic healthcare, are able to move around freely, the majority of the women are
reunited with family members and the extent to which the women are able to
have control over their environment is increased. The program increases the
women‟s income generation through their productive roles. However, as the
women‟s positions within the household are not challenged through the program,
the women are not alleviated of their domestic duties and their workload is
increased. The program does challenge the inequality of the Trokosi women
through their release from the shrines, however the effectiveness of this
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challenge is questionable as in the field the NGO stated that the mindset of the
people has not changed.
Though recent aid effectiveness strategies have been employed between
the OECD DAC and the governments of developing nations, NGOs have little
accountability to donors and to the people who participate in their development
programs. NGOs are often seen as „empowering, emancipatory vehicles‟,879
however within the case study the NGO often reinforces the women‟s unequal
positions. The NGO‟s Christian interventionism reflects patriarchal imperialism,
provoking African renaissancist responses that leave the women and children
disadvantaged as each group uses the women to forward its own political
agenda. Following Nelson‟s argument, within the thesis I have questioned
whether NGOs accurately represent the priorities and demands of poor
communities. 880 Within the case study, this could not be assessed as the NGO
controls access to the women and speaks on their behalf. This, in itself, speaks
of the extent to which the women are able to participate in the decision making
processes that determine their futures.
At the international level, the women are presented as passive victims to
fundamentalist patronage networks, who seek to convert the women and are not
required to acknowledge their role as oppressors. At the national level, the state
has failed to prioritise the needs of rural women and children. Women and
children are excluded from national budget allocations and protection under, and
equal access to, the law. The women suffer a double disadvantage due to their
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gender and their rural status within the nation. At the local level, the women‟s
market participation in increased, but the unequal relationships between men and
women remain unchallenged within the household and at the community levels.
Within the fieldwork, the NGO was accused of corruption. This claim could
not be verified; however the thesis does find that the prevalence and severity of
the practice has been exaggerated by the NGO. Each national stakeholder
disputes the claims of the other concerning the treatment of the women within the
shrines, however these discussions confirm that within all shrines, it is the priest
who decides if the Trokosi women‟s rights are adhered to. This provides a
valuable insight into the powerful patriarchal nature of the system. Through an
exploration of the history of NGOs I have argued that the exaggeration or
proliferation of the „worst cases‟ of human rights abuses is not uncommon in
international NGOs. This is done in order to secure funding in difficult economic
conditions.
It is my finding that the life chances of women and children cannot be
significantly increased when NGOs function without diverse values. Within the
case study the political agenda of the NGO takes priority and increasing the
women‟s and children‟s life chances is not the central area of concern. Diversity
requires that the women and children are to be seen as ends in themselves,
rather than a means to further the agenda of others. In this way, I recommend
empowerment policy approaches that challenge the multiple unequal positions of
the women.
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Access to the women and children was impeded in the field and therefore,
the policy recommendations of the thesis are limited as the research does not
incorporate the views of the women and children. Once the views of women and
children are able to be heard, policy should be aligned to social movements from
within. This requires that the women are involved in decision making processes
and that decision making procedures are widely informed. In this way, oppressive
structures and institutions are involved in discussions concerning the inequality of
the women and are able to be challenged in their roles as oppressors.
Upon completion, a report of summary recommendations will be supplied
to the NGO staff both within Australia and in Ghana. It is hoped that this might
open up dialogue between „front line‟ and „supply line‟ development workers to
explore the themes presented within the thesis and discuss the legitimacy of the
observations and arguments presented. It is envisaged that such a discussion
might be the first step towards engaging in intersubjective discussion at a crossinstitutional level and seeking to employ diverse values within the patronage
network.
Furthermore, the recommendations found in this case study can be readily
applied to other development contexts and therefore a number of articles based
on this fieldwork have been submitted and accepted for publication881 and in time
the thesis will be published as a book. It is my aim to ensure the
recommendations put forward as a result of this research might be made publicly
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available so policy makers, researchers and development practitioners might
„switch their attention to knowledge-power play.‟882
Within this thesis I emphasise the need for researchers to employ
participatory approaches as it was only through seeking to speak with the women
that it became clear that the women were represented by others. This reflects
both the strengths and the challenges of using PAR approaches. In order to
access participants meaningfully, a certain level of empowerment must have
been achieved, yet when access is impeded, the extent to which participants are
spoken for by others is revealed.
This research provides valuable insight into the functioning of NGOs, the
extent to which they are able to represent the priorities of poor people, and the
effects that fundamentalist values can have on the life chances of women and
children. Within the thesis I find that it is only through the use of the oppositional
knowledges of the oppressed that domains of power can be challenged and
resisted. This is imperative as the life chances of women and children can only
be sustainably increased through the eradication of both cultural and economic
subordination. Essential ingredients in poor black women‟s emancipation include:
equal participation in the creation of culture; equality in both paid and unpaid
labour activities; equal rights under, and equal access to, the law; the abolition of
unequal labour arrangements and exploitative global economic policies; and the
eradication of the proliferation of images which place women as victims, rather
than agents of their own futures. Sustainably raising the life chances of women
and children cannot be achieved through NGO programs that focus on
882
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victimology, rather than the attainment of political, economic and ideological
empowerment.
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Appendix 1: Information for Participants
Working Title. 'Knowledge is a Baobab Tree'883:
A Collaborative Critical Analysis of the Politics, Policies and Processes of
Practitioners working to Release Slaves in West Africa.
Contact details for the Principal Researcher
Ms Rachel Outhred
rachelouthred@hotmail.com

Aims of the research
In short, the goal of this research is to evaluate the frameworks (social, legal,
economical, historical and political) that exist around the Trokosi women, and
gain an understanding of how these frameworks can be adjusted to better
represent the rights of the Trokosi women.
To document:
1.

The history of the Troxovi practice, the Ewe people and the history of
Ghana

2.

The history of western activity in Ghana and the history of international
development, globally.

3.

The history of the NGO and their work in Ghana

To discover:
1.

How Trokosi survivors function within the community

2.

How communities view the release of the Trokosi women

3.

Why the passing of the 1998 law has not been enforced

4.

What approach the NGO, Ghana uses in their programs

883

Traditional Ewe Proverb. ‘Knowledge is a Baobab Tree, You Can’t Wrap Your Arms Around It’
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5.

The financial obligations associated with receiving funds from Ausaid and
personal givers in the west

6.

What choices are available to Trokosi survivors

7.

What policies and processes have been useful in releasing Trokosi
women

8.

What political agendas silence the Trokosi women

9.

What political agendas serve the Trokosi women

To create:
A model based on the achievements and oversights or obstacles of the NGO
work for other practitioners to use in the emanicpation of gender specific cultural
practices that legitimate violence against women.
Please note: The name of NGO providing the development program will remain
anonymous within the thesis.

Your role
Key stakeholders within the frameworks surrounding the Trokosi women, and the
Trokosi women themselves will be approached for interview in order to gain
insight into all aspects and inter-relations between key stakeholders. Those being
interviewed include:
Trokosi survivors
Community members from villages that no longer practice Trokosi
Elders from the Ewe community
Staff from the NGO, Ghana
Representatives from local groups resisting Trokosi emancipation
Representatives from the government of Ghana
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International givers who give to the work of the NGO
Representatives from governmental donors
The CEO of the NGO, Australia
The Finance Director of the NGO, Australia.
All interviews with Trokosi survivors, community members, community elders,
international givers and NGO staff within Ghana will remain anonymous.
Interviewee‟s from all participant groups, with the exception of the NGO, will not
have their names published and only their participant group will appear in the
thesis. In the case of the NGO, the participant group will be identified as „a group
working to emancipate the Trokosi system‟. In the case of the NGO, Ghana, your
position title will not be identified in order to ensure anonymity. In the case of the
NGO, Australia, please be aware that your job title may be identified (though the
organisation will not be).
The final work will NOT NAME [the NGO], it will only refer to „an organisation
working with the Trokosi in Ghana‟.
Observation will be a strong component of the methodology. This will include
observing the work of the NGO, Ghana both within Accra and within the
vocational centre. The principal researcher will shadow the work of consenting
participants.
Please note: All anonymity assurances will apply as above.
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How the research will be monitored
This research has passed the ethics approval required by Flinders University,
Australia. Research will be monitored at all times by:
1.

Dr Yvonne Corcoran-Nantes (Yvonne.corcoran-nantes@flinders.edu.au)

2.

Ass Prof Janet McIntyre (janet.mcintyre@flinders.edu.au)

If you have any concerns about the ethical nature of this research that you do not
feel you can discuss with the Principal Researcher (Rachel Outhred) please
contact one of these supervising researchers.

Privacy and Confidentiality
As stated above, all names of interviewees will be kept confidential. Which
participant group you represent will be stated.
Interview transcripts will be stored in three places.
1.

In electronic form on my personal computer, protected by a password.

2.

In electronic form, at Flinders University, protected by a password.

3.

Once out of Ghana, documents will be downloaded onto hardware and
printed out in paper form and stored in a safe within Australia.

Once the research is written up and the thesis is complete, all electronic data will
be destroyed and only copies, kept within a safe will remain. These may be used
in the future for further research; however confidentiality will always be assured.

Withdrawal from the Project
Participants have the right to withdraw from the project at any stage during the
data collection stage. At any stage within the data collection period (August 2008
– February 2009) participants may withdraw from the process and may seek
withdrawal of the data collected. However, the acknowledgement that withdrawal
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by a participant and information concerning the withdrawal of data may be
anonymously included (only naming the participant group) within the final project
conclusions.

Funding for the Project
Early in the research project the Principal Researcher received a bursary of
Aus$3000 for expenses, by the Wyndham Richardson Foundation.
For this reason there will be no reimbursement of costs to participants. The NGO,
Ghana staff will be able to complete their interviews within their prescribed work
hours.

Dissemination of Results
Results will be submitted to various publishers for dissemination. Publications
could take the form of a book, journal articles and/or conference papers.
The research data may be used again at a later date, however all anonymity and
confidentiality agreements will remain in place.

Benefits
The name of this work is titled „Knowledge is a Baobab Tree‟ originating from the
Ewe proverb „Knowledge is a Baobab Tree; you can‟t wrap your arms around it‟.
This proverb is about the inferiority of one mind, in comparison to the community
conscience. This research seeks to gather the knowledge of all participants to
further understand how the frameworks existing around the Trokosi women and
their communities can be improved to ensure the fulfillment of all peoples social,
political, cultural and civil rights. It is hoped this research will assist other groups
working to eliminate cultural practices that legitimate violence against women.
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Appendix 2 Consent Form TRO, ELD, CMS
TROKOSI SURVIVORS, ELDERS AND COMMUNITY MEMBERS
CONSENT FORM FOR PARTICIPATION IN RESEARCH

(by interview)
I …............................................................................................................................
being over the age of 18 years hereby consent to participate as requested in the Letter
of Introduction and Participant Information Sheet for the research project on „Knowledge
is a Baobab Tree‟: A Critical Analysis of the Politics, Policies and Processes of
development programs working to Release Slaves in West Africa.
1. I have read the information provided.
2. Details of procedures and any risks have been explained to my satisfaction.
3.

I am aware that I should retain a copy of the Information Sheet and Consent
Form for future reference.

4.

I understand that:

I may not directly benefit from taking part in this research.

I am free to withdraw from the project at any time and am free to decline
to answer particular questions.

I may request a copy of the interview or see the interview notes at any
time after the interview has taken place.

While the information gained in this study will be published as explained, I
will not be identified, and individual information will remain confidential.

There will be an interpreter present at the interview, however all
confidentiality assurances remain.

I may withdraw at any time from the session or the research without
disadvantage.

Participant’s signature……………………………………Date…………………...
I certify that I have explained the study to the volunteer and consider that she/he
understands what is involved and freely consents to participation.
Researcher’s name………………………………….…………………….................
Researcher’s signature…………………………………..Date…………………….
NB:

Two signed copies should be obtained. The copy retained by the researcher may then be
used for authorisation of Items 8 and 9, as appropriate.
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8.

I, the participant whose signature appears below, have read a transcript of my
participation and agree to its use by the researcher as explained.

Participant’s signature……………………………………Date…………………...
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Appendix 3 Consent Form The NGO
NGO STAFF GHANA and NGO, AUSTRALIA
CONSENT FORM FOR PARTICIPATION IN RESEARCH

(by interview and/or observation)
I …............................................................................................................................
being over the age of 18 years hereby consent to participate as requested in the
Letter of Introduction and Participant Information Sheet for the research project
on „Knowledge is a Baobab Tree‟: A Critical Analysis of the Politics, Policies and
Processes of development programs working to Release Slaves in West Africa.
3. I have read the information provided.
4. Details of procedures and any risks have been explained to my satisfaction.
3.

I am aware that I should retain a copy of the Information Sheet and Consent
Form for future reference.

4.

I understand that:

I may not directly benefit from taking part in this research.

I am free to withdraw from the project at any time and am free to
decline to answer particular questions.

I may request a copy of the interview or see the interview notes at
any time after the interview has taken place.

While the information gained in this study will be published as
explained, I will not be identified, and individual information will
remain confidential. My job title may be included (NGO Staff only),
but the name of my organisation will remain anonymous.

My work may be observed by the Principal Researcher during the
course of data collection (NGO, Ghana only).

I may withdraw at any time from the session or the research without
disadvantage.

Participant’s signature……………………………………Date…………………...
I certify that I have explained the study to the volunteer and consider that she/he
understands what is involved and freely consents to participation.
Researcher’s name………………………………….…………………….................
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Researcher’s signature…………………………………..Date…………………….
NB:

8.

Two signed copies should be obtained. The copy retained by the researcher may then be
used for authorisation of Items 8 and 9, as appropriate.

I, the participant whose signature appears below, have read a transcript of my
participation and agree to its use by the researcher as explained.

Participant’s signature……………………………………Date…………
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Appendix 4 Consent Form IDA, CHRAJ, NRG
DONOR GOVERNMENT REPRESENTATIVE
GOVERNMENT OF GHANA REPRESENTATIVE
NATIONAL RESISTANCE GROUPS REPRESENTATIVE
CONSENT FORM FOR PARTICIPATION IN RESEARCH
(by interview)
I …............................................................................................................................
being over the age of 18 years hereby consent to participate as requested in the Letter
of Introduction and Participant Information Sheet for the research project on „Knowledge
is a Baobab Tree‟: A Critical Analysis of the Politics, Policies and Processes of
Development Programs working to emancipate Trokosi.
5. I have read the information provided.
6. Details of procedures and any risks have been explained to my satisfaction.
3.

I am aware that I should retain a copy of the Information Sheet and Consent
Form for future reference.

4.

I understand that:

I may not directly benefit from taking part in this research.

I am free to withdraw from the project at any time and am free to decline
to answer particular questions.

I may request a copy of the interview or see the interview notes at any
time after the interview has taken place.

While the information gained in this study will be published as explained,
you will not be identified, and individual information will remain
confidential. Your organisation will be named and the area that you work
within will be named in the research (eg: policy department, Ausaid).

I may withdraw at any time from the session or the research without
disadvantage.

Participant’s signature……………………………………Date…………………...
I certify that I have explained the study to the volunteer and consider that she/he
understands what is involved and freely consents to participation.
Researcher’s name………………………………….…………………….................
Researcher’s signature…………………………………..Date…………………….
NB:

Two signed copies should be obtained. The copy retained by the researcher may then be
used for authorisation of Items 8 and 9, as appropriate.
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8.

I, the participant whose signature appears below, have read a transcript of my
participation and agree to its use by the researcher as explained.

Participant’s signature……………………………………Date…………………...
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